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Good Food Gets Bad Rating 
Lisa R. McCullough 
and Paul Burley 
Hilltop Staff Reporters 
Amid moun1ing complain1 s from 
students about the meal plan, the 
Good Food Serv ice Committee 
mee1ing was held last Tuesda y to 
discuss studen1 participat ion w~th 
menu-making, food variety and over 
all service. 
Most students inlerviewed said 1he 
food was not appetizing. Others sairl 
the dishes are not always clean and 
are someiimes chipped . 
Freshman Derrick L. Paynes said, 
' ' It ' s quite vile . I don't know about 
this regenerated food. It seems to ap-
pear three or four times a week." 
' 'They really could use some 
Cascade (on the di shes),'' he added . 
· Eric Mitchell a j unior Criminal 
Law Major said, ''I've been on the 
meal plan for three years. One thing 
is that they will cook something and 
keep it around for a couple of days. 
I used to take my napKin arid pick 
din out of the glasses and now its get -
ting that way with the bowls." 
On the other hand , jun°ior Evans 
Lazarre said , ''It' s pretty good. 
They're doing a good job .. If you go 
to McDonald's you can blow five 
dollars . Here, you get 19 full size 
meals.'' Lazarre said he will be on the 
meal pla11 again next semester if he 
can get a summer job. 
Another student on scholarship, 
who asked not to be named, said, 
''It's good, but it takes awhile to get 
used to . The dishes are not always 
' 
clean . If I was not on scholarship I 
probably would not be on the meal 
plan ." 
Dawne Gibson, a junior print jour-
nalism major, said, ''The food is ade-
q uate. It' s not that great but it 's O .K. 
' ' I think we' re getting good service. 
The women are really nice if you get 
on their good side." 
During the meeting held in a glass 
section o f the ca feteria, the service's 
Executive c hi e f and G ener a l 
Manager, Andrew Gordon said, ''We 
don't serve left over food. Anytime 
you prepare a casserole and let it set · 
fo r dnc hour it must be h~ld ar I SO 
deg.recs and that may couse the food -
to appear unfresh . ' ' 
• · Bernardo Lloyd, the night 
manager agreed with Gordon and 
said, ,''J 3 m not going to put 
something out there that I'm not go-
ing to enjo}'. " 
According to Elmon Wilder, presi-
_Jlent of the Food Service Committee 
for three years, communication is a 
problem . ' 'l personally distributed 
the contracts- to dorms and even to 
the Registrar' s desk to be distributed. 
Some.how, it just didn' t make contact 
with 'the students. " Wilder said the 
meeting was the first time in three 
years he attempted to meet with 
students. 
Gerald Prioleau, another commit-
tee member, said that he had never 
seen the mimeographed sheet Wilder 
referred to as the ' 'contract'' . 
' ' The students don't have access to 
the contract . There are other terms 
when 'you sign up ," Prioleau said. 
' 'Our objective is to try and 
localize certain interests, which are 
Common to the Good Food Service, 
to the students and administrations 
and to come up with some possible 
solutions," he said . 
The icontract ' actually was an 
advertisement entitled, ''How to Sa"¥e 
Money!' ' , that highlighted certain 
areas o f the contract agreement 
which went into affect July I, 1983 . 
In particular, thC sheet indicated that 
students should receive a monthly 
''premium entree night with such 
premiums as aged choice steak, roast 
prime rib or beef or lobster'' at no 
additional cost . 
According to the· official agr ~ 
tnent between GOOd Food Servlq:. 
and the University, ''Good FJ.}Od Str~ 
vice will, on a regttlar b~is, carve its 
meat and entrees in front of the 
students during the meal periods . Jn 
addition, the contract states that 
refreshments v.·ill be provided to 
students who reside in the dor-
mitories during final examination 
periods. The menu will include sand· 
wiches salads, meats, and cheese, 
browrlies, cookies and beverages. It 
is also the responsibility ·of Good 
Food Service to replace chipped utm· 
sils . ' ' The Contractor. will replace all 
flatware, chinaware and glass~are 
originally purchased for the un1ver· 
. .. 
s1ty ... 
According to a spokesman from 
the D.C . Department of Health, the 
cafeteria is inspected four tim.es a 
year . The facility passed the last in-
spection in NovemL.!r . 
Committee member Renee! 
Prioleau said, ''I was at .another 
Continued on page 3 
Andrew Skerfltt 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Financial Aid administrators told 
students protesting in front of the 
College of Medicine yesterday that 
the University had found funds for 
20 repeating students no longer eligi-
ble for federal aid. 
Over 65 placard-carrying students 
picketed, while most students refus-
ed to attend classes or clinics. In one 
class five freshmen out of 100 attend-
ed, while only 13 sophomores attend-
ed their lecture. 
Because they failed three or more 
courses, the students were expelled 
and must repeat the entire year upon 
readmittance. Howard University 
considers repeaters not to be in good 
academic standing, and federal 
regulations prohibit students who are 
not in good academic standing from 
receiving federal funds. 
The administrators, Sterling 
Lloyd, assistant dean for Student Af-
fairs and Financial Aid in the college, 
-I 
-
Daphne Mosts 
Hilltop Staff Reporter ' 
I 
For the past IS years, the Howard 
University School of Communica· 
tions has hosted the Annual Com-
munications . Conference, and this 
year its theme is ''Communications: 
A Key to Economic and Political 
Change.! '- · 
The conference is being held Feb. 
13-16 at the university's Armour J. 
Blackburn Center. It endeavors to 
bring together communications 
scholars, researchers, professionals 
and students with the purpose of pro-
viding a forum for emphasizing the 
Black perspective in communication~ 
as they exchange career related infor-
mation and examine issues relevant 
to policy issues. 
The conference brings one to two 
thousand outstanding com-
municators Who are committed to in-
creasing the participation and in-
' • Goldie Claiborne, director of the Of-
fice of Financial Aid and Student 
Employment, and Ora Chowbay, 
financial aid officer for the college, 
met with over 200 students shortly 
before noon in an attempt to answer 
questions and student grievances. 
Addressing the meeting, Lloyd 
said, ''The prese'nt crisis has been 
resolved. We have identified funds to 
cover' the emergenc~ loans, tuition 
and related fees for all the repeating 
students . We will be processing these 
funds this week and the students will 
receive letters to that effect next 
week.'' 
Lloyd declined to say how much 
money was needed but student coun-
cil figures released several weeks ago 
indicated that the amount required 
would be over $100,000. However, he 
said that the moneY had been obtain· 
ed f ron'I University sources and 
would be disbursed in the form of 
grants and long term loans. ''Each 
student would receive a maximum of 
$1500 in loans and would get grants 
to cover whatever balance is owed,'' 
he said. 
The_mee~ing amona 1t1~'' and 
admin~trators came at the requeat or 
the College of Medicine's Student 
Council which had organized an all-
day boycott of classes and a 
demonstration outside the college. 
Council President Kevin Scott said, 
''The students are not convinced that 
thC situation was under control and 
we needed a public statement from 
the administration. '' 
According to a student council 
press release, the day of the protest 
''was organized to show solidarity 
and support for repeating classmates. 
Scott said, "We planned the protest 
at a Wednesday meeting when we 
decided 10 have an all day boycott of 
classes, picket the . College of 
Medicine and then march on the Ad· 
ministration building.'' 
The Student Council organized its 
day of protest two days before Feb. 
15, the registration deadline. Or. 
Carlton Alexis, vice president for 
health affairs quoted in a previous 
Continued on Page 16 
15th Annual Communications Conference 
A Key(to Economic and Political Chan~e 
tluence of minorities in Communica-
tions and related areas, aCcording to 
Dr. Orlando Taylor, acting dean of 
the School of Communicaions. 
As the tradition continues, it does 
so with a more rounded perspective 
which reflects the eventual changes 
being made in the school itself. 
."The program has always focused 
on all departments,'·' said Dr. Taylor . 
' 'I don't think we're different in that 
regard . I think we just have a more 
comprehensive program. We have 
more depth ." 
A major addition to the depth of 
the program is the Center for Com· 
mµni.catiom Reiearch. T.he center 
wiO build ui>Ott'a" fciu,ndation Of ilc-
complishments in the area of 
undergraduate and graduate training 
in the communication arts, sciences 
and media professions by helping to 
increase the research and productivity 
of its faculty and students, according 
to Taylor . 
Jn an effort to increase the research 
and scholarly dimensions of the 
renown~d conference, the Center hatl 
organized a broad call for papCfs 
soliciting proposals from students 
and scholars at major schools and 
colleges of communications. 
''I think to have a book coming 
out each year from Howard Univer-
sity on~ importann topics of com-
munications which can be read by 
policy makers, students, professors 
and the general public can not help 
but have some impact on the way we 
perceive the fields of communications 
,and the kind of public policies that 
need to be developed to address com-
m:unications issues,'' Taylor said . 
As for the fields of communica-
tions, the numbers speak for 
themselves . According to a 1984 
study by the American Society for 
Newspaper Editors, ethnic minorities 
constitute only 58 percent of 
newsroom professionals, 61 percent 
Gramm~Rudman 
Forces Cuts 
.- Benjamin James 
Hill1op Staff Rcporttr 
... .. . . ' 
Under the Grairtm-Rudman· 
Hollings deficit-reduction law 
Howard University will cut a total of 
$7 million spread over four different 
categories which receive federal 
appropriations. 
The University would ''defer'' a 
proposed $5 million faculty and non-
faculty salary increase, and cut 
$9Sl,OOO from Howard University 
Hospital, S2I5,000 in research funds 
and $86,000 from the matching en· 
dowment grant . 
The cuts r.eflect the 4.3 percent 
reduction mandated in the new law, 
by March I, 1986. 
Also, $810,000 would be cut from 
the retirement fund. La -1 ''' "'e' '<. the 
Unive"rsity announced pla;, lO begin 
an early retirement plan ·for 
employees with at least 70 years of 
service and age combined . 
Continued on Page 16 · 
U.G. Trustee ' Candidates Speak Out 
A Royal Trustee 
Tuanda Ward 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
''I strongly believe that if a person 
is capable of doing a job, then that 
person is obligated to do it,'' said 
Lloyd Roya!. a candidate for . 
Undergraduate Trustee. 
''Excellence based on the founda-
tion of substance'' is a campaign 
slogan that says ''we, the student 
body are striving for excellence,'' he· 
said. ''The foundation is the institu-
tion of Howard University, and the 
substance is the faculty and ad· 
ministration. When you bridge all 
three together, you get the ~pelting o'f 
Howard.•• 
Royal, a junior marketing major, 
was born in YounP.town, Ohio. 
Before coming to Howard, he attend-
ed a school in Munich, West 
Germany. · ' . . Lloyd Randall vies for Undergraduate Truslet wi1h cxccllcncc in mind. Currently, he is the director of the 
Marketins club and president of the 
Golden Key National Honor Socie-
ty. Royal described the honor socie-
ty as an ''umbrella organization'' 
that covers all schools, Liberal Arts, 
Communications. Business, etc. 
There are currently 77 universities in-
volved nat:onwide. 
''Howard is the first Black univer· 
to 400 members on Howard's cam· 
pus. His involvement in campus ac-
tivities stems to his active participa-
tion in the community. He is current-
ly working on a Corrections Project 
with the D.C. Department of Correc-
tion, focusing on the population at 
Lorton, a !ocal detenJ.ion center. The 
sity to be involved," said Royal, / 
''and I am the first Black president.'' · program that is developing is calle~ 
According to Royal, there are 3SO ''the Ex-offender Business pro· 
I 
''Once the ex--offendcr leaves Lor-
ton, the program would help him set 
up his own business, be it roofina, 
bakina. tailoring, etc.,'' said Royal. 
''The program would give the ex-
• • • • convicts an Jncent1ve to start again 
and it would give them a sense of self· 
achievement.'' 
''l can't stand th~ th~ul_ht of a 
gram'', which would help the ex-
convict when be il.rel~sed from jail. 
Continued on Paa• 3 
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Juditra Buraeu plans 10 work closely with HUSA if dectcd. 
Robert L. Frelow, Jr. 
Hill1op S1arr Reporter 
1 Unlvefs'hy Student Association 
(HUSA) activities, reportii)g between 
both HUSA and the Board of 
Trustees, each other's intentions. 
Buraess, a Junior psycholoaY m&-
jor, said that the position of 
Undeqraduatc Trustee "is a viable 
position that shouJcl be held by a 
qualified individual." 
If elected for the position of 
Undergraduate Trustee, Judy 
Buraess would attempt to create 11 A 
Stronaer Alliance'' amona student 
officialJ, accordina to Burgess. 
This alliance, accordin1 to 
Buraess, represents a renewed effori 
to fully participate in all Howard 
While she bu participated and 
held office with several clubs and 
' 
organizations, she said that her work. 
in the community is more important 
than her participation in campus ac-
tivities. In the community, she has 
workCd with problem children from · 
a summer camp, participated in a 
·community service organization. and 
-she currentfy j)artTcipates Tn the 
Carver and Slowe halls project, in 
Burgess Vies 
For Position 
not just hold the position,'' Burgess 
said the Undergraduate Trustee 
''should be assertive so as not to be 
intimidated by the 29 older Board 
members'' in either of their four 
meetings ·during the course of the 
academic school year. 
Some of the issues she feels past 
trustees have not raised or pursued, 
are those involved with the im-
plementation of an Afro-American 
studies class as a requirement for 
undergraduate. stu~e°'l!t the sbvttle 
which Howard students ~rl< with 
and serve the elderly lind younaer 
citizens in the LeDroit Park tua. who 
have certain needs. ~ 
With plans to work closely with 
HUSA if elected, Buraess COIUiden 
her ex~ • • put HUSA stu-
dent representld•e and cbai• person 
to the Ac.....,.le Affain Committee 
a strona point. ''I can aepr1111t 
HUSA's feelinp better bec1._ (I) 
have worked wilh them before.,•• she 
said. 
Claimitll to ••want to do the job, 
, ('.oatlnuell on P"ll 3 
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[ · ,By Wayne E. Ja ckson - WEJ 
Candidates 
Share 
Co cerns 
Paul S. Burley 
~-Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The candidates for undergraduate 
trustee and Howard University Stu-
dent Association (HUSA) president 
and vice-president, campaigned in the 
Sutton Plaza lounge Wednesday 
night for the third in a series of 
_speak-outs . 
T, ny Brown answers questions af1er speaking to students about Black culture. 
/ Brown Challenges 
Judy Burgess, a trustee candidate, 
said, ''It has been too Jong that you 
have had undergraduate trustees who 
don't give a damn . They get the of-
fice and you never see them again . I 
hope you don't make a wrong deci-
sion. I feel I am the person for you 
to elect. I am ready to take on this 
job of effectively communicating 
yofrr ideas." 
•• 
' Students to Understand '' I am the candidate Judy just described," said Lloyd Royal, also 
running for trustee . 
I -~ 
lack Culture 
• 
' . 
Dawn Gibson 
Hil.l1op Staff Reporte~ 
' 
• 
*
'I believe that White people are 
n smart enough, nor mean enough 
to do to us what we've done to 
ourselves;'' said Tony Brown, com-
mtntator and producer of the PBS 
aired Tony Brown's Journal . 
!Brown spoke to a group of 
students last Monday at one of 
'HMM-TV's bi-weekly Careers in 
mmunications Seminars. 
'Culture ... has more to do with 
what happens to you than most peo-
ple believe,'' Brown said, adding that 
Black American culture ''mitigates 
against Black success." . 
); He explained that within the Black 
cpmmunity masculinity is defined 
through physical ability, instead of 
a~ademic performance. If a Black 
~ale does well academically, ''he is 
cpnsidered a sissy," Brown said, 
'jand excelling footba11or basketball 
is a sign of manhood." I '' We take too much from our slave 
culture and not our African culture," 
~aid Brown. , 
·1 From Black slave culture he said 
1hat Whites ''made Africans believe 
they were anything Whites wanted us 
10 be. If I convince you that you are 
a minority, you will retain minority 
itatus ." r ·~ · Brown explained that many of the · 
Jllack social pro~l~s which exist to-
~ay are the direct rCsult of slavery. 
Javery is an economic system that 
xploited Blacks in order to 
ounteract the negative results of 
slavery, a progressive economic 
system must be developed . 
The Buy Freedom campaign, a 
program aimed at educating the 
• 
Campaigning with national issues, 
Royal talked about the importance of 
the Gramm-Rudman bill, which is 
Black consumer, which he spearhead- designed to cut government spending. 
ed is one way to so lve the problems Students who have government 
.of- Black America. assistance could be affected by it. 
The Campaign is structUred to ''The number one issue facing us 
elevate the consciousness of Blacks. today is the Gramm-Rudman bill . 
'' It is to pick up where the Civi l That is reinstating South African 
Rights movement left off. Our basic policy here in America," Royal said. 
problem (today) is economics," he Burgess replied, ''There are issues 
said. just as pressing on this campus. 
Many of the Black social problems When you are 342 on the waiting list 
- raced today are not the result of no one gives a damn about Mr . 
social racism, but economic racism, Gramm or Mr. Rudman ." 
he added. 
''There is a direct correlation bet - Royal said that if we don't pay at-
tention to Gramm-Rudman we won't 
ween Black male unemployment and have to worry about coming back to 
the rise in Black female headed households .,, school . Burgess acknowledged the 
importance of the bill but said that 
''Don't scapegoat Ronald Reagan. she is not a congresswoman . 
.. and don't blame our problems on ••t can only represent you," 
Whites," Brown said. ''If we don't Burgess said. 
spend our money on our businesses Royal also said that there is no 
(so that more jobs will be provided) such thing a student apathy, that the 
then we are the villains." Brown said that Blacks spend 95 . word is not in his vocabulary. He percent of their income on White added that students only need to feel 
businesses . ''We (Blacks) don't like they have leaders to rally behind. 
what we are so we don't support us ,'' ''I have no platform,'' Royal said, 
he said. ' 'you (students) arc my platform." 
If one million Black Americans Herb Long, of the Wilkins-Long 
slate 'Changes in the Making', said, 
learn to feel good about themselves ''The three general areas of concern 
and their African heritage and learn are cultural awareness, political 
to support -Black businesses other education, and student activism ." · 
Blacks will catch on and follow suit. Long said that Blacks have no 
''The vast majority of people are culture as African Americans and 
waiting on the corner for the parade, 
then they "Cl in ·line '' 8 0 n "d that ~e must legitimize and define 0 • r w sai · our h1s1orv . 
. He encourage~ . stud~!lts _ to .... b,uy :. I"' \' At. the. prefl!Df tUne-.we ai;.e, 1-.ii,ng 
from .freedom_ bus1ncss~1s, not 5.1mp- pulled on a leash iii. the U.S. we Have lY ~lack bu.sinesse.$.. ~ IJ fl . Blru;~--pe~ going:' '° the Capitol Building 
bus1~ess does not su~port B.lacks, dressing nice and telling us what to 
don t buy from them, he said. do ,, sa'd L 
''One million seven hundred jobs .'.L d ong. . . 
will be provided if we spend mo e ea ers are what we will continue 
in our conimunity. •• n Y to_ produce here at the Mecca," he 
"Wh" I h . I . said . 
. 1te peop e at1ng or ov1ng us . ''Support you I ad •• L 
is not what keeps us from freedom, d ,, r e ers, ong 
the color of freedom is green." urge ' make the~ come to you, 
Continued on page 3 
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8 ways to et a man 
to asli: u out again. 
j 
• 
1. When.he mentions ''The Bears:' 
kriow they're from Chicago. 
a. Seem unimpressed when he tells 
you he scored a hat trick in the third period. 
3. Take his word for it when he tells 
you that 198· .1: was a very good year for 
Chardonnays. 
Jokes, even when he 
in es. 
4. Laugh at - ' 
forgets the pt1 ~- ,. 
&. __ , at; tl costs, letting him see 
you reapply yolir lipstick. 
' 
8. Order something more exotic than 
·a white wlne spritzer. 
'1. Compliment him on his taste . 
1n colors, even if he arrives lnjeans and 
' 
a T-shirt. 
' 
8. Tell him you'd ask him up for 
a SU1sse Mocha, but you only do that on 
secon'd dates. 
' 
Celebrate the moments of your llfe 
with Gener&! Foods" Int.ernatlonal <:otreea. 
I 
Male 
and Female 
Relations 
I ' 
' 
istory Month Focuses 
• 
on Contributions 
-
Michelle Smllh 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Paul S. Burley 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
- \ l 
Africa father than at Howard. T 
Nonetheless, Miller believes thal -
observance of Black History Month 
In compatabilily and lack of trust 
consecutively were the second _and 
third leading causes of strained 
relationships. . 
In the survey, students: were also 
asked what they thought~was wrona 
with , women and men in 
relationships. 
Fifty-two percent of the women 
respondents said that women are too 
possessive of their men; 26 percent 
said women expect too much; and 20 
percent said women a~e undecisi~e 
and do not know what they want in 
a relationship. 
' 
Marketing major Kay Goodrich 
said, ''women feel they have to have 
a boyfriend and will settle for less. 
They don't feel whole unless they 
have one. Women have unrealistic 
expectations of men and should treat 
them not as a need but as an asset . '' 
On the other had 37 percent of the 
men said selfishness and insensitivi-
ty were their main weaknesscss. An 
additional 34 perceni said that men 
do not show their feelings and de-
mand too much sex; and 25 percent 
said men are egotistical. 1 
"_"Men have a sexua1 conquesting 
attitude toward womcr1 . .. A common 
prop in the locker room is that it is 
0.K. to have a girlfriend but it is 
good to have many lovers 8lso '' said 
. ' 
swim team member Buddy Lewis . 
Respondents were then asked what 
fault they found in the behavior of 
the opposite sex in relations.hips. 
According to Charlene Woodard, 
a s.enior psychology major, ''Men 
believe they have to maintain a 
macho image. They never want to 
~pen up because their primary goal 
is not to become too vulnerable in a 
relationshio . 
•iMy ex-girlfriend misinterpreted a 
compliment I made to another 
woman and stopped talking to me for 
three days,'' said Bruce O'Neale, a 
sophomore from Texas. 
"W.hen finally I asked her why she 
was upset, she referred to that inci-
dent . I thought that was so silly th3.t 
laughed." O'Neale said, aaatng: "Of 
course, we have since split." 
What O'Neale might have thought 
a laughing matter is the cause of 
serious problems between males and 
fumalQs,-.according to an informal 
- iut'tlJ ' of Howard UniversitY 
stMd.ents, The sµrvey of 50 male and 
' fehl1'i! · st~d~ht! found that lack of 
communication or misunderstanding 
of messages communicated is the 
leading cause of strained relation-
ships between male and female 
students at Howard. a finding con-
firmed by reports ofpsycholo~istsan~ 
sociologists who h;tve stus,11ed thi!i: 
issue. Continued on page 3 
' 
• 
is growing, for it wu formerly 
This February, ''Black History celebrated as ''Black History Week'' . 
onth'', after the King holiday, is a ''One thing that will enhance Black 
nth long observance of the impor- History Month is the Martin Luther 
cc of Black history and culture. King holiday," he said. · 
E. Ethelbert Miller, poet, a direc- Donna E. Edwards, a senior 
t of the Afro-American Resource graphic design major said, ''it is a <:~nter said, ''What we are talking time when people need to look back 
aqout is people reflecting on what it and discover what their roots are and 
mfanS to be a Black person in the find just what Black achievements w~r!d of 1986. were made to bring us to this point. 
f"'liller said that the only big event There arc unasnwercd questions to 
thfl the' Afro-American Resource Black history and too many Blacks 
c;nter has planned is the Author's who are ignorant because history as R~eption at the Common Concerns a whole has eliminated Blacks as a 
Bo!okstore on Feb. 26 at 6 p.m., for whole. People need to make a more 
pie to get others to buy books. ''It conscious effort to bring to light 
bles us to reach out to have links Black achievements. 
h the community and is good in Clifford Muse, Jr., director of the ter~s of (that) it is something we can Moorland-Spingam Research Center 
do without spending a great amount said that the Center normally sets up 
of money. We can reach college exhibits during Black History Month. 
stuC:ients. '' He said that his is the only specific 
i'If you are getting a Howard activity they are planning this year. 
education,'' Miller said, ''you should Muse said that the specific theme 
har e an emphasis on peoples of col- of Moorland-Spingarn's observance 
or. That should be the normal focus . of Black History Month is to help 
I l hink that during Black History people get a better appreciation of the 
M,P nth it should be more contributions Afro-Americans have 
emphasized. made to the history of the country. 
/Miller added that specific theme of ''It. is important to have a 
81,ack History Month should be the r~pository where documents are 
fo!rmation of international links ~ disposable.'' ··~hen we begin to look at the kcY Education, Muse said. should be i~ues which dominate the news, they the specific goal of Black people this 
have been Southern Africa ." year. ''There is a drastic drop in high 
!Miller believes that there has been school students who are pursuing fur-
mass mobilization on Howard's cam- ther education,'' he commented. 
pi,ls, that there is more activity in the ''Generally, Bl~ck HistoryJdonth 
hite school's regarding South Continued on page 3 
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,\ l'ubli<·:1tiot1 of tl1"° Edwin I.qu i l:ole fo.l1niltr i~1 
I 
COURAGE: A Boo~ ror 
<;ha~pions is an exhprtation to 
life, wntten to the )'Oung men of America. 
For years the ''antihero'' syddrome has 
~en at work in our sociery,. A new 
"species" of _man has develf ped ; .. 
a man who is a moral coward . · 
• 
God created men to be heLs and 
champions. This book is a l call to 
young men not to waste their youth, 
but tp become the champibns they 
were meant to be. • 
NEVER IN OUR TIME t'AS A 
BOOK SPOKEN SO DIRECTLY 
TO YOU!-IG MEN. 
CHAPTERS INCLUDE: DESPISE 
NOT THY YOUIB-WIMPS: MADE 
IN AMERICA-SEX-WRITE IT ON 
YOUR SHORTS-CHAMPIONS: 
MEN WHO NEVER QUIT. 
If you are a ljllan and desire to kn9w the Biblical 
principles of Manhood, we nave a free copy of this 
book just for you. 
SEND TO: 
NOONDAY PRAYER CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
P.O. Bo_x 370 Howard University 
Washington, O.C. 20059 
Ple.::t.8e send ine a f:r.ae copy of t11e book Courage! 
NAME, PHONE' 
Return to !Toonday Prayer, or drop in ca1<1pus mail slot. 
' 
' 
I 
L,; 
- ' 
' 
' 
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Good Food Service 
I 
Coallllaed from Paae I 
school, which had a suUestion bo .... 
Students could come and drop off a 
slip of paper that lets the cafeteria 
know how they feel about certain 
thin.as . '' 
Sidney Jennings, another commit-
tee member said, '' I wonder if we 
could have alternatives? ls there an 
alternative to rice'? Some days I 
would like potatoes." 
Chef Gordon said, ''We have a 
variety. If we run corn everyday, 
. students will complain.'' Gordon 
added that the staff must have input 
from the students to select foods they 
want on the menu. 
''When students find that their 
meals are unsatisfactory, Gordon 
suggested they return the food. 
However, Sykes said, ''A lot of peo-
ple don't feel like going through the 
hassle.'' 
Last semester, one student found 
his meal unsatifactory and took it 
back. He received prime rib in·return. 
''It .was funny because I only ask-
ed for meat and greens, but they gave 
me rice too. I started eating the rneat 
and I looked over at a friend who was 
eating rice . I started 10 eat my rice 
and when I was playing around with 
the gravy and I found a dead fly," 
said sophomore David Cahpman. 
''You could tell it was cooked. I 
wasn't eYen shocked.'' 
Chapman returned the plate after 
prompting from his friend, James E. 
Sykes, wl)o is also a member of the 
committee. ''I took the plate back 
and a man dressed in a suit and tie 
asked me if it (the fly) looked like it 
waS cooked in the rice. l said 'yes' 
and he said 'yes' and he said ' hold on 
and let me see what I can do.' He 
came back with a slice of prime rib, '' 
' 
• 
' • 
t 
break off into taste teams to research, 
according to president Wilder. Initial-
ly, the committee was to be made up 
of administrators who were ap-
pointed by different branches o~ the 
universitY and dorm representatives . 
Because of the lack of student in-
volvement, according to Wilder. 
anyone is welcome. 
''At the last meeting, about two 
weeks ago'I thirteen students signed a 
roster to 1:>CCOme members of the 
committee. Only four showed up last 
Tuesday evening. 
History 
Continued from PaRt 2 
becomes one 01· our most busy 
months ," Muse said. ''Staff 
members are invited out to particpate 
in various organizations. We have 
had a greater influx of researchers for 
programs that are being establish~.'' 
Eric Shanks, a sophomore pol1t1cal 
science major said, ''Black history is 
an ongoing process, not just one · 
month out of the year." 
Iris Williams, a freshamn accoun-
ting major said that Black history 
should be incorporated into regular 
hist.cry. ''Like in high school, it is a 
shame that you will just set aside a 
month and call it Black History 
Month and just call it regular history 
instead of specializing it. In my high 
school, there was just a Black History 
Week, where there: was a two-minute 
intercom program about such Blacks 
as Martin Luther King and George 
Washington Carver who overyone 
knows about.1'' 
Burgess Seeks Changes 
. -
Continued from Pa .. I 
bus system, and the lack of com-
municaton between the Board and 
the students. 
''These are the same basic issues 
we all complain about, they are 
rlothing new,'' she said. ''I think the 
Undergraduate Trustee should 
disseminate the information discuss-
ed at Board "meetings, after each 
meeting, so thai the students will 
know what is going on and the feel· 
ings of the Board.'' 
Some of her dislikes about the 
position arc the number of student 
representatives on the Board and the 
fact that the meetings are closed and 
n.o minutes are available to the 
general student body, she said. 
In addition to attending various 
clubs and organizations meetings on 
campus to get a cross-sectio11 of views 
ftom students, Burgess plans to ''ad-
Relationships 
C:ontlnued from Page 2 
Dr. Albert Roberts, asociatc pro-
fessor of psychology at How&.rd, ex-
plained why communication is so im-
portant in enhancing relationships 
between the sexes. 
''If you are not giving any indica-
tion of what is satisfying in a relation-
ship, there will be no way to stop the · 
relationship from deteriorating. 
When people talk about what is 
positive.and negative, it gives them a 
chance to work on correcting the 
negative points,'' he said. 
It is not uncommon for people to 
stop talking to each other, especially 
when they start to drift apart, 
Roberts said. 
TwentY-seven percent of the 
women said that men do not express 
their feelings; another 27 percent said 
that men are egotistical; with 
• 
drCAS issues and policies that concern 
foreian students and how they feel 
about certain things, since they are 
not truly represented.'' 
Considering her ability to com-
municate effectively and her contacts 
as past chair of both the Acadeinic 
· Affair~ Committee and the National 
Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People's Political Action 
Committee, Burgess said, ''I can ap-
peal to the Board directly witho11t 
having to 'beat around the bush.'' 
''While there is a difference in 
classification and age between the 
graduate and undergraduate 
students, the relationship between the 
graduate and undergraduate trustees 
should be open,'' she said. 
''Alt))ough the concerns differ, we're 
all affected equally by the decisions 
the Board makes.'' 
·' 
23 percent agreeing that inen are too 
selfish. 
Thirty-two percent of the men felt 
that women had unrealistic expecta-
tions prior to entering a relationship; 
29 percent said women are too 
materialistic; and 25 percent said 
women a:re fickle and overly 
possessive. 
''Women try to force a commit-
ment between two individuals rather 
than giving the relationship enough 
time to grow and nurture itself,'' said 
Michael Harris . 
The survey showed that the majori-
ty of both men and women do have 
mental images of their future spouses 
60 percent of the men and 61 percent 
of the women admitted. 
Coadnued from Pqe 2 CaQdidates 
because without you they are 
nothins. '' 
Ricky Wilkins, candidate for presi· 
dent, said, ''Students need to be 
critical about their leadership. It is 
time for a change.'' 
·Wilkins deffionstrated how 
students always complain about their 
problems but never .do anything 
about them. He said that we ·as 
students are great talkers, but not· 
doers. 
''Rhetoric can go out of the win-
dow like it has done for so long. Stu-
dent leaders that cannot take care of 
its priorities does not need to be your 
leaders . We have a platform that is 
not only representative of ·us but 
there are other areas of crucial con-
cern," Wilkins said. 
''It is ironic that we will rally for 
cause of apathy and South ;Africa, 
but we will do nothing for ou~ cause 
ri~ht here (on campus).'' 
Yvonne Brooks, HUSA v1ce-
prcsidentiaJ candidate said that she 
and Ona Alston are a coalition of 
concerned students ready for 
changes. 
''The Alston-Brooks coalition is 
down to earth and down to business. 
We must. learn _to deal effectively with 
the problems that are affecting us on 
campus so we can be prepared for the 
real world.'' 
Brook~ also said that there is no 
reason why students should be afraid 
to c 
that HUSA will come to the '*'ed t•. 
The three aspect ·of the Al•1111-
Brooks slate arc campus, commpl. 
ty and Consciousncu. 
''Howard University is a B'vk 
... university in a Blac.k cjty. 
\ G . 
eorgctown 11 a White univ.Uty 
with' a. (community) pr01f8D1 that ii 
1ncred1blc. We should be t•k'8' on 
that. responsibility," Brooks Wei. 
Presidential camdidatc said that 
one cannot measure leadership by the 
number of positions held or by the 
number of titles bestowed on 
someone. 
''It is m&de of qualities 9f ao--
meone's chi.ractcr, 1 1 Alston said. 
''The qualities that are key are 
strength and character.'' 
''On more than one oc.cuion I 
have ,had to publicly diSUIOciate 
myself from HUSA .. . I was oot put 
of H-USA because your weak-kneed 
leadership was afraid to take a 
stand.'' 
Alston remarked that lead!'f' are 
originators, not perpetraton, and 
that they can, will, and must com-
municate effectively with their 
constituents. · 
Emphasizing the Alston·Brooks 
slogan, AJston said, ''Yvonne and I 
are intent u n ' 
Royal Conducts a Survey 
Continued ff9m Page J 
prisoner coming out ot· jail and be- some of the concerns were, and be 
ing forced back to prison because he found that most dealt with leadership 
cannot get a job, or because he is re- ability and security. The flfSt steps be 
jected by society or for ~heir J!-Ot ha~; would have taken, Royal said would 
ing knowledge of what 1s available . have ''touched base with the leaders 
Chapman said. 
Both Sykes and C hapman said the!----------------~~----------, 
A family therapist at the Howard 
University counseling center, Audrey 
Chapman said, ''Be careful of the 
notion of the perfect person. The 
answer could be inside of you. Do 
you need a person to make up for a 
deficit in you?' ' 
Royal said that he would like to see and the substance of the leaders.'' 
an extension of the program where The presentation of the unified 
the prisoners would be geared toward concerns of the student body to the 
a special field while in prison. Board of Trustees is another 1oal prime rib was probably for some ban-
quet in the restaurant and not for the 
students . 
Conference 
Continued from Page 1 
. 
. 
Managers, Gordon and Lloyd have 
been with Good Food Service fo r 1wo 
years and three months respectively. 
Both agree that student~ should ha"'.e 
more input . Gordon said that a 
survey would be avai lable for 
sti.ldents to ex.press their views. 
''We'll write a letter before pass-
ing out the surveys. This has worked 
at other universities l have worked 
for . We then feed the survey into a 
computer and get an idea of what 
students want," he said. 
of all daily newspapers employ no 
minority journalists and 92 percent 
have no minorities at all irl the news 
executive positions, he said. 
To meet the needs of the 
underepresented professionals, there 
will be ten ongoing workshops to im-
prove their skills. 
''That means the School of Com~ 
n1unications is not just a school for 
students who enroll in it but it is also 
for the work ing professionals who 
wal).i to come back and get updated," 
said Taylor . 
Annenberg School of Communica-
tions a! University of Pennsylvania, 
Dorothy Brunson, owner of WEBB 
FM in Baltimore, Dr. Clay Smith, 
professor of communications law at 
Howard University School of Law; 
Herbert Schiller, author of lnforma· 
tion and the Crisis Economy and 
Tyrone Brown, former commissioner 
of the Federal Communications 
Commission . 
Chapman told an illustrative tale 
of two groups of people looking for 
a perfect person and never finding 
one because their expectations were 
unrealistic . 
The foolish men and women in the 
story just sat nex.t to each other on 
a park bench never finding an ideal 
spouse and ending up ''waiting their 
lives away.'' 
According to Royal, his number Royal wants to reach . He feels con-
one priority is to express the conce~ns fident that he is qualified to present 
of the student body. In order to tn- the concerns and desires to be view-
itiate those concerns, he said he ed by the Board as one with credibili· 
would begin by uniting the student ty and with having the support of the 
body. student body. 
•' I would work with l)GSA, 
HUSA, the Campus Senate, and the The last step, Royal said would be 
newly formed Presidential Forum, to provide feedback to the studenU 
which consists of the presidents of the through student forums, speak outs, 
various clubs and organizations." or any other means in which the 
His next step, he said would be to students could interact with him and 
identify the concerns of the student ex.press their concerns and he, in 
body. Royal plans to do this by ~et- turn, could let them kno\v bow their 
ting up suggestion boxes and taking concerns are being dealt with. 
surveys so that he might be able to Among many of his ideas, he said 
get a sampling of concerns. he would like to publish a newsletter 
After making plans for a special 
meeting to plan the up-coming holi -
day and premium meals, 1he meeting 
ended. 
A sample of the workshops in-
clude: ''Upgrading Media Profes-
sionals'', ''Polling as a News Gather-
ing Tool'', ''Establishing a Private 
Practice in the Speech Sciences'', and 
These professionals will speak at 
more than 45 panel discussions, 
seminars, workshops and other ac-
liVities covering a broad range of 
communications, economic and 
political issues. 
Chapman said women are socializ-
ed to believe that someone will rescue 
them in stories like Sleeping Beauty 
from childhood, therefore ''women 
have developed a myth about the 
power of men." 
Royal said he had already con· and he said he would make his self 
ducted a survev to find out whar accessihlr tn the Hilltoo on anv i~i,11e. 
Just before the close of the 
meeting, Col. Ivan Ware , director of 
the Auxilliary Enterprises said he was 
disappointed with the service durin·g 
the meeting while the committee 
members ate . ''There was ample time 
to make sure the table would be clean 
and there might even be tablecloths, 
since we are the Food Service com-
mittee, and you knew we would be 
· ''Adver1ising in Busines~' . · 
This and a host of other activities 
promise to make this years con-
ference a success. This years guests 
include: Gordon Parks, award win-
ning photojournalist, best known for 
his photography in Life Magazine, 
will be the keynote speaker for the 
awards luncheon scheduled to honor 
these who have made outstanding 
cont ributions in the field o f 
coming." said Ware . 
''I was very disappointed that ac-
tions had not been taken. It is 
representative of the service and at-
titudes that if no one complains it s all 
communication. 1 
Other featured speakers include: 
Kathleen Black, publisher of USA 
Today, George Gerbner, Dean of the 
right," he said. 
• 
• 
The purpose of the committee is to 
FSI Ell IN SPAIN 
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between" 
st~ts. and advanced. Put some excitement into your college careerl! 
BEG!NNEROF!AOVANCEO·Cost isaboutlhe Live with a Span ish !amity, attend classes 
Mme as a seme1ter Jn a U.S. collega:$3.670. four houri a day, lour days a week. lour 
Price includes jet round tr ip to Seville from months. Earn 16 hB. ol credit (equivalent to 4 
New York. room, board, and tuition com· semesleB taught 1n U.S. collages oYer a two 
plate. Government grants and loans may be year time span ). Your Spanish studies wilt be 
applied towar.ds our programs. enhanced by opportunltiM not available in a 
U.S. cla1aroom . Standardized te1t1ahowour 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 student1' language1kill1superiorto1tudent1 
F·9 ! completing two year progrsm1 i n U.S. 
! Advanced courses also. 
I Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all ar-
rangements. 
SPA ING SEMESTER - Jan. 30 · May 29 
I FALL SEMESTER - · Aug. 29. Dec . 19 
each yea.r. 
FULLY ACCREDITED - A Program of Trinity 
--------------- I Christ ian College. 
City 1
'" 
1 
'For lu ll information - send coupon to: 
II JOU .ould lllte lnl0trnatlon pn Mure PfOQI,_ g1M 
... il • ...,11 I~' c• below SEMESTER IN SPAIN 
2065 Laraway Lake Drive S.E. F-9 
Grand Rapids. M ichigan •9506 
... (A Program ot Trin ity Chrislian College) 
STUDENT SPEC 
E! 15D/a « 'FF 
" VVl'TH •TL.IC>_,.....,_ llCJI 
' 
-
----· 
•931 CORDeli.-AVE. BETHESDA. MD 657-1•90 
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The Highest Challenge Of Advanced Techrihlogy1 J'he , , 
Highest Quality Of Life-Martin Marietta Orlando-Aer'6§}Jace 
• 
There 's a brave new world of exciting Ideas and 
challenging technologies, and It 's here nowl As a 
college graduate. you 'II have the opportunity to 
contribute to this exciting and changing world. At 
Martin Marietta. our team of professionals Is 
responsible for some of the most lm~rtant 
technical advances In the flelds of aviation and , 
electronic technology. Our projecyllst Includes 
work on tactical Interdiction systems, fire control 
systems, target acquisition and designation systems, 
FLIR TV and Imaging systems, and countermeasure 
systems. We also design and develop minicomputers 
and microprocessors for 
• 
mlsslle control systems. Our pro-
jects are state-of-the-art and 
challenging with many outstand-
ing opportunities for personal 
growth and professional advancements. 
I 
OUR COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1986 
CONTACT YOUR COLLEGE PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR DETAILS. 
We are Sttking individuals Career Opportunities are In addition to the outstanding 
with degrees in the following • available in these areas: opportuniti•s to excel and ad-
areas: vance, Martin Martetta's 
DlglUl/ANlog Design Orlando locatlon off•rs yoar-
Electrlcal Engineering ATE Deslgn(Test round social, cultural and 
fBS/MS/PhDJ AdvllnCed Radar & RF recreational activities. 
Mech1Nc .. Engineering 
Systems You can learn more about our 
• 
company and tho oppor- I Systems Design 
fBS/MSJ Requirements tunities we can offer by . 
meeting with us on yoµr cam-
Engineering Physlcl/Optks VLSI/LSI Design pus. If you are unable ~ 
fBS/~l Softw..-e Deslgn - with us at this time. se~' 
AN!ysl• letter of interest OF resume iil 
Computer Science/ Mechm:'k-1 Design •nd confidence to: Msttn 
Engineering ArY!ylls ~Orlando Ae10.,,1ce, •• b•• ,.. , .... "'li, p .o. lox fBS/MSJ . Loglstks/P1-.cts Stipport 5837, ltFf59, Or!Mdo, 
Systems Engineering Electro0ptlc1 Systems Florida 32155. We are an equal opportunity employer. 
fBS/MSJ GuldllnCe, C011trols - U.S. citizenship required. 
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EvictionThreatsProtested AlDS .Seminar Keys on Stress 
Racllel L. Swams 
Hilltop Starr Reporter 
A group of residents at 1434 Har-
vard Street stood outside their aprt-
ment building on Saturday, February 
8, bundled in winter coats, scarves 
and gloves \vhilc TV cameras zeroed 
in on the groups and its speakers who 
are fighting to keep their homes. 
The conflict between the residents 
and the owners of the buildiitg, H & 
M Bernstein, began in 1979 wheq the 
owners increased the rent by 28 per-
cent. In protest, the tenants filed a 
Tenant Petition with the D.C. Ren-
tal Accomodations Office insisting 
that all housing violations be 
ministered to before any rent hike 
took place. (By 1983, the building 
was cited for more than 500 such 
violations by D.C. inspectors.) 
The Rentall.Accomodations Office 
(RAO) lowered their rents, and H & 
M Bernstein appealed the decision in 
court. THe appeal failed and H & M 
Bernstein asked the Rental Housing 
. Commission1 to reverse the decison 
made by the RAO. The commission 
upheld the rent decrease, and award-
ed the tenants $250,000 for illegal 
rent incrases and fined H & M Bers-
tein $30,000 
In 1983, H & M Bernstein decided 
to close the apartment building, and 
gave the residents a 180 day notice to 
move . Once again the tenants 
brought the case to court. 
The court ruled in favor of the 
building owners, a District Court 
judge granted H & M Bernstein the 
right to close the building in 1985. 
Eviction notices wer~ sent to the 
tenants on Saturday, February I, 
1986, giving them three days to leave 
the building. On Monday, February 
3 the Appellate Court had granted the 
residents permission Ito remain in 
their homes until their case was 
heard . 
''We're trying to save our homes," 
explained resident Myra Singleton 3.t 
the press conference last Saturday, 
''there are people who have lived in 
this buildin& for more than 20 years 
and have no other 'place to call 
home.'' 
• 
• i 
-
Craig Bernstein of H & M Berns-
tein said that he understands.the feel-
ings of the residents, but that the 
tenanats do not understand the pro-
blems of private businesss . 
Bernstein denied that he had ever 
received such a plan, and said that he 
would definitely be intersted in any 
proposals that the tenants ha<ho of-
Cynthia I. Asbury 
Hilltop S1aff RePfrter 
''They (tenants) don't understand 
the reality of the economics of runn-
ing a business.'' Berstein said that it 
is impossible for him to maintain the 
building with the amount of rent he 
receives. Presently, the residents pay 
about $200-$300 for each two 
bedroom apartment. ''I've been los-
ing si,OOQ..Sf0,000 per month. It's 
cheaper for me to board it up than 
to rent it out,'' Bernstein explained. 
fer. ''There has been no real problem 
with heat. Last week somC machinery Mental health has become an issue 
broke down and the heat was turned of increasing concern with incr~asing 
off, but it was turned back-0n. I had emphasis on the areas of child 
no idea that there was a problem with · psychology, stress, an9 mental 
the heat last Saturday until ·! was in· health, 
formed by · the press; I received no This spring, the Psychiatric In-
complaints about it from the tenants. stitute of Washington, located at 
The Appellate court has yet to set 4460 McArthur Blvd, NW will be of. 
a date for the hearing to deterimine fering three seminars in a new com-
whether or not the building at 1434 munity education series. The series is 
·Harvard Street will be closed . entitled ''Today's Issues in Mental 
Residents are hopeful that the court Health.'' The tenants insist that the condi-
tions within the building warrant the 
low rent. There was neither heat nor 
hot water for a week beginning Fri-
day, January 31. After the residents 
complained, fuel was supplied to the 
building for heat but on Saturday the 
day of the press coitference, once 
again tl:ter~ was no heat . l 
Tenant Melvina Brormer exhibited 
her apartment . Cracks zigzagged 
across the walls and ceilings, and the 
paint was peeling. a chair, propped 
by the oven, held the oven door clos-
ed. The tiles in the bathroom were 
broken and torn, the radiators .were 
cold to the touch, and her four 
children wore sweaters and coats to 
keep warm. 
''The poor conditions here affect 
us badly . They're affecting our 
heaJth . My daughter came down with 
pneumonia about a mnonth ago; the 
doctor said to keep her warm, but we 
have no heat." Brormer shrugged her 
will rule in ther favor, but are still 
anxious about the situation. 
-
. 
Representative Jim Tamialis of the 
Southern Columbia Height.~ Tenants 
Union, a group that helps organize 
tenants to fight to solve their pro-
blems. thinks that the residents at 
1434 Harvard Street have a good 
chance of winning the case. ''I think 
it's fairly likely because the court of 
appeals granted the residents the right 
to stay,'' TamiaJis said. ''That means 
they must feel that the tenants are 
reasonable in their complaints." 
Bernstein, however, is equally cer-
tain that the court will rule in his 
favor. ''I don't believ.e that the 
tenants will be successful. Our at-
torneys feel very confident that the 
lower court ruling allowing us to 
close the buildin~ will be upheld ." 
shoulders helplessly, ''and now her Even if the case does rule 10 favor 
cold is coming back. What can I of H & M Bernstein, resident Myra 
do?'' Singleton feels that at least the press 
Other complaints from the conference last Saturday would en-
residents concerened rodents, poor courage other tenants in similar 
wiring, and broken windows. Janet situations. 
Marshall, a tenant for 13 years, ' 
complained. '1 All tenants in apartment 
''The celings are peeling; we've got· buildings in the District of Columbia 
rats, mice, roaches --everything ! are human beings and have the right 
Everybody has tried to talk to Bern- to live in clean, rodent-free, heated 
stein . Inspectors come, but we get no and well-maintained buildings. We 
results ." · hope that by telling our story of 
"AIDS: It's Impact on Family and 
Friends'' will be held Tuesday March 
11, and will focus on legaJ, financial, 
and emotional issues that AIDS suf!: 
ferCrs and loved ones face. 
''Television and It's Influence on 
a Child's World" will' be held Tues· 
day, April 22 and will focus on how~ 
television iand its cominercials and 
program111ing are agents which en-
courage children to act o\it faptasies 
impacting on their develbpment and 
behaviour. 
The final program will be 
''Women Under Stress'' and will be 
· held Tuesday, May 13 antl will focijs 
on women in relationship to their 
changing lifestyles, i.e., high-pressure 
jobs and relationships, and how 
women can better help themselves 
cope with stress and stress-related 
disorders. 
Jan Baton, public relations 
resour'ce person to the institute said 
the topics for each semipar were 
chosen based on a growing public in· 
terest in these topics. Panelists 
specially trained in each of the three 
areas will lead the discussions and 
answer questions . 
The seminars begin each evening at 
7:30 p.m. and are open to the public . 
Additional information may be ob-
tained from the institute by calling 
944-3450/ 3530/ 3538. 
• 
' 
• 
, 
News Flash 
FLORIDA-In the wake of the Washi{lgton ·A life-size bust of Rev. 
space shuttle Challenger's explosion Jesse Jackson was officially dedicated 
over Florida killing seven crew and permanently pl.aced in the: 
members, last Tuesday, NASA is still Washington Convention Centc1 
investigating' reasons for the explo- Tuesday, Feb. 11. Thebustispartot 
sion. A panel of 12 has been ap- the Convention's comnl.emorative 
pointed,by President Reagan to in- theme ''Black History: Yesterday, 
vestigate the incident and compile a Today and Tomorrow'' and focuses 
report due in 120 ·days of four on the struggles of Dr. Martin Luther 
J'\lOnths. King, Jr. , Bishop Desmond Tutu and 
Experts r).Ow speculate that the ex· Jackson. 
plosion could have resulted from the: WASHINGTON·· Regulations for 
launching computer's misreading a AIDS testing will be proposed for all 
code of ''s(:lf-destruct,'' new immigrants into the United 
WASHINGTON-The Federal States by the Department of Health 
Aviation Administration (FAA) and Human Services. , 
Monday, ordered all 747s inspected' If the regulation is approved by the 
after finding cracked frames in fout Office of Management and Budget, 
of the jets alradys in operaiton. AIDS would become a ground fol ex-
According to the FAA, more than clusion frbm citizenship as is gonor-
Residents Lansanna Nyalley fighting the system to keep our 
countered, ''We Were willing to pay homes, we CCVl encourage other peo-
increased rent if Bernstein would pie just like ourselves to orgnaize to 
make the necessary repairs, but he fight for their rights and not give 
UJUSeA-J..0 agr~,.to w~ ..:.:_ •-"" . J,!p," she said. ,_ -
-- -
600 of the 747s are in Q'3r!'.lll~· !D..._!rhea tuberculosis,_ and syphilis as 
.J,rQ\i.od tlte W .------ ari mental diaorders. : 
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(L-R) Army ROTC cadets 'Eddie Frazier, 
Sharon Western and Alquietta Ward are 
juniors in the Howard University College of 
Nursing. 
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Ou~ Scholarship Comes With a Commitme·nt You'll Like. 
• 
It's pretty hard not to like an Army 
ROTC Scholarship. 
Just look at what it covers: full tuition, 
books. lab fees . Plus. it pays you up to $1.000 
each school year it's in effect. 
But what we think you'll like best 
about our scholarship is the committnent. 
Because it leads to a commission in the Army 
Nurse Corps (ANC) after graduation. 
As an Army nurse, you '11 belong to 
one of the largest, m.ost comprehensive healtl1 
care teams in the v:orld. Training on state· 
of-the-art equipment. And using the latest 
techniques. 
An Army qurse is an Anny officer, 
too\ So along with professional recognition. 
\ 
• 
, 
you'll also receive all the prestige. privileges 
and respect that go \vi th bcii1g a leaLler in to· 
day's Anny. · 
And don't forget, the Army Nurse 
Corps is part of a \vorld,vide organization. 
Which means you 'II have die opportunity to 
'l(ork in different cities around the c<iuntry. 
-"'And different countries arou11d the worlll. 
Without losing seniority or benefits. 
So make your comn1itment to nursing 
really pay off. Begin your future in the Anny 
Nurse Corps. And that begins with Anny 
ROTC. 
! For more i11formation about scholarship 
opportunities, contact the Artny ROTC Pro-
fessor <;if Military Science on your campus. 
I 
For Further Info. Contact: 
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Liberia Offers 
Asylum 
to Duvalier 
Cbinyene Emeurwa 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Haiti's deposed president-for-life 
Jean-Claude Duvalier has been 
granted political asylum in Liberia, 
West Africa, after having a tem-
porary stay in France since last 
Friday. 
Aboard a United States military 
passenger jet, Duvalier ned Haiti 
with five members of his family and 
bodyguards at dawn last Friday after 
''failing to handle the situation in his 
country." 
• 
World in Brief· 
The leader of Guyana's opposition 
People's Progressive Party, Dr. 
Cheddi Jagan, was jubilant over the 
fall of the Duvalier regime. CANA 
quoted Jagan as sayi_ng that ''the 
downfall of Duvalier must be an in-
spiration to all Guya1;1.ese. '' 
• 
CANA also reported that a 
Guyanese . opposition Party denied 
any foreknowledge that the 
December 1985 elections were being 
videotaped to counter any claims that 
Guyana elections wefe fraudulent 
and unfair. 
Kingston-Jamaica has claimed 
credit for persuading President Jea.n-
Claude Duvalier to demit office ac-
cording to the Caribbcn News Aien-
cy (CANA). 
Jamaica's Opposition Party sug-
gested that the United States And 
Jamaica organized the coup that led 
Duvalier to flee Haiti. 
Jerusalem--Released Soviet Jewish 
dissident Anatoly Scharansky was 
flown to Isreal Tuesday to be 
reunited with his wife and relatives 
after an East-West spy swap in West 
Berlin. 
On his arrival, Scharansky was 
welcomed to Isreal by Prime minister 
Shimon Peres and oth·er Israeli 
Knessett members. Scharansky was 
later given an Israeli passport and im-
migrant card. , 
Philipp.ine Vote Still Stifled 
In the French Alps Hotel, about 
150 miles from Paris, where the 
Duvaliers arc staying, there are 
reported daily protests outside his 
luxurious hotel by residents of the 
town who are demanding that he 
should leave France immediately. 
Phyllis Sand-Alfrey, a former 
minister of the West Indies Federa-
tion, died of cancer Feb. S in 
Dominica, a CANA report stated. 
Alfrey was also a prominent Carib-
bean poet and novelists and is best 
remembered in the Caribbean for her 
book The Orchard House. 
San Salvador--El Salvador, former 
president Jimmy Carter yesterday 
met with Salvadorian rebel leaders. 
Dominica-Former prime minister, According to Associated Press, 
I Eleanor Hudgins 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Determining the next Philippines 
preSident has been a controversial 
issue both in che Philippines and in 
Washington since two unofficial 
returns on Feb. 7 elections contradict 
one another . 
The National Movement for Free 
Elections (NAMFREL), a private 
watchdog group, has tentatively put 
Corazon Aquino (the challenger to 
M~rcos) in the lead while the Com-
miSsion on. Elections, a government 
grgup, has projected President Fer-
dinand Marcos the winner. 
On Monday, at a rally outside the 
elections headquarter in Manila, 
Aqwl ·no read a prepared speech ask-
ing Marcos to concede. 
¥eanwhile, the .parliament's Na-
tionaf Assembly or Batasang Pam-
barya has taken respQnsibility over the 
counting process. Constitutionally, 
the parliament has 15 days to finish 
the rally . 
Two-thirds of the assembly is com-
po~ed of the ruling Kilusang Bagong 
Liifunan party (KBL), while the rest 
is a coalition party under the um-
breillil of United Democratic ~rgniza-
• 
• • 
' 
• 
• 
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tion (UNIDO). 
Since the beginning of the election 
campaigns in early January, over 100 
people, mostly from the opposition, 
have been killed . 
The oppostition has accused the 
National Assembly of delaying the 
election result and charged that this 
is ' 'designed to give Marcos' party an 
opportunity to fraudulizc the elec-
tions .'' 
Marcos is vested power by the con-
stitution to invalidate an election if 
vote count is ''hung up'' in the 
assembly . 
According to Senator Richard 
Lu¥ar (R-lndiana), ''there has been 
a widespread of violence and 
reported fradulant activities going 
on ... .. 
At a news conference, Wednesday, 
President Regan declined to comment 
on what -position the United States 
will take if the elecitons prove to be 
fraudulant . · 
''Just like F.D.R. Roosevelt said , 
I will not answer any questions, '' 
Reagan said. 
Aquino has criticized President 
Reagan's stand and said ''this shows 
that the UnitCd States still wants the 
Marcos regime to continue." 
, - .. . . . '. 
• 
Reagan said the United Staes is not 
''going to dictate to the Philippine 
people what to do'', but his ad-
ministraiton will wait and see the Out-
colJle of the elections. j 
United States has military bases in 
the Philippines--Subic Bay Naval Sta-
tion and Clark Air Base after which 
an agreement to maintain such bases 
will expire in 1991. 
Earlier, Aquino vowed that if the 
elections prove to be fraudulant, she 
will ''carry daily massive demonstra-
tions. '' 
More than 70 million registered 
voters are believed to have turned up 
in the nation ' s 90,000 precincts. 
The Philippines is a former United 
States colony . 
With 54 million people, the Philip-
pines in recent years has been engag-
ed in guerrilla warfare with a com-
munist insurgency group. 
About two weeks ago, 11 soldier 
a nd a civilian were killed, apparent -
ly by the ~ew People's Army (NPA). 
NPA has boycotted the elections and 
called for an end to the Marcos 
regime. NPA neither .support Aquino 
nor Marcos . 
According to Reuters, France was 
reluctant to grant Duvalier asylum 
but the United Staes was successful 
in convincing France at the last 
minute to accept him, indicating that 
it is ''the only way to to avoid a blood 
bath in Haiti . '' 
Before fleeing the country, 
Duvalier said he wished to go down 
in history with a ''clean mind." 
''Therefore, I have decided to trust 
the destiny of the nation to the power 
of the armed forces of Haiti . I pray 
God protects this nation," he said. 
Meanwhile, the six-man member-
commission headed by Lt . Gen. 
Henri Namphy, a former commander 
of Duvalier's armed forces, will rule 
until a new government is formed . 
The commission includes four 
military officers and two civilians. 
Other members of the new govern-
ment include Cols. Max Valles and 
William Regala, both of whom held 
imP9nant positions during Duvalier's 
administration . The remaining two, 
Gerard Gourgue and Alix Cineas are 
civilians. 
Although there is still a twilight to 
dawn curfew in a number of towns 
in Haiti, the new administration has 
continued on page 16 
Patrick John, now seving a 12-year Carter discussed human rights and 
sentence for plotting to overthrow the US policy in1Ccntral America. 
Eugenia Charles government in 1981, Tripoli--Libya, United States navy 
had his appeal denied in an Eastern carrie,r jets were intercepted by non-
Caribbean Court of Appeals, accor- hostile Libyan combat jets yesterday 
ding to Caribbean News Agency. .at Sirte on the Gulf of Sidra. 
Johns lawyers have vowed to take The latest United States maneuvcr-
the case to the privy council in ing missions were ''triggered'' by 
London. Libya's high ipcreasc of SAS (Soviet 
St. Georges-Grenadians celebrated supplied) antiaircraft missiles. 
their 12th anniversary of in- Johannesburg--Winnie Mandela, 
dependence Feb. 7. wife of the jailed Black leader, 
CANA reported that governer Nelson Mandela told reporters yester-
general Sir Paul Scoon and Lady day that the government has confiml-
Scoon headed the list of dignitaries ed its decision to release her husband. 
including mem~rs of parliament, Mandela predicted ;that it might be 
and heads of diplomatic missions ''a matter of months rather than a 
who attended an ecumenical service matter of weeks'' before her hwband 
at the St . George's Anglican church . is £,.·sd 
• 
• 
Waste Dumping is Protested 
Carmel Bullard 
Hill1op Staff Repor1er 
A group of Dutch nationals, 
Caribbean Save Our Soul (SOS) in 
Holland, has organized to protest the 
dumping of radioactive waste in the 
Caribbean sea, the Caribbean News 
Agency (CANA) reported . 
Caribbean SOS was formed in 
response to allegcltions from 
Greenpeace that industrialized coun-
tries are ''dumping radiC1active waste 
in teh Caribbean region . '' 
''Whereas they do not tolerate 
dumping in their own neighborhood, 
they want to do it in the Caribben," 
a spokesperson for the organization 
said. 
Continued on page 1'7 
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UNITY! 
\ 
The students of Howard Universi-
tyt who have listened to the HUSA 
campaign rhetoric offered by can-
di,d.ates are being misled . 
~ For instance, the Ona Alston-
Yronne Brooks slate boastfully 
e~pouses unity and claims that their 
''Clown to earth coalition'' will pro-
J1ote unity among students. Well, on Wednesday of this week a the Sutton Plaza dormitory, the 
~lston-Brooks slate revealed their 
d~ssatisfaction with the current 
HUSA administration under which 
they continue to work. HUSA was 
dubbed ''spineless'' because of their 
~ands-off stance they have taken on 
certain issues including last semester's 
~illtop controversy. 
) , One question is: Do government 
officials involve themselves in the af-
tairs of the nation's press7 No. 
l<\_Jston' last semester took a negative 
tand on The Hilltop issue - one 
'hich she directly knew nothing 
bout; yet she took a stand . Is it her 
intention to try to control the press 
among her other aspirations to 
control? 
During the campaign speech she 
advocated effcc1ively dealing with 
problems and maintaining this 
''coalition· · on campus and in the 
community . \Vha1 was missing (from · 
. 1his and most HUSA rhetorical 
I 
j ! ~ , 
speeches) was cOncrete, detailed ex-
planations of how they plan to imple-
ment a change. How do you go about 
it? Students are starved for details ' 
, 
and specifics. 
The only specific point /(lston 
seemed to make perfectly clear dur-
ing the forum at Sutton Plaza was her 
desire ~o ''disassociate'' herself from 
HUSA because of their ''weak-
kneed'' leadership. How iroriic , if 
one is going to 1 'disassociate'' then 
do so totally, not half-heartedly. No 
one should work under what he or 
she Considers undesirable conditions. 
It seems that if there is ,no unity 
within the student government staff, 
the student body most definitely will 
not benefit . 
Another question is : What makes 
the HUSA candidates qualified? 
Some traits which are most imponant 
include, among other things, integrity 
and a dedication to honesty by not 
making promises that can!t be kept. 
Candidates, get some ideas from The 
Hilltop's Speak-Out' section in last_ 
week's issue. 
Those ideas should nbt include 
plans on showcasing or grandstan-
ding in an effort to obtain student 
votes as was witnessed a~ the South 
African Embassy . During the night 
of Dr. Manin Luth~r King, Jr.'s holi -
day Howard students staged a pro-
test . Alston was arrested . Was this 
Af ri Canadian--Defined 
The word ''AfriCanadian'' points able to experience our lfull human 
to all of us as Black citizens in dignity and ·,yorth . When battered 
Canada whose roots , ultimately , are and badgered in ''the racist world'', 
anchored in African Soil . The word our AfriCanadian pioneers sought 
draws ..allention. tO- ..lbe Afr~ .-and found healln&-and...wholeness..fn 
diapspora which stretches from 1628, the Church--especially in the Black 
\\'ith the advent of the first recorded Church. This was so ·because 1he 
Black to Canada, a slave and linguist predominantly White Church was 
by the name of Matthew da Costa, (and still is) not exempt from the 
I 
to the present, encompassing both the demonic and dehumarlizing sin of 
native-born and all of us who are pan racism. 
of the ' continuous but tightly- This racist rejection in both While 
controlled immigrational influx from Church and world was the experience 
- around the world--mainly England, not only of the Black Jbyalists who 
Africa and the West Indies; and to a came to Canada froffi the U.S. to 
lesser extent, Central and South fight on the side of the BritisQ dur-
America and the U.S. So far, no ing the war of American In-
scientific census has been done on dependence (1775?1783); and not on-
Blacks in Canada. According to the ly of all those Blacks who came here 
best ''guesstimate' ', however . there from south of the bord~r via the so-
are dow approximately 500,000 of us called Underground Railroad bet -
in the country, or about two percent ween the l 790's and the outbreak of 
of the population. the American Civil War in the LS60's 
AfriCanadian theology as an , but racist rejection isl also st'lll be-
emerging discipline is a brand of ing felt by those of us who are here 
Christian theology and it s roots are in Canada today. Just ask the follow-
to be found in Black American ing, for example: French-speaking 
TheOlogy of the 60's--itself a by- AfriCanadian taxi-drivers in Mon-
product of the civil rights agitaion of treat; AfriCanadian sludenls at all 
that decade. AfriCanadian theology levels; nurses, teachers, doctors and 
is a conscious and deliberate attempt all other Afri~anadian professionals; 
to talk 10 and about God in Jesus those hard-worlrnig and productive 
Christ within the context of bo1h the AfriCanadians who are trying to 
experience and expectations of Afri sponsor their loved ones to Canada 
Canadians. This AfriCanadian focus and who sometimes have to work 
of AfriCanadian theology should solely with white immigration officers 
come as ''music to the ears' ' of most whos seem to delight in giving them 
of us AfriCanadians since historically ''the runaournd''; and of course, 
the Church, more than any other in- those articulate leaders of AfriCana-
stitution, has been at [he very center dian organizations like the National 
of ''our world .'' Within the Church, Black Coalition · of Canada 
we have been (and should slill be) (N .B.C.C.) or the effierging Black 
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Manning Marable 
political grandstanding in an effort to 
obtain student votes? Was it a sly tac-
tic that is used by many so-called 
''trustworthy'' politicians? 
Well, all of the slates must stop 
this . A goo~oint mad.e by ~U~A 
presidential Caiu:Jidate Ricky W1lk1ns 
was that he d6Hn't have all of the 
answers . It is tr~. No o_n: does. Th~t 
is honest. Let's face 1t! We don t 
wan1 empty slogans bu! something 
that is concrete. 
Basically, ii has been shown that 
the Alston-Brooks slate has created 
a rift between 1hemselves and HUSA 
President Bryant ·Moore and Y.icc 
President Paul Scott by hurling 
diatribes at them and disrespecting 
their authority. Why? Don't we wa~t 
''unity'' in student government? Will 
Als1on and Brooks separate 
themselves from the students'? No 
other slate has brea1hed a word about 
division . 
Instead of breaking from an 
established organization and forming 
an opposing group and instead of 
embarking upon pathetic attempts at 
discredi1ing an establishment, unify 
it b)1 \vorking in it and with it! 
Students, recognize opportunists 
a nd shy away from empty promises! 
Students' Netowrk (B.S.N.) here at 
McGi ll University. (More on the 
B.S.N. later). 
Last month's CBS television 
rcpon, ''The Vanishing Family-Crisis 
in Black America,'' \\"as highly prais-
ed in nearly all quarters as a long 
overdue expose on the ''crumbling'' 
Black household, The New York 
Times termed the show ''one of the 
best television reports in years. It 
plunged into an e11ormously impor-
tant, culturally unpopular topic with 
intelligence and grace.'' Nevertheless, 
the show's mainstream liberal inter-
pretation, espoused by commentator 
Bill Moyers, advanced a 1 'blame-the-
victim'' thesis- of Black poverty. 
Gingerly, without actually inform-
ing its audience, CBS's goal was to 
revive the controversial Moynihan 
Thesis, which in 1965 argued that the 
Black family was ''pathological'' and 
that Black males were marginal social 
figures. The report's author, Senator 
Daniel P. Moynihan, then assistant 
secretary of Labor, had stated that 
''Negro children without fathers 
flounder--and fail. Within lhe 
minority community, skilled Negro 
'models' after whom the Negro might 
pattern himself are rare." Moynihan 
noted that 25 percent of all Black 
children were born out of wedlock, 
and suggested that ''Black matriar-
chy'' was the cause. ''Both Negro 
men and women operate to enlarge 
the mother's role, f\lndercutting the 
status of the male and making many 
Negro families essentially matriar-
chal," he insisted. 
Moynihan's thesis was implicitly 
racist and theoretically flawed. He 
blamed the problems of single-parent 
households squarely on the Blacks 
themselves, saying little about institu-
tional' racism, the lack of health 
clinics, high umemployment, legal 
segregation, poor public schools , and 
other factors. Moyers and CBS could 
have avoided Moynihan's errors , b.ul 
failed to do so. First, viewers were hit 
with shocking dat:i : ''Black teenagers 
have the highest pregnan'cy rate in the 
industrial world, and in the Black· in-
ner city practically no teenaae mother 
gets married.'' A series of young 
Blacks were briefly invcrviewed, mos't 
below the age of 2.5, with one to four 
children each. The basic themes con-
stantly repeated were twofold; first, 
that practically no young Black male 
apparently exists who takes any 
responsibility for his children and se-
cond, that the welfare system which 
provides Aid to Families with Depen-
dent Childern (AFDC) actually is 
''counterproductive'' and promotes 
Black female ''promiscuity.'' In 
other words, Black young women 
have babies primarily because the 
welfare system will ''pay'' for them. 
A more balanced interpretation of 
the issue might begin with some harsh 
economic realties about the nature of 
American poverty. Any single-parent 
family is at a relative economic disad-
vantage in that there are fewer adult 
income earners inside the household 
than in two-parent families. Federal 
programs designed to combat poverty 
have not been effective in reducing 
poverty for single mothers. For in-
stance, between 1959 and 1974, the 
percentage of Black two-parent 
households below the poverty line fell 
from 43 percent to 14 percent; for all 
white famlies, 15 percent to 7 per-
cent; but for Black female 
householders, 65 percent to 53 per-
cent. To an ·extent, what Moynihan 
and Moyers blame as a ''racial pro-
blem'' is actually a ''class and gener'' 
problem. In 1975, 39 percent off all 
white female-headed families earning 
$4()()()..$600q.annually were below the 
poverty lir.e. For white female-
headed households with less than 
$4000 annually, the poverty rate was 
63 perc~nt, compared to 83 percent 
for comparable Black female 
householders. There are literally 
millions of white single mothers with 
children, living below the poverty 
line, in urban public housing or in 
Appalachia. Yet n~ither Moyers~nor 
CBS discuss the ''crisis of the 
Vanishing Poor White Family!'1 
Does w~lfare make Black single 
mothers less self reliant and ,depen-
dent on goverDment handouts? Con- -
trary to public rhetoric, the level of 
welfare benefits actually dropped 22 
percent between 1972 and 1984, In 
New York City last year, the typical 
AFDC family received only $410 per 
month. And according to the 
r~ch of Harvard professors Mary 
Jo Bane and David Ellwood, states 
which have relatively low levels ·of 
welfare benefits frequently have the 
same percentage of female-headed 
families as states with high beneifts, 
For example, in Mississippi 16 per-
cent of all families are headed by 
women, vs. 14.8 percent in Califor-
nia. Yet Mississippi's AFDC 
payments arc the lowest in the coun-
try while California's are almost the 
highest . This indicates that the level 
of payments has no direct bearing on 
the rise of female-headed households. 
One hidden reason 'for the rise of 
Black single-parent households is the 
decline in the ratio of Black single 
males who are employed, In 1982 
there were only 47 employed single 
Black men for every I 00 single Black 
women between ages 20-24, down 
from 69 men fro every I 00 women in 
1960. For the 25-34 age group, there 
were 59 employed single Black men 
for every 100 women. Unemploy-
ment, drugs and crime are 
eliminating an entire generation of 
young Blafk ma_les--and Black 
women have no choice except to raise 
their children alone. To attack Black 
single mothers for their poverty is to 
blame the victim. 
Dr. Manning Marable 
'' Al_ong the Color Line'' 
Feb.1986 
In terms of documented evidence 
of contemporary forms of racism in 
Canada as a whole , one need only 
refer to the recent Federal 
lJetters to The Editor 
Government-sponsored study, ' 
-"EQUALl:rY NQW" fSpr,ing,- 1B1 k 
1984). This st udy, among other •ae -
things. clearly demonstrated that for ! 
AfriCanadians, ''all is not well'' . We 
were forcibl y reminded that we, the 
mos1 visible of Canada's fifty-plus 
ethnocultrual groups, are at the same 
time the most invisible when it comes 
to occupyiP.g employment positions 
of privilege and power--both in the 
private sector and in the govern-
ment's civil service bureaucracy. This 
is true in spite of the commendable 
multicultural policies of both federal 
and provincial governments; policies 
that have been seeing the light of day 
since the early '70's 
0 pi ted-¥-ou th-Speaks Out 
, 
An even more recent media ex-
posure of the AfriCanadian plight, 
both shocking and sickening, came to 
us in the form of a documentary en-
titled, Grading 1he System (Dec. 
18/ 85). This was produced by The 
Journal of the Canadian Broad-
casting Gorpora1ion (C.B.C.). and it 
made it clear to all and sundry that 
the entire educational system, from 
top to bottom.is riddled with racism-
-a racism that manifests itself, for ex-
ample, in the consistently inferior 
quality of education that our 
AfriCanadian youth receive--
especially in Toronto, Onta'rio and 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
These are all distrubing realities 
that are at the basis of AfriCanadian 
thelogy. But still one may ask: What 
on earth is it? In short, it is a thelogy 
which pays attention not only to a 
God in Jesus, ''up there is the 
heavens'', but it also pays attention 
to the issues on earth in so far as such 
issues conspire to keep most of us, as 
AfriCanadians, at the very bottom of 
the totem pole; that is, AfriCanadian 
theology is not to be so heavenly con-
scious, so ''opium-like''that it is of 
no earthly good. In particular, it is 
a theology which is intended to be a 
forceful and frontal attack on Cana-
dian racism in all its forms wherever 
it is found; not merely on the more 
private and personal levels but more 
so on the institutionalized level as 
well; that level where racism usually 
masks itself in political, ecclesiastical, 
academic and economic structures; 
i.e. those structures which help to 
perpetuate more subtle "and perhaps 
''softer'' forms of ''apartheid''. 
AfriCanadian theology: What on 
earth is it? Allain, it is for what Black 
History Month is all about; it is 
primarily a theology that attempts to 
liberate AfriCanadians from the 
shackles of racism so that Our dreams 
and our drives can bear more fruit in 
the here and now; namely ,on this 
earth and in this country (Canada). 
Without this agenda item (racism). 
AfriCanadian theolOIY runs the risk 
of coming across, to both Blocks and 
Wliites, • meaoinaless chatter, or, in 
the words of another, u '•IOllDdina 
brus and tinklina cymablis," 
Gosnell L,O,R. Yorke, 
Black Student's Network (8,S,N.) 
McGill Univenity, Montroal, Canoda 
bear Hilltop Editor: 
The intent of this letter is to bring 
to light some nagrant inaccuracies 
which were published in 1he January 
31, 1986 edition of the ''Greaseman's 
~emarks Spark Pro1est'' Hilltop ar-
ticle . We, the concerned and active 
members of BUY (Black United 
Youth), wish only to see that the stu-
den1 body understand 1he actual 
dynamics ·of our collective efforts; 
therefore, our intent is not to defame 
the character of any given individual 
or organization. The entire blame for 
any false or misleading remark:; 
published in the article should be 
placed upon ''sloppy'', tainted jour-
nalism generated from a reporter 
whose obvious biases make it seem as 
though some inviduals are assuming 
opportunistic roles when this may not 
be the case. 
First of all, BUY is an organization 
comprised of persons dedicated to 
addresssing the problems facing 
Black youth and community through 
a philosphy of ''collective work and 
responsibility''. What we do, we do 
as a group! No one individual can be 
given credit for the results of many 
people's efforts. Therefore, we 
realize that only through the callee-
''GreasFman'' ,Article Controversial 
- ' t1ve effons of the students would the ly. The members of BUY ask that all 
February 2, 1986 protest in front of student government individuals and 
WWDC FM-101 have been sue- organizations currently in office or ' 
cessful. And, we thank all for their aspiring to hold office please refrain 
support . from ''aggrandizing'' off the efforts 
Secondly, the previous was stated 
to say that the article placed entirely 
too much focus upon individuals who 
were not as crucial to the actual 
development of the rallies and pro-
test as were 'others. It was erroncnous 
to report that after trying to appeal 
to others that Derrick Greer. a pro-
test organizer, '' ... was only aided by 
Ricky Wilkins, president of the 
Liberal Arts Student Council . .'', as 
well as, by Black United Youth . We 
have received support from various 
individuals and organizations, and it 
is much appreciated. Therefore, it 
was lax, unprofessional, and 
fallacious journalism that allowed 
there to be a .lack of clarity as to what 
statements were offerCd at rallies and 
protests and which statements were 
taken from personal interviews. 
Although Mr. Wilkins' support and 
participation as a private individual 
in the effort is greatly appreciated, he 
was not a prime mover of the effort 
to ,have been quoted so substantial-
of BUY . Support and assistance is 
always needed, but what we do is for 
the 'good of all, not for the beneift of 
few~ 
Th-irdly, we do not condemn the 
Hilltop, but offer constructive 
criticism when we ask them to be 
more precise in future editions r~gar­
ding the objective, ''impartial'' 
reporting of factual events. The inere 
fact that the article reported that 
BUY was founded on January 22, 
1986, when it actually began as a 
brain-child of Steve Jackson months 
before, is an example of substandard 
journalism that neither the members 
of Buy nor the student body can 
tolerate! In order to avoid an em-
phasis upon ''scandal sheet'' news, 
we suggest that the Hilltop insist that 
its reporters probe as deeply as 
necessary to discover the truth as it 
stands, so that we all may collective-
ly be ''informed''; more so than just 
entertained.''! 
The members of Buy 
Where Is The Love? 
As we view another Valentine's 
Day, we are bound to see personals 
fill newspapers, candy and cards will 
be the prime medium of exchange for 
the day, This annual lover's day 
pr~nts so many facets of a relation-
~htp that one can't help but examine 
its intent. In years gone by, we were 
told that lhis is the day when true 
lovers should express their love for 
one another. Yet is this reany where 
true love may be found? 'Fhis 'also 
adds to the fact that it can be 
displayed once a year. In a society 
where relationships break up before · 
they're even started, and I out of 
every 2 marriq:es end up in divorce. 
It would really be hard to state that 
this is where love may be found. 
True love is an established founda-
. tion that will perpetuate above and 
beyond natural time frames. It is not, 
!" so many tend to think, just a feel-
uta- Too often we base t~s in life 
on a feelina, when our feelings can 
be but so far. In viewina the morals 
and norms of society, one can see 
that love is not really present, and 
that our foelinp don't alwayi count, 
It's Valentine's Day --
There is alove that needs to reach out 
to a dying world for a hope, Not just 
to do a good deed, or show our 
morality. A love that should reach 
out to those who are lonely and 
afraid. A love that reaches beyond 
political realms and religious 
terminology. 
Today, in this world, there are 
literally millions looking for this kind 
of love. On this campus alone, hun-
dreds, in moments of despair and 
loneliness, seek this kind of love and 
understanding. 
A day like today might only bring 
temporal cheer and happiness. But 
what happens when the day is done, 
This day will never be seen apin. 
This love is so often soqht out in 
clubs, frotrmal orpnizal;ions. "V"· 
tion, money and friends, Tbese moy 
be all well and 1oocl. but they can-
not aive the true, inner peaice and 
satifaction that one's heart so 
fervently desires. If you are ....:bin& 
( 
• 
, 
' 
for this true love that will satisfy yow 
every need and make your life com-
plete, Jesus Christ is the answer. 
Jesus said in John 14:27, "Peace I 
leave with you, my peace I give unto 
you: not as the world giveth, give I 
unto you. Let not yow heart be 
troubled, neither let it be afraid." 
It is He alone that can lift tiresome 
burdens, wipe away all tears, calm 
doubts and soothe fears, thAt 
whoseover believeth in him should 
not perish, but have everlasting life," 
It was love that motivated Ood to 
send His only i;on to hODJ on lj cross 
for us, A love that was so ireotly 
displayed when he endured shame 
and suffering. A love that woWd not 
come down until aU wu ftniated. A 
love ¥ rose 1pin after tbn:e dayi 
that we moy have complot~ victory in 
our lives. All you must do Is receive 
Him into your heart and What HE 
hu done for you on that crou anil 
then, and only then cu true love anil 
peoce of mind be found, 
Because of Him, 
Hortfonl J, Houp 
• 
\ 
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Pigmentation: 
Gail S1allings 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
, 
When Howard junior Darren Price 
was younger and had to answer 
playmate's questions about the small 
patch of lighter-colored skin on his 
face and . neck, he had a ready 
answer: ''My mother told me to say 
'the color left from my skin. "Price 
has Vitiligo, a little-known and little 
understood skin disorder that affects 
only three to five percent of the 
American population. 
Vitiligo is a disease of the skin in 
which small or large areas lose the 
ability to pigment--or darken--
naturally. The skin then becomes 
either noticeably lighter in color or 
totally loses color, turning a milky 
white . 
Though often considered to affect 
Blacks predominantly, the disease 
does affect a number of Whites, but 
it tends not to be as noticeable 
because their skin is already without 
1 much pigmentation. 
A report on the disease issued by 
Howard University Hospital's 
Department of Dermatology noted 
that the discoloration often attacks 
''cosmetically important' ' regions of , 
the body such as the face, neck, 
hands and arms. 
Extensive spreads of the disease 
may seem close in appearance to the 
coloration of Albinos, but Albinism 
is a congenital disease that affects all 
color over the entire body, including 
the hair and eyes . 
Vitiligo's exact cause(s) remains a 
m)1stery, though there are several ac-
ceptable theories. One of the more 
widely-accepted concerns the body's 
:mmunity system, suggesting that the 
body becomes allergic to its own pig-
ment cells and consequently, the 
boclY begins producing a substance to 
destroy them . 
The argument of heredity has also 
been advanced, and according to Dr. 
Harold Minus, chairman of the der-
matology department, roughly one-
fourth of the patients seen at the 
department's Vitiligo clinic also have 
at least one blood relative who has 
the disease. This theory has not been 
proven true either . 
' 'At this point, we just don't know 
for sure '' what causes it, said Minus. 
So who gets it? 
''Anyone can get .Vitiligo,'' said 
Minus. At the clinic, ''we have pa-
tients ranging in age from tiwo to ·74.'' 
.According to the department' s 
report, two-thirds of the patients seen 
. there are female and one-half con-
tracted the disease prior to the age of 
20. Price got it at two. 
There is no phys ical pain 
associated with Vitiligo, but the 
report noted that 24 percent of 
Howard patients said they have ex-
perienced stress and problems with 
family, friends and co-workers. Con-
sequently, according to the report, 
Vitiligo sufferers often find it a little 
difficult to move around in social and 
economic circles. 
''Mental distress and anguish are 
common for Vitiligo sufferers," said 
· "f~i~ ~fiNEJ) 1>J 
~ ~ J)&t,~ 
Lightening Instead 
Minus. 
Indeed, ''when I was smaller, 
sometimes kids would come up to me 
and say 'ugh, what's that on your 
face?' But I'd gotten so used to it that 
it really didn'I become a bis deal. I've 
just gone on and lived my life,'' said 
Price. ''As a matter of fact, since I 
got here [to Howard), no one's real-
ly asked me about it and I've begun 
to wonder if it would really bother me 
if someone did.'' 
''All of these problems stem from 
a misunderstanding of the disease,'' 
said Minus. ''Vitiligo isn't con-
tagious ... one cannot catch Vitiligo. '' 
The disease works mysteriously: 
while some victims are afflicted with 
an extended form of Vitiligo that gets 
progressively worse over time, others 
may have a limited form that 
responds positively to treatment or 
may disappear altogether on its own, 
though this is not a routine 
occurence. 
''I'm really lucky mine contained 
itself in one area,'' said Price. ''I've 
seen som~ people with it worse--all 
over their bodies." 
According to Minus, when treating 
Vitiligo, the patient is given the drugs 
8-Methoxypsoralen and Trisoralen, 
either orally or they are painted on 
the affected areas and work on the 
same premise as a suntan lotion, 
generally speaking. 
Following either of these treatment 
forms, the patient is exposed to ultra-
violet light, which is then expected to 
induce repigmentation. This works 
bes_t on limited forms of the disease . 
It 1s not succes~ful every time; in 
some cases, the pigment continues to 
fade . 
In the instance of extensive spread 
of the disease, depigmentation--the 
total medical removal of pigment or 
color--may ·be the only alternative 
form of treatment. 
In rccognitioii of National Dental Health Month, the student council of 1he School of Den· 
1is1ry held i1s annual ' ' Heal1h Fair'' las1 Saturday. Denial students .• like Senior Robert 
Caldv•ell, pic1urcd above •• performed the free dental screenings. Caldwell is cleaning the 
teeth of Michael Holley, II , a sixth.grader at Eknning Elementary School. 
' • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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ea Ith lines 
When Howard's Department of Surgery convenes its 50th An-
niversary celebration next month for a two-day event, a cadre of 
distinguished sur~eons will come from top positions in medical 
schools and hospitals around the world to rejoice in being parts 
of a glorious past and an oh-so-bright '' future . 
''We are planning to make this event one of the most memorable 
reunions in Howard 'history,'' said Dr. Lasalle D. Leff all, Jr., 
chairman of the department ' and a world.renowned cancer 
surgeon. 
The golden anniversary of the surgical residency program will 
be~in_March 2, ~d wil.1 featur~ a r~union reception at the Rayburn 
Bu1ld1ng on Capitol Hill. A sc1ent1fic program at Howard Univer-
sity Hospital follows on Monday, part of the annual Drew-Syphax 
Lect!'lr~ and Seminar (named for internationally-known blood 
spec1al1st Dr. Charles R. Drew, surgery department chair from 
1941 to 1950; and Dr. Burke Syphax, currently a senior professor 
and pasl chair from 1957-1970). . . 
Upd~t_e~ in tr~atment and research in each of the department's 
13 d1v1s1ons will also be presented during the scientific program. 
The health page will have more information in the upcoming issue. 
pie Whit.man-Walker Clinic AIDS Program is launching a 90-day 
1nformat1on and awareness campaign around complex issues of 
AIDS and what folks can do to reduce their risk of contraciion. 
And in case you haven't heard, there are several new facts since 
Jan. 13 about the disease. They follow: . 
-There are 5~3 reported cases of AIDS in the District: 90 percent 
are gay or bisexual men; 52 percent are Black; 7 percent are in-
travenous drug users. · 
-AIDS is transmitted only by sexual practices involving the ex-
chapge of semen or by blood to blood contact. 
-AIDS cannot be contracted through everyday, non-sexual . 
contact. 
As they say at Whitman-Walker, ''information is our best defense 
and prevention is our only vaccine." Call them for the latest in-
formation on th~ disease and its symptoms at 332-AIDS (l t a .m. 
to 10 p.m.). 
Teeth are made to last a lifetime. Why not do yours a favor? Since 
February is National Dental Health Month, the Howard Univer-
sity Dental Hygiene Alumni Association will be conducting a den-
tal screening on Feb. 22 from 9 a.m. to '3 p.m. at the Blackburn 
Center 's ground floor plaza. 
We are asking that Howard stutlents attend and get some FREE 
dental information and gifts. The screening will check for cavities 
and other things such. 
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NOW OPEN 
HOW ARD UNIVERSITY -7-ELEVEN GEORGIA A VE. AT GIRARD ST. 
24 HOURS A DAY 
• 
·-----::.p.;;--------------------------------r-------------------------------· 
-
1•oz I FARMFIELD 
..... '!!!. 7-ELEVEN HOT FRESH I ~~ . COFFEi : ORANGE JUICE 
I .59 .,~OT CH~OLATE I ' 
Price Good Thru Feb. 28, 1986 
Peanut Butter 
lee Cream Sandwich 
• 25 EAC~ 
KELLOGG'S 
. . 
· POP-TARTS 
ALL VARIETIES 
$1.19 A BOX 
Price Good Thru Feb. 28, 1986 
I 
I 
Price Good Thru Feb. 28, 1986 
All Flavors 
7.5 oz. bas 
$1.39 AllAG 
2LITER 
7-UP and 
DIET 7-UP 
$1.09 a boctic 
Price Good Thru Feb. 28, 1916 
--- . .. 
. ---------------~-~-----·---------·--·- -------------------·-·········---······ PRICES AND OFFERS GOOD AT HOWARD U. 7·Ei£VEN ONLY . 
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HJT. Tlranks [or the compliment. 
Ma~ we don t deserve each other, 
but this may be our only chance for 
It to work. I love You and don't 
JOl/lf!t you a"' my OBSESSION!!! 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!!! 
Sexy 
Charks W. Coleman Jr. of course, 
"""""'*" wUI never be as good as hav-
ing you he"1. But they he1p me feel a 
llttk clootr to you whik we re apart. 
Carl l. Potter Jr., Across the 
mi/a .. Tiit miles between us a"' many 
ll1td so a"1 the thoughts o.f. you!!! 
"Happy Valentine's Day' love 
always, Nicole D. P.S. (Dial 
SW7·BISS) 
Meshelc, My love is so deep, your 
distana i.s too far. The arrow of-love 
is shooting me straight to your heart. 
No love can COlrJfJ!l_re to the love )'\.-'e 
slliue. HUUUUUURR Y, I can 't live 
without your love. The Dells. 
504 Crew, Happy Valentines Day tri· 
pk t""'1t. supreme trio, hairy eyes and 
cool J. Rock-Shocking the house all 
n~JJ:iJi No time from the top. 
St ies 
Dr. [)ys/exia. We know that rou are 
the ''Man of the Semester' again! 
NOTNERUCWNORYM Hee Hee 
Crew, Air Jordanette, LJsa Lisa. 
Kram, and the ladies of Eton, Sutton, 
Bethune, Meridian. 
ND, A perfect match, huh? I don 't see 
it. Maybe it is since theres only a 
month's difference. Happy V. D. It's 
going to be LJVE. love, Chi· 
Dear ll!ggy Panda. After four of these 
lot/«Mr• each 'Ill• ~'"''tf, ,"I~~ 
memohlble,. }WIT'after year, 'llieet irw 
afler work so you can get ''sumfin. ·· 
l.iJ\k Alwll)is. Pete~ Panda " ' ' 
To Andrea Peters. Just keep in touch. 
if not on time. the reason why is so. 
So please be mine, my Valentine. I 
,,..., .., 1.rnr1 h11nd ,,.. ,,_ t ,..,IP Newton. 
' 
lope, What's upt Be st'rong and hang 
in there. Don't forget, our love is coo 
strong to break. we will never 
separate! I LOVE YOU!! Super Snoop 
I . 
Deneene, Don't you think itS about 
time wt stop playing around and start 
''taking care of business!?'' You know 
what f want to do. What do you want 
to do? ls that too much for a blac~ 
man to ask? Yes or No. The choice IS 
yow>. Happy Valentine's Day. Spoons 
To: My Volentine, Reggie, I know you 
can feel the beat within my heart. 
Remember: All our love will tur11 to 
GOW. if we remain in love. love, 
l.MC. 
To Arum: You0"1my "FANTASY" 
oome true. My hetut "Skips" a beat for 
only you. Thoughts of you take my 
breath away on this Valentines Day. 
Ms. Bailey 
To: Homegirl lo': Happy Birthday! 
Hope you haw: a good one! lady ''B" 
&ladyeai 
"BROOKLYN'S /~'HE HOUSE" 
ro: Arum, Alvin, reg, and Dre 
Welcomt to D.C We ope you all will 
have much fun this Valentine's 
weekend. From: Lydia, lo"aine, 
Sylvia, and Arlene 
/Wches: You °"' a "Ho" on the true 
llDISt of the wrmJ. YOU a"1 tile biggest 
two-fottd. lleing lying, cheating one 
thol I have encountefed on Howa.rd 
UnlvmllY~ aunpus. Eflioy IT. as you 
htzve b: .,, all your long, in addition to 
RAYNARD. Yau tum my stomach. 
SomtJone who knows the Real You. 
• 
lomzlne. Happr Bltthday!! I hope you 
htzve a lffllCh Jun on your [J.(fay as I 
It/II/ on tnlne, but never /CJ!lt!t our flt ~m:k Tiit World! Yaur gir, 
OliltC; n, W.U, It~ Valentina Day 
-'"",.,,,.you lllM adwu:1- of It. 
71w O.lr ,_. .,., rfl•I/ Have a Happy 
..t FVN Iii ' at .. Day. love,~ 
.t/lb. 
llJ My.. I I " c :161 """you do 
- ......... Florldo to lr«p 
n... It /lllftly of body heat 
._ ., * ,•a iW J,,,M, Your Sl. 
I 5 ......... 
' 
Paula P., Too bad yu missed being a 
love Baby by one day. H!JPPY Valen· 
tine S day and Birthdaf..: If interested, 
the Birthday dinner oJjer is still open. 
Funky Attitude 
Winston, I've always been there for 
you. and I always will be. Being with 
you makes me happy, and I want to 
continue to make you happy. I Love 
You! Happy Valentine's Day! Cooki 
Hi 'Ty-Drac': /in just sending this lit· 
tie message to let you know that so-
meone out here is rooting for you. 
Happy Birthday and Happy Valen· 
tines Day. Smile. "M" 
Pooh Bear: Happy Valentine 's Day!! 
If we work real hard we can succeed 
in creating something very special. I 
LOVE YOU .... Precious 
J. Barnwell, I wonder if you U have 
TIME to read this Happy Valentine's 
Day! Just in case. Diablo S Daughter 
April E. Walker, I h~ this doesn ~ 
get in the way of our riendship ... but 
I think . /'VE fAL N IN LOVE 
WITH YOU! Hope you ef!ioyed the 
roses. M.A.l . 
To Pam Conyers from Philly. Out of 
all the "-'Omen in the world my heart 
'beats only for you. I love you Ptim. 
Anonymous 
To: Funny Face, You opened my 
heart when I thought it was closed 
forever. We've grown tog!!,ther for one 
year. And I hope that we1/ grow closer 
in years to f ollow. All my fove. Pretty 
Eyes 
To The Most Beautiful Woman in the 
World. that little bird is still chirping 
and that sand castle should be finish · 
ed in a year. I love you. Your Baby 
in D.C. 
Gary. You still are ... Happy Valentines 
Day!! 
C.J., Will we ever be lovers. to snug-
.gX.u11(ier, {he ~vm? i .l\'Q/11 you to 6e 
mine. Will you be my Vuli!n~? 
love, S.D. . . 
T. Mo'ss. Love can be a splendid ex· 
perience. let S experience love. Mr. 
Mac • 
Bob Jim, The nights we sgent together 
were so full of1,·oy and ibve. that 111 
cherish them a ways. But. instead oJ. 
Just memories, LETS 
REMINISCENCE! &xiy Heat 
Marie, ,tveryone deserves a third 
chance. but three strikes and your 
OUT!! Don't blow it. Give me a ring 
later. Happy V·Day. The guy you 
STOOD up! 
To DPS, I 'm lookinK forward to tak· 
ing off my GOOD Sf{OES and geltin~ 
cruly scandalous. Happy Valentines 
Day! Ms. G2S 
Norman R.: I 've seen you in jeans, I've 
seen you in sweats; if you give me a 
chance. I'd like to see x.ou in even less. 
Will you be mine? D.F. 
Stan, Jusc a note to let U know how 
much 1 appreciate U and the hap-
piness that you've brought into my 
life. Happy Valentine's Day and I'm 
with you all the way! Ali(ia 
Well now it is my turn Alicia: I'm just 
glad that we are able to spend this part 
of our lives together ... Stan 
• • 
Lisa Taylor, I bet you thought you had ' 
me fooled on the Shuttle Bus ride to 
campus on Tuesday ... Well, if you 
don I say a word, then I won't either. (No, this is NOT from Gary S.!J 
; 
Happy Valentine's Day to MiShaun. 
Even though we just met, I can tell 
you are a very nice (as well as attrac· 
tive) young lady. Carla's friend 
Too bad things didn't work out for us 
Mary. If you ever need someone to 
talk to (or whatever). you know how 
to reach me. Have a Happy V-Day! 
Your SA friend 
Have a Happy V-Day Michelle 
LeDu/f and when you talk to Sherri. 
tell her I said hello. (When a"1 we go-
ing to get together?) Frelow 
What's up KIMBERLY ANN 
DAWSON? I haven't seen much of 
since you've gotten back. Have a HQfr 
PY Valentine's Day! Robert 
Conaralulatlons to Miss Al/CE M. 
GATLING of Texas Southern 
Unlwnlty! Tell your tam-mater I 
$/lkl hello and Rive em hell at Na· 
tlona/sJ (Yes, ram e-.pecl/ng a /st 
?Iott award for MY disp/IJy! 'TM 
Man." 
To the man who doesn't like to be 
sixth on anyone's thank you list: (Yes 
John Wr/Rht, I'm talk/nx about you 
[srtJlle/J HAPPY VACENTINE'S 
DA YT With love, The ULT/MA TE 
• caprlcorn experience P.S. I'm so 
common! 
Hi BethAnn and Happy V-Day! 
To Derek F. Hatten, Thanks/or your 
words of wisdom and for your will· 
ingnesstotakeachanceonme. We've 
got a long way to go, but I'm willing 
to try if you are. Keep in touch. The 
Girl From D. C. 
To my two homegirls, Our slumber 
party weekend meant more to me than 
you will ever know. Thank you for all 
of your support. (I still smile at Un· 
coins). I love you both very much. 
Casts. 
To my sisters of FGI, /love you all!!! 
The Crew Minus One 
To Wll. Thanks for the 
PL/IASURE. It's been a hell of a two 
years!!! See you in sbt (SMILEJ!!! HQfr 
py Valentine's Day!! Love. KMN 
To my Honey Man-Dwight Estrill: 
Love is sharing, Love is caring. Love 
is always kind and somehow when I 
think of love It's you I have in mind. 
Your most affectionate, Elizabeth 
loubie Ade/pf,) U. 
Marilyn: Youf'e my dreams come 
alive and my wishes fulfilled. You 
have all of my love for as long as/ live. 
Happy Valentine's Day sweetheart. I 
love you always. Keith. 
To K.R.F.. Happy Valentine's Day 
Baby,/ love You. Do wehaveadate 
this weekend? I will be looking for· 
ward to it. MK.H. 
G.L.M., Our love will last forever. It 
was made in heaven. Happy Valen-
tine's Day. Honey. D.E. W. 
To my love B ... at S. U. , I dedicate all 
my love to you today and always. Miss 
)>au, Your Baby at H.U., S.J. 
CAROLJNE WEBSTER-Over 2 years 
and those "PIGGY'S" still haven·t 
worn out. Your '' /ovt! ' nevtr 
fai/s ... 0/NK! I love you. Happy 
Valentine's Day. HTCB! Your 
Schmoogums. 
To My Sister Melinda Hawkins 
(Shirley}, You mean the world to me. 
I thank God for you. Happy Valen· 
tine 's Day. love la-Jo 
To Denise McMillan, Thank you for 
being a true friend. I Jove you. Happy 
Valentine's Day Love J-Spuared. 
J.0 . W . My goal in life is to show you 
the happiness that you have .shown 
me. le t 'aime mon Amour. D. W 0 . 
J. 0 . W. My love, I wish you the hap 
piest of birthdays and a brigr1 future 
with many more. le t'aimer toiQour. 
D.W.0. 
·10. W Mere words cannot express the 
love that I feel for you. Wait until I 
get home ... / '// demonstrate! D. WO. 
TO THE LADIES OF THE FIN 
AID OFF. You deserve the ve_ry best. 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY! Take 
the rest of the day off Mf.. 
ALETA, No one could have loved 
you more than/ loved you. NO ONE 
needed you more than I needed you. 
CARL 
Sexy, I propose another toast for 
Valentine's Day. It may not rum·out 
as we planned but save me il bottle of 
your finest champagne. We may be 
able to work something out later. 
Your hug and kiss was just what I 
needed. 
To Goosie. Happy Valentine's Day! 
Guido, the American 
l .R.? It has been a long time since we 
first met. High times and low times, 
all of which we will never~orget. 
Tlfanlcsfor always being there 'a/thful· 
ly in mind and spirit. love ya. late at 
the library 
Hey garbage girl with rats, what is 
more lumihle ]4 hours with a puppy 
or 24 hours In the dllrlc without a light fvaure. HQ{J(Jy band v day!!!! doolt up 
right, l YSOL WOMAN P.S. THE 
BEARS AUWAYS BEAT THE 
RAIDERS. 
TO AUM/11.ER, Happy Valentines 
Day! I guess it woo 't hurt to write to 
a thay-ta!! the typist 
W: AMBER & ASHLE/, Happy 
Valentine's Day from all of_us he"' at 
Howard University/!/ We love You, 
P.S. You know wha typed this. .. 
MeMn"""' °""' Hope tlwcondltion 
of the B's lsn~ an lnilJaulon of haw 
our friendship is going to turn out·· 
DEAD! ('SmJJe) Happy Valentines 
Day! love, Betty 
> 
Uwis, F;};i g )!J!Qrs·I can hardly 
believe it's lllm over! We've learn· 
ed 'IP much /' ure you'd agree that 
all our ecperk have been mD"1 
than worthwhik. Somehow to simply 
say I love you and you·,., a frknd 
beyond dermition does not seem to be 
enough. But, It's true!! Happy Valen-
tines Day!!Alwtiys, Butter 
To The dirtiest white boy, Happy 
Valentines Day even though I've been forced to become one of many of your 
admi"1rs! I still love you with all my 
heart!! Your fovorite Theta alias your 
one and only 
Happy Valentine's Day to the Fellas: 
''Steak Daddy, Cool B., Jubee, Crow, 
l esauce, Ray; Kevski, Syd, Ced, Je , Derrick, Darryl, Pat S. " The "1W, Slim. Slow, Slice, Slick, and Sly 
Undabo Jack. 
Mr. J. Gray, I want nothing "!<?Te to 
do with you You are a foul, bold, trifl· 
ing, poor excuse for a male. I hate you 
for what you have done. You Know 
Who. 
Eleganza . · 
Whe"' did you say the meeting place 
was? 
The 
P.S. 
E.T. of 
Exercise 
Fineness 
Discretion 
CHICK ·A · ROO 
You're Fantastic and Fotogenic tool 
love l(a' Georgeous 
Marcia Joubert, Even though we we"' 
only together briefly, I really got to 
like you and woufd.like to know )'C!U 
better. Happy Valentine's Day. BIC 
To Jon on Valentine's Day, Love and 
Always forever, Wendy. 
Happy Valentine's Day Angela L. 
From me 
EstJ., It Is a dream come true! (And do 
not ask why.) Happy Valentine's Day, 
Babe! love a/ways, Dr. 
Billy P .. For the times that have been 
and· the times that will be. Thanks! 
You're a very special part of my life. 
Happy Valentine's! love always. from 
your valentine & best friend. tc 
1Tct ~f , beadee,e¥ed, lover , />DY. 
\"'rr!Pnt¥r the nipht when you heard 
thbse Words 'you are' eh· eh-
everything" Well, sweetheant you are 
still everything and more. Happy 
Valentine's Day. love Chunky 
To J. W.- the ''Sweetness" in my life. 
Today it is essential that you know 
you have my heart. I honesfly love 
you. M.l .G. 
My KLH. A toast to us! Even through 
our rough times I still remain oh-so-
in-/ove with you. On this. our third 
Valentine's Day together, know this: 
love and I are here to stay. Your WH 
Marla G. and Debbrah Q., Happy 
Valentines Day to my fly California 
Girls. Thank you for all your help._ 
You are really special. With A lot OJ 
love, Deon 
Cheryl P. , Thank you for your time 
and effort. Happy Valentines day. 
Maybe you will see /HOP befo"1 this 
thing is over. Of course, it will have 
to be at 3:00. love. Deon. 
Kim and Gioia, Happy Valentines 
Day. The quest has just bei!un bu( I 
know your're the most qua1ijied and 
time will prove that you a"1. love, 
T.D. 
Lynette, 'You'"' a sweet young~· 
Sweeter than the sugar cookks ~ 
bakefJ a few nhlhts ago. Happy Valen-
tines Ifay. T1ie Hugg/et Bandit 
Miss C Albert-On •this Valentine~ 
Cuddles, I know you have special Day I want to let you know that I am 
plans for this Valentine's Day, but if awa"' of your feelings for me. So go 
youregonnadoitright,doitwithme. for what you know BABY! From: 
Love, Pooh Bear . Ready and Waiting 
To Roland "Buddy" Uwis.· For seven 
Tof!ia S., Until we beat the system / months we have laughed. cried, and · 
wish we could at /east be friends, But loved. I have cherished all the 
maybe in class or ... Our eyes will pass mom~ts 'good and bad I have onlf 
and the thought of this Valentines not <?,ne "'K"'!. and that IS that we dldn I 
will not be forgotten but last. Have A (/1SCOver each other sooner. 
Happy Valentine's Day 188-797 ~ Leah ''T . ,,, ,, Al'· . , 
, o wlnl\IC... .en. in our 
Miss Godiva: Ge1ting to know you has final yt!Or here at old HU I ft& wanted 
been marvelous, /oJlial//y, /hope this to say ... You°"' the best fnend a grr/ 
isjusta/Jet(inning. Jlappy Valentine's has ever had!!! HAPPY VALEN· 
Day! YOO KNOW WHO TINE's DAY!!!/ love you!!! ME 
Cheri, I like the way you mix the lion lady, We've had our ufis and 
chemicals. Give me a call sometime downs, but. somehow we "always 
"/88" Happy V-Day. KIM II ' """"'Ill' to-* things out. A relation· 
. ship is a lot like a jliJwer. It starts off 
Maria: I hope that you°"' able to read vul~'!"Jle, but if you .take good Ct!" 
this. Even tough we haven't spent of ti, !t wt/I b{ossom mto ~thmg 
much time toge_ther I've come to a beautiful. Ut s never stop t~g to 
conclusion: I AM CRAZY ABOUT make tomorrow mD"1 wonderjuJ than 
YOU! Would you please be my Valen- today. I love you. Mr. Softee 
tine? P.S. Good lµck! love Juan ~ M b dd. v Dee K· r ,, . . 
.1 o y u res, nay- , ., , inrss 
Sexy California Girl: If you need any Manri, Frannie, M"'!ter, Gig/ and 
kind of help don't be afraid to ask. Angie: Tlranks for bemg the"1 'When 
Wanna be my Valentine? Love the I needed you all._ I ~ol!" you get the 
"Nice Guy"from New York best for Valentmes cause you all 
dese'11e it. Motor City girl. 
Happy Valentine's Day to the ladies · 
of 925 "O" St love Always KVL MARLA, Slay aut of room 50? HQfr 
. ' py Valentine~ Day( LENCI 
Happy Valentine's Day! R.Co/e . . · (School of Dentistry) Hope wecanget U No Me, You II be 1n debt to me for 
together soon! Ptitient of a Friend life. UNO ME and I NO U but who 
are U (really) trying to NO! My girls 
Happy Valentine's Day to myfavorite a"' SPAZZIN' what ya lf""M do? 
Guys, Mark M., Burl T., tonY.. S., SORRY CUZ To be contmued. 
~re R., Al G., love.Always, 'Kay ATTENTION CREW· The P"'Y is 
· · there, So hunt if you dare but keep it 
·Hap,ry Valentines Day to a "Bunch of a secret and.mind your own bit <:ause 
Rea Friends" Almciater, Sabrina, the mterest IS there I know It ts. llDCB 
Moniq~. Marilyn, Natalie, Alicia. . 
/lrJJn ,fleather Adrienn•«F~ ·Val Mouffy_. !J~. rll1a Peach ... U No 
· · · ..., , · Mei;'tisi't-J'. r. ~, ' 1'H"'"" .M~ •Donna•'FJrm: i\li)a'ph~i·'f>'G~Ol:.dw irrt1iJi' '.'Sfullib ;io"' ~ -· , '"<l"~ ' !a'r 
always, K.J.D. tfa .. Kahlua. ~! Hapjiy V-llfy, 'KlD!.tr 
To the Scandles of Meridian: OIJvious· ME 
/y your Bang isn't wonh a dime for 
you haven 't acquired any of our time. . , . . . , . . . 
Keep trying or better yet 14th street Lenci. St1l/ ch1l/1n m Silver Spring? 
is accepting rejects. Love, 'Trying to Hope n.ot., You dese~ better. Jfappy 
help you get a piece" 'The Fly Girls Valentines Day. Thldne 
of the Midwest & Etc. " Bacon Doublecheese, Big Mac, 
M.P. K.D. S.M F.S. l .E., We sha"' McDLT. and Triple wlcheese, double 
J!.()Od times, we share a room, YYe fight, with cheese no onions. 
laugh, and cry, but through it all. we . . 
remain friends. and to me that is the Munc~tta. Good luck 111 your ven·. 
only thing that reaU~ matters. Wishing tures dunng ~he next few months. 
all of you a HAPPY VALENTINE'S Happy Valentine's Day. Cidne 
DAY K.T. I ls it Pepper Pike or Shaker Heights? 
Lushy, Even though you probably Have you_ ridden any teeter totters 
won't believe me, you have become lately or IS It time to walk the Dog. 
very special to me and I hope our love always, Fluffy 
friendship continu_es to grow. Have a TO WHOM IT '.MA y CONCERN 
Happy Valentines Day. F.WCG. Peo··' h 1 , ~ 'Jlle w o constant y reside in the 
Barry, I will always treasure the time Modrian on the weekend playing f/Ul!S· 
we've spent t~the' the Many favors, t1ons, take heed of this note. Get out 
and the calls just to say hi. " Thanks of the Business! A friend from 
for being there, and most of all thanks Bethune for being You. Happy Valentine's 
Day. 203 Team ·Yuk, Your SMILE will get you your 
COMPUTER LOVE &fa/Jing /Ike the 
"Mr. C" You are very special to me. rain, TEARS. another h&rt knows 
Youwarmmyheartinawaythathas your pain because.of the TENDER 
never been warmed before. I think I LOVE you have given to him. REN 
am falling In love, and it flfllllly hit & SUIE 
[). 22, We have been through the ups me ... All At Once. "lady /(" ~o (In 084 ,. r,••nds, how many~ ' nddownsand through itallwe0"1still '' r~ ,. ,., -
going strong, because as long as the To: 'The Old Grand Dad" of AP, A "'f"" them? But in yourcase •. you 
sun will shine and the earth shall turn "'°' man cannot live by J 14 proof It. I mi~ your smile, your .iOkA and 
we will always be one. Fo"1ver and a alone. Take a swig of me. Happy )'OUT.dirty laundry. Thanks/OT not get· 
Day, C-08 P.S. You0"1my Valentine. Valentine's Day! ''KuhfilaandCreme" ting tn touch with me .. . / thought you 
· hail a heart. My only cn111e was <>IT· 
Haepy Valentine's Day to the entire ,. Bea"1r of Code Names: A plea for ing too much. HAPPY VALEN· 
sta}} at The Community News. Ruth forgiveness. / miss you and ask that TINE'S DA YI love, The Thunder 
Ptiige (Ruth rhymes with truth) you at least listen to me. You said in· Cat in Black leather 
To Ms. Happy Hour: Take ca"' of 
yourself so we can do the "Bill Cosby" 
again. We don't need another ... (you 
know the "1SI) Happy Valentine's. Mr. 
Happy Hour. 
To Chi· Town Cutk: How did you put 
up with me/or four years? We've had 
some great times since '82 but it's not 
over J<!l. Stay sweet and Happy V-
Day.1.lve Always, TQ. your part·time 
lover 
Crystal, Please stop holding your 
breath! If I could find your number, 
I would call and tell you how much 
I miss you and that I~ to see you 
soon. Happy Valentines Day! T.H 
Vette b.k.a. YUK. Yau can start 
drinklnx wine because It Im finally 
roacheQ the time. So sna1eh thai 
chocolate bunny and ell}oy your 
valentine. love, your gir/si SaJ/y Sue 
& who? Yes, Ren. 
JB, Tiit m«l/ng of the 1J8ers Is Im· 
peratlve! We must en.age from our 
""lf"tive Jungles! BR 
considerate Q{ld inexcusobk but not , • , 
unforgivable. Shrimp Toast Wolfy, .Remem~r last V-~y. Feb. 
J4th-J J.55 f;!!!-·. White WUlt, f"1SJi 
Valentine Needed: A handsome and shrimp. red if~ts. 2 mmutesandcoun- " 
very sexy man from New Jersey,"who tlng .. OOPS!. Perhaps if you -~ It 
can cook at least one special dish, le. a Utk ear/Jer, things may "":l:'i 
spaghetti. If he is not a celebrity, he in the right time zone!!lust; · 
must have appeared on the Channel smiie-Efljoyyour Valmllnts'1"! 
7 News several times. he is known to yt!Or "'!<{,many -surprises. Wuv 
his friends as D.Mac. Will you be my Wann"' · 
Valentine? Marie-Mar Christopher C, /'lie been WlllClrJng 
Valentine Neer/M: A man that I can 
you. I hope you've to 11 ...udu/ng ""'-
Happy Valentine's Day: RMI , 
slliue my love with equally. He must Erik, Tiit miles between us haw -
be attractive and masculine, with a dtanged tlw way lfet/fOT yOiL Wlllt) 
California complexion. He mu.st be . a. girl to do when the one site '°"'" Is 
strong enough to push any ""'.,o;J. s0 far alWly. I /11f1Y ._,.~: 111 ' • 
a snow storm, )'<!t aff~ soc nus to be• strangjillure YOU 
to protect me from the cold. Othirs AND /. . R•Mernber OU'RE 
can you Tony-Bones, but I cDll you NUMBER ONE. MY_ ONB IN A 
UJliy. WU/ you be my Valentine? MILLION, Md "'l. /llAGIC /llAN. 
Moosr-Chell Hawy v.., 11' w) Day. r-A"-
and~. Lre .... 
Orerly B ·You°"' & .....,, ~and 
charming )'1!11111 ~love In a 
very sptdol. IWI)'. "' ""' f~m!!:f"Y Valentine~ Day. Love, Chris 
• 
' 
ToSBR, ~:')' VaJentlnt(Mtp'rw 
-~ ,,. at trk) ~ • ..,.,. 
B191" . 
' 
To V. Hood, Be My V·' 
«I K. V.H. 
' 
• 
• 
LC.E.a You°l"ea/Jlewrwonted My 
Mtat wish granted. I will now and 
~ love you. Your one anil only 
'l:Mw. W. YM.M. 
Do 1r S. C. Slat• Club. Wishing all of 
you love .t haPOiness on the da~ that 
God crratetf just for us. Erljoy 
yourst/ves to the fullest. okay ... S.C. 
Gmt Rodd S. 
HI ''Reni'', You will always have a 
sp«ilJJ p/IJce in my heart because 
you 're a true friend. Luv ya. S. 0.S. 
407 &st Evergreen Ave .. You still 
owe me a dinner (and a birthday card) 
I intend to collect both-one way or 
another ... Take a Purple Guess 
Griot, This Is our first Valentine~ Ckzy 
together and you might not be here. 
I understand. But I want you to know 
that you will always be my PRINCE 
OF DARKNESS!!! Happy Valentines 
lloy!!! I love you!!! Your Sweetheart. 
S/,Jr-1'ee 
To A.D. Te Veo Solomente. Amor 
Siempre, Your special friend. C. W 
APJ, I'll never ask you to list you 
worth to me again, after 4 /onlf weeks 
~~ I know them all to well ... I mlSS you. 
MCH 
Darren Price - Happy 2 lst Birthday!/! 
signed. A FRIEND 
To Betty Rubs, Happy V·Ckzy &by! 
Love your Bubbles 
~ 
To All Kappa Alpha Psi Swee1hear1s: 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY. Sign· 
ed XI Nupes 
To J. Suggs & S. Snow: To two of rhe 
finest young ladies we have ever 
known. Your everlasting love and sup-
port throughout the years will always 
be remembered and cherished., Have 
a Happy Valentine's Day. love, 
&ie,Jay,Mer/e,Ckzve 
Dear Scotl B .. Thank you so much for 
the happiness I hat you have filled each 
and every day with. Happy Valen-
tine's Day, I know that we will share 
many more together. I love )'OU. Jill S. 
Krystal, Happy _Valentine's Day! Yu 
are an inspiration in my life and so-
meone who has stuck with me throu8h 
the hardest of times, who culd ask for 
a more loving and thoughtful wife? 
Charles 
Tre,e, Y °"are my bes1 f(irrtd •nd love 
You have been there in' e\.lefy wcly 
when others would npl. Who could 
ask/or mOre? Happy Valentiite's /)Qy 
to a Super Person. Linda 
• 
Fly Pal. happy Valentines Day!! 
Money, food, and rhe company of a 
man of our choice, would go great on 
a day like today. Wells soon as I find 
any of lhe 3 4 any of us l"/l le1 you 
know. Love, The Shops 
Dear Pokey, I know we have had our 
ups and downs but only you know 
how I rruly feel! Happy Va/enlines 
Day! The Protector the Provider the 
Viking! I love you! 
Karla B. Welcome Back from your 
,. southern adventure. Since 1 know you 
• only had a ''basic'' time in the land of 
dixie, we'll have 10 make 1hls Valen-
tine's Day something very special. See 
you later!! Mr. Henry 
The Beau court,sends their love and 
suport to lhe I 986 Pyramid Club. 
Dear D.D .. Happy Valentine 's Ckzy!! 
You 're really a sweet young lady who 
I erljoy spending time with. May our 
relationship endure! You 're alw~ys in 
my heart. xoxoxoxoxo OCTA V/0 
What is a Jewel without her 
book ' ' / ' · · 111 ····'"eg igence IS a pity ... 
Happy Valentine's Day Jewel!.' love, 
Imelda 
To James D., Your Maryland smile 
makes my day worthwhile, but just a 
glimpse of you will never do! I wish 
you a very Happy Valentine's Day!!! 
-6306 Linus' 
Miss 039-800. I know that this isn't a 
Holiday, and I know that Christmas 
just post, but HAPPY VALEN-
TINE'S DAY ANYWAY!!! By the 
way, Whose Day is it 4 the dishes??? 
/HOP 
U.C.LA.D. Y .. Hey. the name stuck. 
Happy Valentine's Day!! Youi'e a 
great fritnd who deserves the best. I 
llopt you get everything and everyone 
u want. Take It easy kiddo! 
YO.U.S.CE.E.M.E. 
Pumdc/n, The roce does not always go 
to the swift but to the one who en· 
. dum. Love with aU my hetut, Pri!lcil/a 
and Christina 
Kmneth, I've been thinking of you 
ewr sJna we met al the 111 Sutton 
PfllfY. I woulli love to see you again. 
Tht girl from Siena 
KAE DST 85&T: You can'tfatlwm 
a// thllt you mtan to me. This marks 
• fLJltJDJ' but It_,,., only a short while. 
The year to oomt wU/ be full of uncer· 
,..,ty but as long tu we are certain In 
rltt one lhln6 thllt Is binding we need 
nol -.y. You should kni>w who. 
' 
To David, NOlhing means as much as 
your smil~. when you smile 
everything~ alright. There is no other 
love thal Can light my life. Happy 
Valenline~ Ckzy, Lisa 
LS., I love you!! Remembe' "Those 
Screams of Passion. '' Hold on to the 
other ha!ffi far. Be stronggp/1 I'll see 
you.' iece 's Boy 
Ckzvid Gaskins. It Is nor in my soft-
ware to be this forward, but I 
reprogrammed myself lo make rhis 
one exception. I am not just looking 
for-your digital display. How about 
some computer love?? Does this 
Con1pute?? Happy V·Day. "Owner of 
a Lonely Part. " 
To Our Beloved Dean: 
And we never thoui:hr we'd feel 1his 
way but as far as we re concerned we'd 
like to take this chance to say we do 
believe we love you!! Happy Valen-
tines Ckzy!! Love Always, The 1986 
Pyramid Circle 
To Our Most Precious Assistant 
Dean, The.re's a girl we know you 're 
the one we dream of as Pyramids we 
strive, to achiei't! that Delta love. We 
Love You!!! Love Always, The 1986 
Pyramid Circle 
To Our &autiful Big Sisters, Here we 
stand all alone, looking/or love sear-
ching/or some of the Delta love com-
ing straight from our hearts, Hold us 
nearer yearning/ram all our hearts all 
the Delta love young giving 10 us. 
Delta Love, Delta Love 
lo\ie so Tender 
Hold us close to you 
Delta, we surrender!!!! 
We love You Big_ Sisters!!! Love 
Always. The 1986 /'yramid Circle 
Uoyd Wilkins, Yes, I am sril/ very 
much impressed! Your performance is 
outstanding, your bearing is impec-
cable, your presence is powerful. your 
physique summons awe.r Happy 
Valentine's Day!! 
To Desmond ''BUCKEY'' Ta)1/or. 
Happy Va/enlines Day/I I'm sorry I 
can't be here with )'OU on this day bur 
I'm here at rhis 1rack meet thinking 
about you. Our love has definitely 
grown stronger since we 've been 
engaged and I hope the sky is the limit _ 
for us. I love you. Your Fia11cee, Con-
ni< J.. Hi1£11cook.Jl.S. I hope you liked 
,tRe.baUoo•s l ,had<i«liuemi 10. ,youln 
1he School Of Business. 
Desparalely Seeking Charles. When 
... we see your fine behind we 1,Jndress 
you in our minds even though you 
. made Que line Can't you sti/[be our 
Valentine? Two for You 
Shaun and Keith, Our interlude Satur-
day stoned out innocent but turned in-
10 somelhing different. let's do it 
again soon. Unttl then, keep those 
thouJ!hts in mind. Happy Valentine 's 
Day! The Private Stock Crew 
Happy .Valentine 's Day to our 
Brolhers of Kappa Alpha Psi. Heres 
hoping your red and white day is 
especially sweet. Forever your 
Sweethearts, Donna and Deanna 
Happy Valentine's Day to all the Kap-. 
pa Sweethear/s. We 're hoping you're 
spending it with someone special. Ah-
Ha Donna and Deanna 
Yveue Y. Smirh. 111 always remember 
as Dr. M.L. King said ... / can never be 
what I want to be until you are what 
you wont to be! Happy V Day! Your 
twin, Shinette -, 
Michael W. Smith. Does it ever get 
through to you when I tell you that 
I love You? Just in case it doesn't ... / 
LOVE YOU ... / LOVE YOU ... / 
LOVE YOU! I 1hank God for bless-
ing me with 1he only brother I have. 
Happy V Ckzy. Shinette 
Munchkin, I waited all of my life to find you. I searched for you in every 
dream. Then suddenly you reached 
out to me. In you I've found my 
heaven right here on earth. ''£'' 
To: Bubba, See, I thoughl of anolher 
way to address you. Tliis one'sjust to 
say thanks for all the special moments 
We've shared 1ogether. I only hope 
they will continue, until. .. love: 
''SHORT/" 
To R.E.C.: Ref/eclions on our two 
shared years passed makes me feel 
good, accomplished. Sharing has Deen 
the ultimate satisfaction. Happy 
Valentines! Thanks/or the memories, 
with fond love. Prince de Nepal 
Znrn, If you should ever leave me, my 
life would srl/I go on, believe me. The. 
world would show nothing to me. So. 
what good woukl living do me? God 
only knows what I'd do without you." 
I WVE YOU, MAN It's as simple 
as that! 1lf 
Andrtw, HAPPY VALENTINE'S 
DAY Angela 
To Sheila P. Though we have known 
each other britjly, the quality and 
qutl!l_lity of our friendship has been 
Ju!!UlinR and "'~· Let~ con-
tlnut ... llappy Vaterr11ne s Ckzy! Love, 
''Tlfe Doctor" 
Dear Mr. "E.E. " 
I pray e11try night thanking GOD for 
sending you to me. Thank-you for 
coming Into my life. I LOVE YOU 
VERY MUCH! Loving you always, 
.. ,, EE" 1nrs. . , 
To my friends: Jo. 'Mishka. Mark, 
Kim, Jeff. Lisa, Pam, Roni, & Mo. 
Love me wirhout fear 
Trust me without questionihg 
Need me without demanding 
Want me without restrictions 
Accept me without shame 
Dire me without inhibitions 
For love so free could never fly away 
Happy Valentines Ckzy, Felicia 
TO MY SWEETHEART. Love is 
everlasting 4e/ween us. I think 1hat we 
have fond rhe true meaning of love. 
let's not lose that. Happy Valentine's 
Ckzy!!! Kelly Marie P.S. Happy 
Anniversary 
To My ONLY Sweetheart, AOE, 
Happy Valentines Ckzy! ,Wish weculd 
spend it togerher! Need me I'll be 
there! love Always, ~our .frequent 
caller 
Dearest P. Today is again your day! 
Sorry it won't be like last year bul Iha I 
is life. / "m sure you'll find a way to 
liven up the evening. Knowing you, 
you 'II be in the streets. Oh, yea, your 
present is that yu no longer owe me 
the money for services rendered, buy 
a real phone! The one who knows 
your busines.!1'. 
To baby dawl and the crew. I never 
forget a live time! It lives in my mind. 
Get that arm fixed. Also, a reminder 
10 Sue Ellen-/1s always better if it says 
··made' in the USA!'' The Quicker 
Picker Upper 
Now we are {wo. and were beginning 
somelhing brand new, I thought 1he 
two of us wo~/d never be, But here it 
is yu and me. When I see you, yu bring 
a smile to my face, and BAM! BAM! 
no one can ever take your place. HAP-
PY VALENTINE'S DAY! Love. 
Pebbles 
Good Luck 10 lhe stare of b/air, 
Dillard. l..Awson and Yates we know 
you 11 serv us well. "Cause as rhe SBPA 
Student Council officers you 're gonna 
raise pure HELL . 
E/egania. Where did you say the 
meeting place was? £ . T. of Fineness 
P.S. Exerc1!;e Discretion 
H. Clay F : My hearris red, My fet/-
ings are blue. You don't undersranfl 
the things I do. Will )IQU take the time 
to be u11ders1anding and my very own 
valentine? Love you. L.R . 
C.D.c-Cachcart: It is not often /fall in 
like quire so soon, but before I knew 
it you had already «:id ''Hello ··. To 
you, I wish a Happy Valentines Ckzy. 
Sincerely yours. M E 
Dear Cathy C., Roses are red, Violets 
are blue, This is a day for me and you. 
Happy Valentine's Day. Signed, Your 
hidden freak 
Mon Amie, I know that you are 
Srrong, so I only say CONTINUE as 
you ore and you will make it through. 
I love you and /"m always here. DE/ 
To Jimmy: Happy birrhday 11-11-86) 
and Happy Valentines Day!!! Wirh 
love. Lisa 
To Teddy-Roy, Happy Valentine's 
Ckzy!!! Love Erin 
Happy Va/enlines Day Herman. 
From Erin & Lisa The girls in 133 
To Spanky, Happy Valentine's Day! 
The times we've spent together have 
been fun and special, I hope there will 
be many more special times. Your 
Valentine. Zette 
Dear NMW. The time you spent in 
hiding should have been the time you 
were coming out. Signed: Spanky's 
Taken P.S. Happy Val~ntine s Day!! 
Michael McFadden: First a rose to 
show you I care. Now we know our 
hearts we will always share. Me for 
)iOu and you for me. hoping_ this way 
it will always be. Sarona Mizer. 
Kisassi, I would/"ust like to let you 
know how specia you are to me. You 
are the sole proprietor of my heart and 
I love you. W/1h I..ove. Alisia 
f Pau/a, Best wishesfora Happy Valen· 
tine~ Ckzy as well as an ENJOYABLE 
Birthday! Don't do anything I 
wouldn't do. Be GOOD! If not Be 
GOOD at ii!!! love Ya, Shana P.S. I 
know that you don't like me, but I 
can:t help being nice to you anyway. 
Mr. Redd: I know my chances are 
grim, but I'm not giving up yet. Ha{r 
py Valtnrines Ckzy. Me . 
• 
Ricky Wilkins & Herb long, HUSA 
Is HONESTY, UNRELENTING· 
DEDICATION. STRONG-
LEADERSHJP, & a /01 of EX-
PERIENCE! Your are the epitome!! 
Signed a voter who knows 
The definition of a change: I) To be 
or cause to become different 2) To ex· 
change for or replace by another. 3) 
Ricky W(/klns and Herb Long. 
''Webster'' 
Melle·Mel H.D .. Happy Valentines 
Day SWeetheart!! /love you!! The Los 
mAnge/ 
• 
There is a big difference between hav-
ing plans and executing them. Ricky 
and Herb can and will. Signed an 
educated voter 
Cindy, You don 't know who I am, but 
you will feel my presence TODAY! 
Take a chance. Victor 
Happy Valentines Day To Dr. 
Howard A. Myrick ""El Jefe De La 
Pandil/a" · 
. 
Michael McFadden. Happy Valen· 
tines Ckzy to a VERY SPECIAL 
Friend. Love Ya! S3L/01W6E 
To: The Girls. 3-IJOS. 103W, 
802S,684 W-B, 804S. That's wha1 
friends are 4! Enough Said ... ME 
Claudette (A .C.B.). You always 
wanted to know who some of these 
people were. Well now you know 
'cause one of the is you! Happy Valen-
. . ~ 1'11(Su . "lo Al tines uuy.... rprise.,, ve ways, 
Da11id . . 
Yo Shorly. Ir 's sad bur true that ii 
doesn 't take much to be an asinine 
black like you. Yes, I plan to disgrace 
· your name in this place ·cause if JIU 
don'tacl right ·it could be an UGLY 
Sight. I ' \ \. ' 
To Sean Deavaux. 306 D to a liery 
sjJecial person that I had the pleasure 
of knowing. May I his Va/en lines Ckzy 
and always be filled wilh joy and hap-
piness. Sincerely yours, B 
Irma, Ha_opy Valentine's Day. I love 
you. The past three months have been 
very beautiful. Tonite, leis make a 
toast to our relationship. Pokey 
Tlil. Remember when? A doien yellow 
roses, a pair of diamond earrings, a 
stuffed animal, a thou~hifu/ card and 
h 11/LJ ' ' . ' Da t en ...... . nappy ~a ent1ne s y, 
Bama. Barry White 
To Vicki J., my object of desire: You 
have meant so much to me in only the 
I Yi years that I have known you. I 
hope that our present friendship con 
grow into something special. Happy 
V. Ckzy! Love, "The Man" • 
To the slugs of 937 '"T'" St. Happy 
Valentine's Day: You guys are very 
special to me and I woufdn 't trade you 
/qr the world. love your ex-roomie, 
Tuesday 
PeeWee Tallywacker BKA Joe Fri· 
day, I love you more each day and 
thank God everynight for giving me 
a man as compassionate and ''special'' 
as you. Forever yours, Tuesday 
To Drew Halls Keeper, I think you're 
irreslstab/e and I want you for a 
weeke.nd. so have a Hqppy Valentine's 
Day. THis Valentine 'message comes 
from the Greeker , i 
To Keith, Mary, and Sean; This is to 
say thank you and Happy Valentines 
Doy. Peace and /Ave, Portia 
• 
-~ 
' 
Nay Nay, All things are tmtporary. /11 
be th/ere In the end. Will )!ou? 1.ove 
You!!! Cros I NC 
1730: Your dialing fingers obviously 
are not In shape but I must .!rly the rest 
of you is. Happy Valentines Ckzy. 
Musicnote, When the llfJ/ll1? gets tough 
the tough gets going! This IS what I see 
in you at this point In Your life. Hang 
tough and fear not. All wt/I transpose 
10 the very best. love always, You • 
know who Hi Boo: 
1 years of Friendship 
Yulanda, I would love to be your 6 months of games 
$wee/heart, but I ·need you help!!! 1 days of happiness 
Hop1ng·N-Pray1ng, The. Caller Many nights of ,pain. 
I strond to fa)/ In Jove 
"T-",.tac", BY GOUY I THINK Happy Valentines Day 
YOU'VE GOT IT!!! Perhaps we CEE LA 
)' • 
should celebrate more often HUM??? Lil' B, Sitting here studying, . racking 
Now stop me when /_get to seventeen. '11Y brain / took a little trip down 
-smile· HAPPY VALENTINE'S memory iane, I thoullht of the times 
DAY ~WEETHE,4RT and many 1ha1 we've spent together wishing that 
more... 'Slim the days could last forever. CMSM 
To Ton.ey McClain, That special so- J Love L'Offrcial. Happy Valentines 
meone in my life. You ha~ '!'ade me Day to some hot-girlies. Let's get San-
so happy. Happy Valentines Day! I dra's IJ.Ckzy started right. Lets get her 
Love You. Love. Shorty B-Ckzy started quickly. Dominlcque 
Barba.ra Mac, Who ya k'!ow? I had Francine, B.K.A. Cheena, You and 
my guard up, but you still stole my Tyrone have /ove-izly day. Here~ your 
heart. Thanks for being there when I first personal from a personal friend. 
needed you most. J Quest 
1 To my Va/eQtine, Dr. love; You are Hazel, U R myr:;,test love of al~. everything to me, / know that you 'II 
Take good care o my heart, mumm1. be in my heart forever. Smuggle Bums 
love Jorever, T. e Smooth Operator 
. , . This little rhyme isfor Dink. l cou/dn~ De~ra Pa~ge: ~ou re the ob;ect of my express this in my own Dink. If you 
desire, believe It or not! Happy V:Day. knew who I was I think I'd just Sink. 
Closer than you know.... . On next Tuesday, I'll be dressed in 
Pink JGM, You say that maybe it's a sign; , 
what we are going through. If we T Th R d Clt u me 
make it throug!_i together, will that be ' 0 e 00 ?runner. n yo co 
a sign too?? Happy Valentine's Day out and play. Wyle E Coyote 
&by!! Signed, ,,';le P.S. You know Lo"aine, Happy Valentines Ckzy 
who loves you. .. baby! / miss you and I wish we were 
-S. Long from N. c. You are a single together. This is a lonely da~1without with cheese, no onions or pickles, a .you. With all my heart, Ke h 
regular fry, a medium coke without . . · 
ice anti a large frosty on a 90 degree Choco/are Chip. ed 
day! DAMN. I 'AM A SILLY We took a chance when we trust 
SOPHOMORE each 01her. We rook a chance when 
we believed in each other. We took a 
Vicki Puritans· My solution to the prrr chance when we opened our hea"J;. 
blem is simple·guys ori the left: girls on We won when we fell in love. HA 
the righl and a big bold line down the PY V ALENT/NE'S DA YI! Love. 
middTe .... SORRY CUZ! -UNO ME- Cookies-n-Cream 
Elmer J. Fudd-The word is &u1 lllQ/ Tli 'Ca~g';fr~nd MiSliaun from ·ft• 
BIG MAC is better tlian' an In· Wbffll. DQlJfli you ·/~ gotxJN.'"''"' 
1erplanetary Space Flighr! ·UNO ME- DAM. We've only just beguii} Ma~ 
. . our first Valentines Day together be 
/Jeau1iful Bood1e- The number you as special as you are to me. Happy 
have dialed has been discon - Valentines Day Sweetheart!!! From. 
nected .... Please try again! Unnnh!!! The one who loves you 
The bill isn't 1ha1 much ... -UNO ME 
2-
-To the Number I woman in my life, 
Kellie Allen. Thanx 4 being the 
beautiful person you are. Always 
remember: Club LiI.aro, Red leather 
Pants. Spring Break, Lovely Nights. • 
Rock n Roll Georgetown, The Water Mr. Reginald Scott. Since we can't front, Greek Picnic. My.Party, Craiy catch up with each other in D.C. /ets 
Jobs. 90 years old. Gelflng EXOTIC, try Rome, Paris or Africa. Although 
Summer 85, Cold Sweats, and Sept,!!! I have not seen you, I'm sure your 
Whats Up? YOU!!!!!Sexy working if. Happy V Ckzy. The Biscuit 
Bod LJ ' ' j . ' n.. 1111 y .... nappy .a ent1ne s uuy .... Maker . 
Luv, Troy I . 
Mr. IBM, Scandal has known our 
Kellie Allen (Sexy no. I, My Freakin names confusion has called our bluff. 
Baby), PSK!!! What does that mean? Patience, passion and persistance liizs 
P- is for the people who .can't .unders- pulled us through. Keep it right there. 
lantf. how our re/a11onsh1p firsl Happy V Ckzy. J7/8'h 
began .... 
S-ls for rhe way I make you scream To Charmane C .. I'll be your model 
and SHOUT, Nigh1 by night we turn anytime. Happy Valentines Ckzy. The 
ROCKIN it out. .... _ Novice Artist . 
K -is for the beginning of your name, 
thats why your in my LOVE HAU To Baby Fingers: ;I'll bet you look 
OF FAME... sexy in that 1ittle one-piece item! I 
TROY (Sexy. no. 1) wonder if you coukl model ii for me_ 
' Happy Valentine's Day. · Vtctoria 
To Shay: 6 months ago about this Secret 
time. I first met you an"d wanted you 
to be mine. Ever since then our re/a· To the Milk Maid· Heres hoping the 
1ionship hasf/~ And on this V- new gallon jug will be ready soon! I 
Ckzy our LOVE we will cherish. love you. Happy Vakntines Day. The 
FROM JAZZY Milk Man 
To a very special women in my life, To ::t/!inon, Love those long-johns! 
Chanelle Scott. Thanx for Wo like to get tb know you betto. 
everything!!! As long as we live, never Happy Valen11nes Ckzy. The libnuy forger Aug. 19, strangers, confusion, Tickler 
X·Mass. the day after X·Mass. the day - --- _. . · 
after lhe day after X'Mass. Jan. I 9, Ant~. This semes/6has1""11 prtl· 
Feb. 8, Ufe, Happiness, Love, and ty good thus, Jar, and w11h,afew more 
To the Isl half of Kl To our Studenl Amba•>adors: Just · You. Luv James. lessons you 11 be a pro. Im glad you 
I rhoroughly enjoyed last Thursday. want you to know we are thinking of • are back ~tn. How about a PfllfY In 
The mood. 1he cheesecalce, and you you and apprecia1es everything you ao To &by Doll, looldn at my Gucc< Its club 3-6-4. ?? I wUI always love )'OU. 
were all ri!fhl-on·time. Whal do you for~ Have a Happy Valentines Ckzy. about that time, for me to wish you Sugar Walls . 
~ :::o~~ ~g~::,;:.1?;:;u':t~ <J:%r~':c=~~g love ... From Stu- ~/:bPJ'%.J',,":.~l~ii~°:'i';.7';c;;:~t~~ Muffin· The hearr mrotm /iJtJe 
forger, didn't you!) lhe strond half of on my mind -Love Chil/ln' things yet rhos. warm orever 
kl . Happy Valentines EkzJ!. to the wonder· · memorits lhalarehanitofargct Moy 
Jul ladies in the Ojjlce of Student Illy Pretty Girl our relationship continue llkt • 
Hey Erin, Lori and Usa, Remember Recrultme_nt. {lf_ave a nice. one Miss No 'WDrds can ~ver express the love J melody, a .nw!!ll!'t Jtlllbncmlll/ rlrjil r. In 
the night tha( I had all three of you. Fuller, MISS Offer, and MISS Glen!) have for you. Let~ k«p the j/amt of sttp with !he VSj'llll't of time l""'1>Y 
Boy, what a night. Have a happy V· love 'burning fOMJ<!r!! VaknliMs Day. Who loves you-i/W 
Ckzy. Don'tdoanything Jwoukln~do Bruce, I do need you, bur I want you Your Pretty "Eyes most -
(Uck, Uck)! I 31·/P to fully understand me fU'Sl. I wanl yu 
to have a wonderful Valentines Day. . , Hunnybun: I Jove U 2 lllllCh nol}llll 
Charles, I just wanted to ltt you know 
how much I care about you IJlll/ how 
spttCilJJ you are to me. Happy Vakn· 
tines Day! Love, Ktea 
/'//be thinking tibout you. A Friend Happy Valenll~SJ!:li Imelda!! forC/aJJe.tNlchotllitlwr Did /Jpil 
Who Cltres Your Typesetting Y tht betllu1 ~y VIII 111' w'J Olly 2 
To: Nlbbltt, I have love hand/a 
•not«h for two. Ger a grip and join 
me. Happy Valentines Day. Af!ec· 
tlonatt/y, Bobby Belly 
To My~ &st &imds, Vtronica. U, Sht, or Hi Flom. Qdle.Pfe 
~ v~ MldwMFor.Ahllma~dlislsow~ ~· y.. ValmliMs Olly 112ga1'"· ""• 
H°"%!e"y-10 charlw, laJUen ~f::..:;~:c'."l::k: 
Hi C·Marle: over the one year that I IJlll/} !lllTY - wist. '- Yi ·.H I' r • 
have known yu it has become evident love, VMltlicll 
that yu are the substaJtce thllt long- ~y ValmliM'J Doy Mom, Dod. 
lastlnslfrimdships are modt ofl!! lovt ana-l'm!!!! , 
Ya, Stymie Love, Sug 
To&ar:wy.JloW,..•a 11Dllllly-
wllc I IW~ftlf( = Y~ 
Doy/! LAitl Yet Sii- · 
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ID•no•va• tor (in' e-va' ter) n. 1. One who begins or · 
introduces something new; one who is creative. 
2. IHE TM S COMPANIES. 
• 
• 
• 
YOU 
Ideas spark innovation. Imagination fuels 
it. Achievement realizes it: · 
· At The Travelers, we challenge your po-
tential so you can strive for innovation. 
So let your ideas help shape our future . 
And yours. 
Write to: Rubin Fisher, Assistant Director, 
College and Professional Recruiting, Depart-
• 
ment 31, The Travelers Companies, One 
Tower Square, Hartford, Ct 06183. ' 
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A t Mir1/llltSOUI M11t1U1l life. S111XtSS lr 111""'i!IOfl. Alld 
It Ms llrfw fax Ol1'1';g-00 · 
fil.6' (II: .... t6() &illioll 
lailmfltCf ;,, fon:t 
~,., 13 flj/lioif ill aswts. 
l't 'rr ilf flft top I*' ptrmrl of aJJ 
lift irut1NltttC'Of'4/Nlllits 
11111lio11Mi*, wriillg~llNlll . 
"'"' miltiofl /'fOPI# 
O...rcorpomt~mtlTP 
1«11tttl ilf '"" t.1)t C'itits of Sl. 
l'll11V.Vi1t/lfG/Kllis, u txrlting 
""" progmsi'" lnttNpOlitlllf 
urra llt.;1.,b11ilt11.ilid 
l'f(J11/allolt as Ollf of tbt 
i11111rllll(f iMIUlr)"s llfosl 
In llOl Wll I 'I rorrlfXI 11 irs. ,4 ntl OMf 
grm.·tb /His C1WJ/td tmnmdol<s 
oppt.wfU II i lits for brigbt. 
11Mbili(HIJ rollf!f grlldull/t$, 
Ptoplt 11'6o •"'"' to i ll«ffll 
Proplt 11/tf )1'.111 
IFIDUWANTID 
CHALLENGE muR 
MATH SKILLS, 
N't ain !)nng JVMf lllllbrliOllS lo 
l1fr 1111'111 ciuttr in ucriwrial 
v;inlct Ovr actu11rin: Mlmn i11t 
tbt> pricing 11nd ritsrgn i1/ PIK 
ins11rul'ln' products and tum u 
p1«t uf P'lfW' 11'1/IJ JlfUCt of 
mi11d lt'i st1'muWi'!Ji. 
cbdllmgr11g a nd m.~rdirll. uurt 
for proplt u·i/b u strong ma/b 
/Ju<tground /11 rulc11/MS. 
probabilif]' 11114 slulistia 
IF \OU'RE SEEKING 
A FUTURE IN 
COMPUTERS, 
N't Call bri"l )Q.Mr a111hi11ans In 
lift u·i/.6' /1 carttr i ll romputtr 
• 
• 
•• 
IF SALES SUCCESS 
IS \OUR GOAL, 
. 
• 
ll't ' "" bring J'Ofl' 11/flbitions to 
lift Ii~ II ( II,.,. in group~· 
Orn' gro"/! $llln. rtp1ntr1tati1<n . - .., 
"" lllftOnl lbt 11'gbtsl poid ~ 
saltsprv/llt in tbt lfalio11. llfy 'rr 
m/XJIUiblf f1w "'4rltftfll,g f!!VllP 
;murulfCt prodtu:ts to top 
1.woiti1.., '" b11.1i1UU and / 
IF PERSONAL 
GROWTH 
ISF.QKIDU, 
ll'f Cllll brilflJOVf arrtb/tlOltS 10 
lift w1m a c'11ttf' '" /"< •1 mviry 
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\\'Uh u.jW.,, ExpttSS" Card 
; y~~~thlng from new 
•J!ic'li ,,. some pretty spectac· 
u&t-CfOthing. The latest In audio 
eqL\llllJ>jll\1 and the iafat albums. 
,. Tho~ij~~· .-: IO pay forjusl~'. mg~'ll warn 
" · '!&'~during col1ege. l . 
How .get the Caril 
· . ' befo~1Ji!U graduate 
Bequst we believe is the first 
sign of ~s, we've m~ l' ~ier r~r you 
IQ Fl lh<. A~= ~~,Gr..tualing 
• students can gel 1tre Canf as soon as they 
accq>I a S!0,000 ~-o_~en~ job. If you're 
not graduating ,!bis ;enres1er, ypu can apply 
for • ·~'sporisoftl<f4i11 . Look for 
student applications od, ~pys. Or call 
1-8QO.TH&- CARD. and tell'~aou want 
. a s1udrnt lication . 
. ' l 
The America!\ ·~p..ss Card. 
• 
I<~Ct ()Mr 1'KiilltsJ "f!pllra//11/f 
progralfl1HtrS allli JQta ~ 
fJ"W""'1fltrS 1111fi' ll'ilb W ntt of 
lbt 11tQ$/ wpbisllralt'tl computl'f" 
s11/l'lftf 111'ailablt /(JdaJ' Ir J a,, 
txrrli1f$ fitld for pn.iplt 11 ·1/b 11 
rkgrtt ' " flltl /b. bus•'lffSJ .. lllS. 
n1111p111rr 1Citlfct or lbt l ibl!ral 
""' 
Don't leav . 'I without it" . 
• 
MINNESOTA 
MUTUAL LIFE 
' 
WE'RE GROWING, AND so CAN mu. 
• 
• 
-
• 
fltf'l'i<n. Our 11..:wt -Mlfl""'ll 
all<tl}'flf •fas l:ittrMI 
CQIUll/tants to tJ// COl'lf/NUI J 
dtpa~fJ. 1lfyt.tw/y11:1rio#.i 
amu of (Olt(tl"ll, 1Mllldi"8 111.ri 
jlo11•. Jtaffiffl a'"! prot1ucfi1fry. 
It 's a c .. rrrr ptllb lalklr·PllllM for 
ptl>/)W Nill! If Mgrtt ill 
mu,..,,irig f1r basinrss u9o N1-t 
;,,;11ati1-t, IJ111111V1 rr/aliOm lkflb 
and a brobirig mind. 
. ~ 
FIND \OUR FUTURE 
AT MINNESOTA 
MUTUAL LIFE 
If ]Oii -Ni fO,,.,,. _,,. 
atio.t 011r flt,.._,. 
opporl•rUNn, rNd ... ,. 
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YOUN ADIES TO HAVE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED BY STUDENTS 
AT THE Cornrow1&Co8 TRAINING ·INSTITUTE 
5401 FOURTEENTH STREET, N,W. 
-
THE NATION'S O.NLY NATURAL HAIRCARE SALON, 
PROFESSIONAL. HAIR BRAIDING AND i°"'RAINING CENTER 
,..-
All Styles are 
•' 
I 
pre-selected and all students are· monitored by 
Licensed Professional Braiders 
• 
• 
(includes extensiqns) 
, 
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VISA • MASTER CARD • CHOICE • AMERICAN EXPRESS HONORED (Sorry .No Checks) 
Call 723-1827 and make your appointment today! 
Faculty, Staff & Administration. - Welcome 
e 
ornrow1&: o • 
I 
I· ) 
54q1 F:ourteent.h Street, N.W. •Washington, D·. C. (Corner of Jefferson) 
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That's Entertainment 
• 
Christopher Powell 
Hilltop Staff R~r1cr 
~ ' 
The Dance Theater of Harlem 
displays a wide range of dance styles 
with thrilling confidence and finesse 
at the Kennedy Center Opera House 
through this weekend. 
From the neoclassical expres-
sionism of Oebussey's ••La Mer'' to 
the theatrical dran1a of'' A Streetcar 
Named Desire," D"fH's spirit and 
-
Virginia Johnson as Blanche Dubois and Lowell Smith as Stanley Kowitlski in DTH's. pro-
duction of•• A Strtttcar Named Desire'' at the Kennedy Center Opera House this weekend. 
breathtaking creativity remain intact. is sturining as the Firebird, and 
The ethnic vision of, G~f\frey Donald Williams and Lorraine 
Holder's ''Dougla'' juxtaposed with Graves are also excellent principal 
the classical romance of a Creole dancers. ·rhe costumes and sets are 
''Giselle'' makes for a complete enchanting. 
dance entertainment. In the same program are 
· Tickets are still available for ''Dougla,'' Holder's rhythmic, in-
tonight's performance of Stravin- tense· vision of an ethnic mixture of 
sky's ''Firebird,'' a sizzling transfor- Hindu and African people, and 
mation of the classic from the wilds ''Voluntaries," another neoclassical 
of Russia tci an exotic jungle setting, piece inspired by religious musical 
created by .Holder anCI choreograph- improvisations, choreographed by 
ed by John Taras. Stephanie Dabney Glen Tetley. 
" 
The program is repeated tomorrow 
afternoon with Lowell Smith and 
prima ballerina Virginia Johnson tak-
ing the lead roles in ''Voluntaries.'' 
Tomorrow night, Dabney and 
Williams again dazzle audiences in 
DTH's Creole version of Adam's 
romantic tragedy ''Giselle.'' Herald-
ed by critics as ''a triumph of in-
genuity,'' the DTH version 
transposes the story of unrequited 
love from its original German 
Rhineland setting to the ante~ellum 
South, the Louisiana' bayoll, in a 
community of free Blacks. 
Johnson performs the title role 
Sunday afternoon, with Eddie J. 
Shellman as the caddish Albert. Judy 
Tyrus and Joseph Cipolla dance the 
famous Pas de deux duet in the first 
act, and Graves gives a commanding 
performance as the ghostly queen 
Myrta. 
• 
'
1Giselle'' is paired with ''Troy 
Game,'' a comical, acrobatic piece 
performed by 12 male dancers to per-
cussion music; a real crowd-pleaser . 
Sunday evening DTH ends its tour 
with Debussy's ''La Mer," a short 
series of beautiful symphonic sket-
ches evoking different facets of the 
sea, performed inspiringly by 
Williams, Dabney and Graves in 
principal roles. 
The great beers of the \\Orld ~ by one name: Wwenbrau. Brewed in Alunidt 
Brewed in England, S\\roen, Canada,Japan and here in Alrerica for a cmtinctive \\Odd c:Ws ta'ite. 
• 
, 
C1986 Miller Brewing Co. Milwaukee, WI. 
• • 
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Joseph Cipolla and Judy Tyrus dance the Pas dc 1dcux in DTH's production of ''Giselle'' 
Choreographer Valefie Bettis ' 
1950s classic, ''A Streetcar Named 
Desire,'' has been restaged for DTH 
to celebrate the 79th birthday of Ten-
nessee Williams, the author of the 
play. The acting ability of dancers 
Johnson, Smith and Julie Felix are a 
tribute to the wide ·talents of the 
whole company. ,. 
''Stars and Stripes,•• a tongue-in-
cheek comment on Ame,ricana by 
The Color P••rpk 
choreographer George Balanchine, 
ends the program with music adapted 
and arranged by Hershey Kay after 
music by John Philip Sousa. .:. 
For more information on tickets, 
call the Kennedy Center box office at 
254-3770. 
Oscar Nominated, 
Heavily Debated 
• Michelle Dyer 
Hilltop" Staff Reporter 
The Black community's opinion 
across the country of the movie ''The 
Color Purple'' is a mixture of total 
praise to uncontrollable outrage. 
Those same mixed concerns and sen-
timents were echoed at a seminar held 
last Tuesday, February 4 by Howard 
University's Counseling Service. 
The participants included about 25 
Black men and women between the 
ages of 18 and 50 who spCnt four 
emotionally charged hours sharing 
similar opinions and aflgrily debating 
others. 
There were as many theme inter-
pretations as there were individllals 
to express them. The different views 
ranged from personal, spiritual, 
social, political and historical inter-
pretation. Even the intentions of both 
Alice Walker, the author, and Steven 
Spielberg, the director were 
questioned. 
Many of the women present saiQ 
that the images of Celie, Sophie, 
Shug Avery and Nettie were images 
of strength and determination, in 
spite of the personal tragedies each 
suffered. Also, many of the women 
did not associate Celie with any 
physical ugliness . , 
However, the overwhelming_ 
criticsm Black men cited was that the 
movie portrayed them as cruel, insen-
sitive rapists who abuse their woinen. 
Male seminar participants agreed 
that Black men like this do exist; 
however, they said this negative im-
age seen in the movie will stigmatize 
all Black men. 
In response to this criticsm, many 
of the women present agreed with the 
concerns expressed by the men. But, 
the women expressed a desire for 
Black men to view the film from a 
different perspective. 
The problem both the men and 
women cited was that the release of 
the film coincided with the recent 
print of articles in ''The Washington 
Post'' on Black teenage pregnancy 
and the airing of David Moyers 
special on the destruction of the 
Black family, all which reinforce a 
negative image of Black people. 
Moreover, many of the par-
ticipants did not like the fact that the 
movie was produced in Hollywood 
by a white director . 
The group alSo discussed scenes 
from the novel that were not 
recreated in the film. They said these 
scenes might have made some dif-
ferences in interpret~tion . 
Audrey Chapman, a family 
therapist who organized the seminar, 
said the movie captured almost every 
syndrome Black men and women 
have discussed in counseling sessions. 
Nevertheless, ''The Color Purple'' 
has stimulated conversation between 
males and females in the Black com-
munity, irrespective of which view-
point is correct . 
-Another discussion on the movie is , 
scheduled for February 14. 
Thurgood Marshall: . 
The Man Behin4 the 'Line 
Pamela Johnson 
Hilltop Staff Reponer 
While many television viewers 
pondering whether to watch the lust 
and sex of ''Sins'' or the equally 
lustfUl ''Peter the Great'' last week, 
there was a program of educational 
value which would have satisfied 
America's need for quality program-
ming on television. · 
Thurgood Marshall: Portrait of an 
American Hero was presented by 
WET A, Channel 26, a local PBS sta-
tion . The program traced Marshall's 
life chronilogically from his birth in 
a segregated Louisiana town through 
his formative school years, to his pre-
sent position as the only Black ap-
pointed U.S. Supreme Court Justice. 
The producers Qf the program-
sought former friends, classmates, 
and collegues to give insight into the 
life of Marshall. In presenting these 
facts gathered from people who 
know him, some little known facts 
are uncovered. 
For instance, the viewer discovers 
that Marshall was once expelled from 
Lincoln University for hazing 
members of the sophomore class. He 
later returns to graduate with honors. 
The documentary then reviews 
Marshall's law career beginning at 
Howard University, where Charles 
Jio~ston became his mentor. 
Marshall's firm commitment to 
civil rights for all people was il-
lustrated by the types of cases he 
argued before the court . He rarely 
lost.a case during his early days as an 
attorney for the underprivileged , but 
his most noted victory was Brown v. 
Board of Education, a case which 
made segregation in the nation's 
schools unlawful. 
,, 
The program was presented in a 
tasteful, easy-to-foUow manner. But 
because Marshall rarely grants per-
sonal interviews, the viewer is left 
with a short biofraphy of Manhall's ,· 
life sprinkled with a few anecdotes, 
and comments from those who have 
bee!! close to him. 
Entertainment Beat 
The Howard University School of 
Communications Student Council 
will present the Communications 
Conference Fuhion Show, 'l'MODA 
Esebizione, •• toniaht at 7 p.m. in 
Cramton Auditorium. The ex-
travapnza will feature the fun of 
James McQuay and the entertain-
ment of soloist Shawn Allen. The 
COit is$-' . 
. The final-film prtK•tation entitJ, 
ed, "Jom, The Story of a People" 
will be shown OD Monday Feb. 1711 
6:30p.m.11tbeKennodyCmter, The 
rum is part of a ..ne. of Black 
African fibna from S ,, I ud is 
pre111•ted by the A=eak• Film In· 
llitute. For more Inf a tklll cllll doe 
AmtricanFllml•Mh•ll'llS lliOI. 
I 
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We work. as hard 
matching people 
to careers ... 
as we do., se g 
customers. 
• 
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
March 7, 1986 
Contact your Placement Office for details. If unable to 
visit with us on campus, send your resume and a letter 
of introduction to: College Relations, Dept. CR-102. 
ALSO. we will have opportunities in our 1986 Summer Internship Program 
for students who will have completed ~heir Junior year .:. same majors as 
above. If interested, send your resume accompanied by a transcript to: 
College Relations, Department CR-1Q3. 
ATLANTIC 
RESEARCH 
CORPORATION 
7401 Boston Boulevard, Springfield. Virginia 22153 
An Equal Opportunity Employ'!r f>\ Fit! 
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ANTYOURBODY 
WEDNl;S .DA Y NIGHTS 
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COLLEGE· NIGHT 
at 
the New 
• 
Every .W ednespay Night 
9 p.m.-3 a.m. 
· Admission: $3.00 
Brought to you by D. Fun Boys 
''Don't Miss It!!'' 
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the class of '86 . 
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Y <>t1 've d<>11e <I j.,1fe<lt j<>b. ;:-\ <>\v get a great job. Pick up a 
r'Ill.~'f r~IDr:LI'l'YE> recrt1itn1e11t brocl1ure at the Career 
Pl;1ce111e11t ()ffice. 'l'he11 coi11e i11 ;111d talk ·to us. 
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Howard 
Plays 
Sprinter Breaks Recor~ ' 
Delaware 
State 
I 
Marcus Warren 
Hil l1op Starr Reporter 
Jo,.ph R. Ancrum 
Hilltop Staff R$oct~ : ". 
The Bison sprinters c1JDtinue · to 
move riaht along b'y doi!IJ'.nt)ier well 
in both the Princeton' ·Relay§, in 
~nceton, New Jerseft"~..Gd" the 
Olympic lnyitational , held in the 
Meadowlands, New Jersey. 
Teresa Allen had a superb perfor· 
mance in the high jump, breaking the 
former Princeton Relay record of 
20' 3" with a jump of 20' IO", The 
jump qualifies her for t~gttgnat 
Collegiate Athletic• ~a f n's 
Track and Field Championship, held 
in Oklahoma City in March 
· l'he women 's 800 meter relay team 
consisting of Allen, Brenda Bailey, 
Jackie Blackwell, and Tisa Robinson 
came away from the relays the victors 
in the event. . 
Connie Hitchcook, Janice Kellv. 
Latrese Todd, and Cindy Ford. won 
the two mile relay. Hitchcock, ·Kelly 
Ford, and Robinson placed second in 
the .milef elay. · · · 
The.men did not fare badly. The 
tandem of Neil Madison, Lonnie 
Johnson, Don Battle, and John 
Branch place third in the sprint 
medley. Padgett Spencer, Philson· 
Lescott, and Chris Gomes also had 
good days. 
At the Olympic Invitattonal which 
. has attracted track sta~(*>'Prie­
ty such as olympic go · medalists 
Evelyn Ashford, Rqger Kingdom and 
Carl Lewis, the Bison had a pretty 
successful dav. 
The team won the mile relay in 
their section, beating Penn State, 
New York Tech, George Mason, and 
Mount Saint Mary's College, in do-
ing so. 
Teresa Allen and Brenda Bailey 
took fifth and fourth place in the 
long jump, respectively. The all-
sophomore women mile relay team, 
of Hitchcock, RobinsOn, Ford, and 
Kelly ran a respectable time of three 
minutes and 48 seconds in the event, 
Head coach William· P . Moultrie 
said that he was pleased with the per-
formance of his team which is young. 
The team consists of only six seniors 
and three juniors, and the remaining 
members are mo.stly sophomores. 
Moultrie· said he is also very ·op-
timistic concerning the potential of 
hi$ team. No doubt, Moultrie will 
take this optimistic attitude with him 
when the team travels to Nonh 
Carolina for the Mid-Eastern 
Athletic Conference Championships 
this weekend. 
' 
The men' s' bask-etball team has 
been busy this week. After a con-
ference game against Bethune-
Cookman, and a non-conference 
''match-up' ' against Coppin State, 
the Bison will look to extend their 
lead in the confernce (7-0) against 
Delaware State tomorrow night to 
Burr Gymnasium. 
Although the Hornets are 6.11 (44 
conference), they have had incredible 
performances, recently knocking off 
South Carolina State in their gym. 
The Bison have been riding a hot 
streak as of late, but head coach A.B. 
Williamson is not taking his oppo-
nent lightly. 
Coach Moultrie Honored 
''They have legitimate size for a 
division one school," said William-
son, ''If they played ~ith a little more 
togetherness, they w~uld be tough'.'' 
To set off the Hornets height ad-
vantage, Williamson says he will 
change his defenses and clog the mid-
dle, making them take the jump 
shots. 
''Their guards haven't been consis-
tent with their outside shooting," 
said Williamson, ''and if we can 
work the ball around and get the 
good shots, we'll win.'' 
The key to the Bison's game is 
defense, and Williamson said that 
they will be looking to keep up the 
pressure on thC defensive end by 
rotating his four guards. 
Williarilson is looking forward to 
the MEAC Championships next 
month, and he believes the team has 
a chance to unseat the Aggies as con-
ference champs. ''If we go in there 
helathy, we .can win it,'' said 
Williamson. 
Forward Robert ~1cl lwaine (50) pulls down one of his 10 rtbounds in thtir 81·74 \•ictory 
O\'er &thunc- Cookman Monday ni11ht . 
But he doesn't rule out Delaware 
Slate's chances of being the dark 
horse. He feels what separates the 
Bison from the other teams in the 
conference is team oriented plaf.-i' 
I 
''We have 11 guys. You go1ta let 
guys know what their roles are. If 
they don'I follow them, they won't 
play.'' 
Monday night ·s win saw the retur~ 
of Michael Hampton, who was 
sidelined with a bruised calf. Hamp-
ton scored four points and snagged 
four rebounds in 19 minutes of play. 
Williamson say, however, that he will 
only use Hamp1on extensively if he 
is able to make a contribution, noting 
that a player that has been out for 
two weeks usually comes back a bit 
rusty . 
ile 
,,.. BEER 
Celebrates 
Black History -:Month. 
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• Order your 
''WE SHALL OVERCOME'' 
:M'; x 36'' full color poster suitoble!for framing. 
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Joseph · R. Ancrum 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The honors do continue tO roll in 
for Howard track coach, William p·. 
Moultrie. Moultrie ·has been ap-
pointed Chairman of the national 
Development Sprint Committee, by 
the Athletics Congress-USA . 
MQultrie was appointed co-chairman 
last summer. Former Chairman 
Terry Long recently resigned to 
become head track coach at Florida 
State University. .. ' 
Moultrie's new position makes him 
the head of the congress's four 
regions, Southern, Northern , 
Western, and Eastern. Moultrie has 
the responsibility of making key ap-
pointments within the organization. 
Soon after taking over his new posi-
tion, Moultrie appointed Seton Hall 
track coach John M®it Ea~tern 
regional chairman. ~ ~ 
''I am really honored to have been 
ch.Osen from among my peers for this 
position, especially, considering the 
fact that I staned out in the organiza-
tion as an assistant on the 400 meter 
relay staff," said Moultrie. 
I 
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Moultrie was also named sprint 
and relay cciach for this summer's 
·Goodwill Games to be held in Russia. 
He was Chosen by the International 
Track and Field Committee. The 
.games will take place from July 1 to 
July IO. 
These honors highlight Moultrie's 
13 year career at Howard Universi-
ty. During this time he has produced 
more than 47 All-Americans. 
An alumnus of Tex~s Southern 
University, Moultrie came to Howard , 
after a successful stint at Stanford, 
University where he was an assistant 
football coach '\nd helped lead teams .. 
to ·two consecutive Rose Bowl 
championships. 
Track Coach William Moultrie 
Perhaps the biggest honor of 
Moultrie'.s impressive coaching career 
though was his appointment to the 
U.S. Olympic.Track and Field Staff 
in 1984. But all of these accomplish-
ment have not lessened Moultrie's 
desire to continue to strive for his beSt 
in all that h~ does. 
• 
Next Week: 
..i _.... .. 
Results of 
Delaware State Game 
" ......................................... ___ __ 
INTERVIEW WITH DONALD B. WRIGHT 
' ON UPCOMING MAXIMIZED 
MANHOOD MEETING WITH DR. EDWIN 
LOUIS COLE. 
Q.Mr . Wright , give- us some introduc1ory in-
formation o'n your upcoming meeting. 
A. For the last two years our organization has 
endeavored to do some specialized ministry 
with the men or our rc-llowship. We have 
become acutely aware of ho·N society has 
thoroughly emasculated tht men of our socie-
ty. Today , you can ask the averagt male what 
makes him a man, and he will 'not be able to 
respond definitively . The answer 10 1hat ques-
tion should not be vague or uncertain, but 
readily understood by the man . This, however, 
is not the case in most of our society. We are, 
therefore, sponsoring a special meeting on the 
campus with a man who has been involvtd in 
specialized ministry to men for more than six 
ytars. He has found within the pages of tht 
Bible those principles which make for true 
manhood . We believt all men should be expos-
ed to these teachinJs. 
Q . Who is Dr. Edwin Louis Cole? 
A.Dr. Cole is the rounder and president of an 
international ministry called Maximized 
Manhood'Ministries. The nature of his ministry 
is ''patterns and principles .'' He believes that 
. ''God does every things accord.ins to a pattern 
based upon a principle. Thertfore, we must 
understand God's pattemand live by His prin-
ciples to be maximized in our lives." Because 
his speciality is 10 give men God's patterns and 
principles, he has therefore been efftctive in 
speak.in& 10 all men regardless or their na-
tionality or race. 
Q.So your desire is to do what? 
A.SimplY this, to brina Dr. Col~ to the cam-
pus, invite tht men of our university to the ral-
ly, and allow them to cxpcrietice it for 
themselves. We believe their lives will be richly 
impacted by the great µuths ' which will be 
shared . 
Q.Are you expectina: a areal attendance? 
A. We believe every man at Howard would 
benefit from comina: to this mectina. We u 
men art concerMd about our society . We sec 
the kinds or protMems nistins within our com-
munities. Some will come to pin information 
10 take within our Communities, so that other 
youna men wi)I understand 1<>me or tbe buic 
principics or life. We·ue plannina for about 
«lO men to be in attendance. 
• 
... 
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Q. 
What about the race questions? Do you believe 
the men or our campus will respond positive· 
ly to Dr. Cole who happens to be white? 
A. We must realize that most or the people who 
attend Howard are not Black racists. There arc 
good thinas which can be learned rrom persons 
coming from backarounds different from ours. 
Dr . Martin Luther Kina Jr. made a pro round 
statement once. He Wd, ''A man should be 
judged not by the color or his skin, but by the 
content or his character." To not be willing 
to receive from a person because he is white 
is racism. Or . Cole is not comina to share with 
us. the principles of ''white'' .America. He is 
coming to share those things God has in-
structed him to share with men . God's revela-
tion is nOt for white people or Black people, 
but for all people! 
Q.So, you don' t expect color to be an issue? 
A.Some will attempt to make it an issue, but 
they will not be heard . Truth speaks louder 
than lies. 
Q . What else qualifies Dr . Cole to speak on this 
issue? 
A. In thC last five years Dr. Cole has spokCn 
to more than 500,000 men in rallies and 
meetings.all across our nation about manhood . 
He haS written thrc.c best sellina books: ''Max-
imized Manhood,'' ''lllC Potential Principle'', 
and ''Cour8ge.A Book For Champions.'' 
Thousands.or men all acr0$S the world have 
given testimony of how these books have im-
pacted upon their lives. Dr. Cole has become 
one or 1be foremost authorities on hdpina; men 
reach their maximum potential . 
Q.When is the mectina. and where will it be 
held? 
A. The meetina: will be held.on Friday, Match 
7 at 7:00 p.m·. in the Andrew Rankin Mcmotill 
Chapel. 
Q .Is there an admiuion cbarac? 
A.Nol This is presented u a scrvict to tbs 
University. NO recs will be charpd. 
Q .Is the mcctina jwt for men, or cu. women 
come also? \ . 
A.Orilinarily, the !Wes woukt be webllne to 
bcwithus,butthismt 'inaild 'pwdformen 
only. Sorry w·~1I 
Q,Any cl00n1 11•1°11ifllU'? 
A. We ue lookina forward to tbU Mn& ooe 
of the mOlt adtina aad impoi1UIC -11·1 a 
ever conducted on the e1mpua of .. 
Univcni1y. Men, Wk to .. _ _. 
certain they plan co be u.er· It'• ...... 10 be 
lf'Cll! II 
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Representatives of Yosemite Park & 
Curry Company will be on campus: . 
7 
This will be a group presentation. . 
All Majors ... Freshmen, . 
Sophomores, Juniors and 
Seniors are welcome! 
We will be interviewing for 
Seasonal Positions, in 
• 
Hotel, Housekeeping, 
Kitchen, Food Service, 
Retail, and Support Facilities 
with starting dates beginning March 
15 through June 30. 
We will also be interviewing for a Hotel 
Restaurant Management lnter11. 
· Housing available to applicant only. 
. . 
7 
' 
For further information and application, contact 
• 
• 
Mr. M. Williams, Hotel-Motel .Manage1nent 
Program. . . . · . · 
• 
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Budget 
C.rtt•lled from Pqe 1 
tor fiscal 1987, the ~panmcnt of 
· Education requested $133.1 million 
for academic programs, $2 million 
for the matching endowment grant 
and $22 million for Howard's 
hospital. Funds for research would be 
climinat~, bringing the total request 
to SIS7.2 million. 
The new requc~t represents a 
decrease of $7 million from last year. 
But if the Reagan administration's 
short-term ·goal is to cut $7 million 
from Howard's federal appropria-
tion, its long-term goal is much 
broader, and to Howard, more 
painful. 
''The Education Department's 
long-term strategy is to decrease 
Howard's dependence on the direct 
federal appropriation by building up 
the University's endowment and en-
couraging tuition increases to cover 
a greater proportion of expenses,•• 
according the department's fiscal 
summary and background of the 
budget. 
Indeed, Education Department of-
ficials contend that H;oward's tuition 
' is artificially low because of federaL 
subsidies . 
·What's riiorc, they say Howard's 
tuition is lower than other institutions 
with ''which Howard likes to com-
pare itself.'' including a handful of 
Ivy League institutions. 
The Reagan administration also 
argues -that Howard's tuition is even 
• 
lower than that of other comparable 
Bfack colleaes and universities. Fur-
thermore, they said, the income level 
of Howard students and those at 
other institutions arc on 1the same 
level. 
''I'm sure that the university will 
address the matter of tWtion and 
make appropriate adjustments,•• said 
Dr. Roger Estep, vice president for 
university relations and development. 
Estep did not dispute the conten-
tion that Howard's tuition was lower 
than that of other similar 
predominantly Black institutions. But 
he said that Howard has , ''for the 
last decade," steadily increased its 
tuition. 
''The matter of tuition increases is 
receiving very serious considera-
tions,'' said Estep. If Howard's tui-
tion must rise then so must its private 
endowment, say both University and 
government officials . 
· Currently the federal government 
matches up to $2 million for each 
dollar Howard receives from private 
donors. ''Thei rate of response is 
slow,'' said Estep of Howard alumni. 
'' It is an institutional fault," said 
the vice president, explaining why 
Howard receives so little in philan-
thrOpic funds. ''More pec>.ple need to 
understand the role of private sup-
port at Howard." 
1 To potential donors outside the 
Howard community, federal funding 
is ironically a sort of liability . Foun-
dations and corporations mistaken-
ly believe that since Howard receives 
federal monies, it doesn't need anv 
/ 
• 
assistance. 
''Graduates of . Howard also 
misundentand that Howard is a 
private institution that needs private 
support,'' said Estep. 
Medical Students 
Continued. from Pa1e 1 
Hilltop article printed Jan. 24 sayina 
that the administration had formed 
a committee to formulate a set of 
regulations that would allow students 
to register by a Feb. IS deadline. 
Addressina present University 
policy regarding good academic stan-
ding for medical students, Claiborne 
said, ''There is a need for the Univer-
sity to redefine 'being in good 
academic standing'. I have proposed 
that the administration set up a com-
mittee to dcaJ with this problem so 
that it does not happen again." 
In explaining the process of federal 
funds Claiborne said that the govern· 
ment requires those receiving federal 
funds to meet two requirements: 
making satisfactory progress and to 
be in good academic stB11ding. ,, The 
federal government defines what is 
satisfactory progress while thC institu-
tion defines what is good academic 
standing,'' she said. 
As a result of the announcements 
by Lloyd and Claiborne, the 3tudcnts 
voted to cancel the march on the Ad-
ministration building but maintained 
their classroom boycott . 
e in the H.U. Area 
' 
(202) 33 -2222 
SP6CTRUM 
I-JAi R Dt;SIGN 
TUE.-FRI. 10-15 SAT , 10-4 
Perm Relaxer witiJ Cpt & Conditioner $35.00 Hair Cut. Blow Dry & Curl $28.00 wl.Condltlnner 
Shampoo. Blow Dry & Curl $20.00 w/ Conditioner We use Shampoo & Conditioner by Nexus Products 
\ 
WALTER KENNEY Hair Discounts For Students 233 FLA . AVE. N . W . 
OWNll'" WASHINGTON . DC 20001 
' 
• 
Intramurals Offe-r Variety ~- -
Delllft BoJkl• 
Hilltop Slaff Reporter 
The intramurals program is for the 
students. Coward strcs1ed this point 
and would like to see more participa-
tion in the activities. 
demonstrations aaaiiist the Duvalier 
adminstration. 
Video games, bowling, 6ackgam-
The intramural proaram, headed mon, billiards, and even spades, ·are 
by Bill Coward, hosts a number of more activities offered by the in-
activities. Volleyball, weight training, tramural program. There is 
and swimming arc just a fcYf. Three so':11ething for everyone so come and 
ptduate assistants, Brandy Jackson, enjoy. . 
According to World Bank,. the 
(Jross national product (GNfJ. !bl· 
per capita income of Haiti in 1982 
was $320. 
The Haitian economy bu been 
described as the wont in he Wcstcm 
Hemisphere. 
There are conflicting reports rcaar· 
ding Duvalier's political asylum 
status. The Consular for Public Af. 
fairs at thq Liberii.an Embusy in 
Washingron, Emmanuel Bowier, bu 
denied a Wednesday UPI report that 
·Liberia has offered Duvalier pc1 DIA· 
neut asilum. 
"Debbie Murphy, and Donna Wood, For more information call 
help Coward to run lhe propui. 636-7226/ 7,8. 
Wednesday, February ' was the Haiti 
frrst offlCial ni1ht 'Of the intramural 
. basketball league .. The first pmc was Continued from page S 
between the Color of Success and 
T.B.A. T.B.A. was victorious 39-44. 
The second game was between the 
Benzos and the Mixers, the Bcnzos 
winning 32-2S. The final game of the 
evening was between Hardest Hart 
and mcmbcn of Howard University 
security of The Force. The students 
Duvalier's departure meant a 
joyful occasion to some, to others , it 
was time to hide for their lives. 
Repons from Haiti said ', some 
''Ton Ton Macoutes''membefs, the 
secret police that Duvalier's father, 
Francois ''Papa Doc'' Duvalier had 
formed, have been ICilled. 
He said, ''Duvalier has never re-
qucstd for, and Liberia has not of-
fered him a ~rmaneot asylum.'' 
He added t1'at Duvalier would · 
prefer a French·speaking to an 
English-speaking country. 
were victorious 34-16. 
According to UP~. ''Papa Doc's'' 
••After. all we do not have any 
diplomatic tie with Haiti ... we closed 
our embassy in Haiti last year,'' he 
added. The graduate students arc not the only students who help to run thiS. 
program. Gary Harris, Fritz G. Jean, 
and Mitchell D. Smith are three of 
the students that officiate over the 
basketball games. Other students, 
like Robert Turner, supervise the 
o'ther various activities . 
tombs.tone was attacked by angry 
demonstrators in t~e capit~I city of 
Port-dc·Prince. Also destroyed were 
monuemnts dedicated to his memory. 
Haiti's sagging economy and the 
.consequent high rate of unemoloy· 
ment in the countrv sustained the 
Bowicr did not rule out the 
possibility of granting Duvalier 
asylum in Liberia but said if be 
should request for it, his request 
would be ''taken up'' with ''the reali-
ty of the time.'' 
• 
• 
' Astor Pizza 
CARRY OUT & TABLE SERVICE 
1829 COLUMBlA ROAD, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20009 
. . 74~7495 
HOME MADE PIZZA 
Call la lldYw:e 18'1 food wW be ready IO INCH 
. SMALL 
PLAIN with Oeeoc .t: 1'.omato .... .. . . .... : ·'$3.$0 
with One Tnppina.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.JS 
-widl Two Toppinp .. . .. ... .. . . . ... , $4.80 
' 
with Three TC!ffinp . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . $.S .4S 
with Four TOFPiDP. . . . ...... .. . . . . '6.10 
, or wilh Elm)••ina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.SO 
14 INQI 
LARGI! 
$.S.IS 
$6.00 
$6.1$ 
$7,10 
$8.$$ 
$8.87 
,.,,. ,.., , •••• J', us ! .... , ' 'SJ q' . Stt''W'. "'""""-". FNd Grw• 
• .... Sil 
•Arr• '"' • 0.'19· .• M• ... • .,.._ Cltn• • 
PLAIN P,lfl,t ltoY THE SLICE-~ 
---------------·-----------··-········---~---...-·····-----·--·--··-·····-·~~-
' . 
• 
-$1.50 off any large piu.a 
-:-$1.00 off any small piua AU Students 
' --$.SO oJJ. any sub c .............. - .... ,...._ 
- - - ----- - -- -
' HAVE YOU HAD PROBLEMS PAYING 
RENT, FOOD EXPENSE OR EVEN 
CAR PAYMENTS!! 
• 
·Well BUSA is in the process ol lorming 
a 
• 
STUDENT CREDIT UNION! 
Thia la a financial Institution that will 
enable student• to pool their reaoursea to 
save and borrow MONEY • 
Our Student Concern• and Grievance• Unit 
la clrculatln• a campus-wide survey to 
meuure student Interest. We would like to 
eatabllah the credit union u soon u possible • 
TO MAltE THIS WORlt, WE MEED YOUR 
SUPPORT! 
• 
-
• 
F.or more Information, please contact Chuck Onyell• 
or Bryant Moore at 63..,700717008 • 
' Q=O.I ~, uOl?N lJ<..lP-N}_lE,NK'.1Neo, P<ND 
CO'...X2C~NA.Y cn1LLel2 PR~s~ .. . 
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Pablo's Corner 
By Paul Davies 
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Sfulknts Flaunt Education? Carribbean 
', 
Sonia Y. Murray 
Hilltop Slaff Reporter 
body, are not as strong as our minds 
• and talents enable us to be.'' 
''The reason for the lack of unity 
on campus," said Smith, ''might be 
because the students come from 
Continued from page 5 
Cari-bbC&it SOS stat~d that those 
industrialized countries prevent the CANA also reported that the 
healthy development of the Carib- Ministry of Economic Affairs in 
Holland , has confimred th.at in-bean area since the sea is not capable · · d di 
Guccis or• grades? Which Qne various backgrounds.'' 
would the H.oward'te most l'keiy· ·. ~·~e v:'1ue of attendin' a Black ~n-
of degrading radioactivity. ''After a vestig~t~ons ~ere . ma e reg~ ng 
while, the seabed and consequently du~p1ng rad1oact1ve waste 1n the 
all sea life will be contaminated. Jn Caribbean. 
this manner 1 radioactivity will enter A joint effort is now under way 
want to flaunt? 1 
1 
·· st1tµt1on ts the opportunity to be 1n- the whole food chain." between Caribbean SOS and 
According to C~A. the involv- Greenpeace to prepare a brochure 
ed countries arc believed to have op- designed to remind the Caribbean 
posed ~ilotion to end the dumping peoples of the importance of keeping 
of radioactive waste at the lnterna- the area clean without any nuclear or 
tional Dumping Conveption in radioactive waste, the repor..t 
Eliteness or education? Which is, 
priority for the Howard student? 
The question of what is most im-
portant to the student and if it is 
reflected through their actions was 
addressed by a number of students 
and professors. 
A number of students said they 
came to Howard not to display their 
clothes, but to diplay their talents and 
grow as Black individuals in a Black 
environment. 
''Being exposed to various Black 
thoughts," said Steven Hall, a 
sophomore Economics major, ''will 
help place 'me into a position that will 
enable me to become an effective 
leader in communicating my thoughts 
to the Black community.'' 
Loren Cole, a graduate assistant at 
Howard, said, ' 'I feel that mosc of 
the students here have very high 
hopes, but they hav~ the imprcSsion 
that they can get by and not have to 
do the work." 
Although students may ''work'' to 
get a grade it is not the same as "ob-
taining something tl1at wi!l last them, 
according to Dr . Bishetta Merritt, a 
inscructor in the School of 
Colnmunications. 
'.'The majority of students are 
more concerned about grades than 
what they've learned," said Merritt . 
''The day of the radical is gone. The 
students are not hungry. They are 
really feeding into the middle class 
mentality . ' ' 
When· asked whether students ap-
peared very materialistic, Ellis Smith, 
a senior chemical engineering major , 
said, ''It' s really 'bourgie'. On the 
surface it's Black but in actuality it's 
" 'hite . It' s a fashio n show period. It 
led me against fashion because peo-
ple are so into it . 
Though disappointed withfsome of 
the virtues of lhe student body most 
people said they could not see 
themselves anywhere else. ''Howard 
is everything you make it and what 
you take advantage of," said Andrea 
Walker, a senior broadcast manage-
ment major. ''And with the question 
-• 
-.it \f AH 
. fluencCd and educated by Black 
leaders, 11 said Walker. ''W..e know 
the right path to take. Let's unite and 
move forward . Howard University 
students, as well, as Blacks across the 
world, if united, are unstoppable iQ 
their race for success!'' 
London. indicated. 
MBA: Access To Opportunity 
Information· for Minorities 
The G raduate Management Admission Council Has Information For Black 
And Hispanic Students About Admission To Master Of Business Adminis· 
tration (MBA) Programs And Career Opportunitie,s Available With An MBA 
Dq~e. ' 
• 
Even If You 've Never Considered Graduate Man-
agement Education, You Should Know That Op-,,, ... ,., ..... 
portunities To Enter MBA P;~rams Are Available 
To Those With Ability And n erest. 
The Education Is C hallenging ... And The Result s 
Are V<ll11 ,1ble. 
The MBA: Access To Opportunity, A Free Brochure: 0 11tlincs Wh.11 Y l ) ll 
' Need Tu Know . The Hrochure Is Yours For A Fri·e Phone Call, Or With Tht' 
Coup(ln Helow : 
------------------------------------------------------------ ~- ~---------
0 
1 
Mall to: 
Graduate Management Admission Council . 11601 Wiishire Boulevard , 
Los Angeles. CA 90025-1748 
I 'm lnteresled. Please send me THE MBA: ACCESS TO OPPORTUNITY·. 
Name .. 
Address 
~hone. Including area code 
0 Information lor Bl•ck students 
0 Information tor Hispanic studenls 
~ 
' 
c • T o F 
Suite 1060. 
' • • 
- 800 - 842 - 5555 
t n California, 1-800-231-7292 
• 
• 
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General 
....... -------------1\ 'l 'I' ENT l ON STUDENTS. ,, 
Do you find yourself not having 
enough energy to study for long 
periods of time? Try POLLITABS 
SPORT. An all natural product 
which increases your energy level and 
endurance. 
For more information call Ms. Jones 
(202) 726-5231. 
Attention!! All Presidents of student 
,organizations. The President tal 
Forum presents PRESIDENTS 
DAY 1 Friday, Feb. 21 at the Howard 
Inn. Includes workshop's and a ban-
quet with Congressman John Con-
yers as guest speaker. To register con-
tact student activities at 636-7000. 
A Black history month program 
planned for Feb. 16, at 6:00p.m., at 
770 Park Road, N.W. The program 
is in honor of the Ancestors of the 
Black race from their roots in Africa 
throughout their presence in 
America. 
Celebrate Black History Month! 'The 
Spartacus Youth" League invites 
-everyone to a forum: ''From Soweto 
to Philly: Smash Racist Terror!'' Fri. 
21, 7:30 p.m., Blackburn Center 
Forum. For more info . ca ll: 
636-3537 . 
Black United Youth Protest 
WWDCS IOI on Mon. Feb. 17 at 
1150 Conn . Ave. 12 :00 noon . 
TTansportati6n from the Quan-
drangle leaving at 11 :00 a.m. 
Black United Youth South African 
Embassy Protes t on Feb. 21, 
(Malcolm X Assassination Date) at 
6:00 p.m. Transportation leaves from 
Cramton at 5:00 -p.m. Important : 
WEAR BLACK!!! 
''For the Love of OUR people let's 
March; The last rites for APAR-
THEID." 
African Art , Fashions 
For authentic Art , leather acc-
cesories, jewelry and Fabrics Cal l 
Gbola 937-7180, 269-1543; 
Mohammed 369-7445 
Check us today at the campus's ven-
ding spot on the hill atjd the Com-
munication Conference Fashion 
Show. 
HAPPY HOUR at the Howard Inn 
from 6-9 p.m. Friday the 14th. Come 
and celebrate your Valentines Day 
with the California Club. Free food 
and drinks are 2 for I . 
CALIFORNIA CLUB MEETl(':IG 
Tuesday, Feb. ,18th at 5:30 p.m: in 
the Undergraduate Library Lecture 
Hall . Important topics to be discuss-
ed . Sweatshirts ($5 .00 deposi t), 
Fashion Show etc . 
Party from IO p.m. -6 a .m. at the 
Clubhouse, 1296 Upshur St. N.W. 
Ladies only from IO p.m .-12 a .m. 
Men will be admitted from 12-6 a.m. 
for $4 w/college l .D. $5 after 2 a .m . 
TAJ Book Service, A Student Enter-
prise will commemorate Black 
History Month with free Notary Ser-
vices to Howard Students with valid 
certificate of registration and I .D. 
Tim Jones, Notary Public 722-0701. 
Howard University's School of Social 
Work presents A CELEBRATION 
OF BLACK HISTORY, School of 
Social Work Auditorium, Thurs. 
Feb. 27 from 5-7 p.m. Sponsor: The 
BSW Student Organization (AFSW). 
Refreshments will be served. 
Economics Tuto.rial Program . 
Abram Harris Economics Society of-
fers a free tutorial service for all 
Economics courses. Hours arc Tues., 
Wed. , and Thurs., from 3:30-5:30 
p .m . in the Economics dept. Room 
no, 313 J'~B-B . 
It's Coming Again 
SPRING BREAK 1n 
HOT-ATLANTA!! 
Sponsored by CLUB GEORGIA. 
Tickets: $70 round-trip 
For Info. Call 636-2703. 
Ricky Wilkins and Herb Long 
Good Luck in reaching your goal for 
HUSA Pres. and Y.P. Go 4 it! 
Sabrina 
NOBUCS, the National Organization 
of Black University and College 
Students will hold its next General 
Body Meeting on THURSDAY, 
FEB. 20, at 6:30 p .m. in the Human 
Ecology Auditorium. 
"N.O.W. MARCH FOR 
WOMEN'S LIVES" 
Will all people interested in the 
N.O.W. March for Women's Lives 
please meet at ''00 p.m. Wed. Feb. 
19 in room I 16 OOH. For more in-
fo. please call Ona Alston at either 
636-7007 /8 (work) or 328-1703 
(home). 
THE ABRAM HARRIS 
BCONOMICS SOCIETY will have a 
~. Feb. 19th at ' p.m. in the 
ASB-B room 313. All ue welcome to 
411 id. HUSA candidates will be 
IP I Ina. 
• 
• •• 
Weloome ro IX lady A.G .. I am·sure 
you will enjoy your stay! (Tell the 
fellas [well now. maybe that isn't quite 
the word I should use] HEUOJ and 
kick tail at nationals! THE MAN 
Uoyd, if you continue to ./Jt! the man 
you've been for the _pa.st three~ )'!Ors. 
You 11 prove to be EXCEUff:.rJ;~r 
the job. l.£onard Clay, . nt 
Economics Club 
·To my Sorors of Alpha C/tapler, De/111 
SiRmD Tliera: I wl.sh you all a very 
Happy Valentine's Day. T. T.B.O.D. 
5·A ·85 
P.S. To my S1J11ds of Orchidllceous 34, 
• 
Need Extra Money??? \vin $50 First 
Prize, Architects, Advertising, Fine 
Ans--All students are cncou.ragcd to 
submit a Slogan and / or picture for 
the H .U. graduating Class of 1986 T-
Shirts entries should be on an 8 X I 0 
paper and returned to Rm. 108 
Blackburn. 
, Happy Anniversary. Just think, one 
To Troy White: don 't you dare worry, Uoyd, you 've obtained a level of ex· year ago we began our journey into 
neither homos or the haughty !!'ill cel/ence that's p/oced you in historical Dellll lAlllJ and begun a bond that will 
stand in your way. Love, your perspective in the School of B. Trustee stand the test of time. 
$50 for the Senior slogan entry that homegirl in 816 . was nwdefor you. lisaDawson, Ptesi-
BURLESQUE MIDNIGHT RUN-
NER. I have only 87 pennies in my 
piggy bank, so let's change the stnkn 
to something more danslerow!! Clir· 
namon isn't the ONLY 'SPICE in ml 
life (GET THE HINT?) THE 
t!CKLISH ONE , 
JACQUES (aim HB.A.) Get out of 
water spam D/pln' and Divin' over a 
sink is not the move! Vi~la is {DI' 
lovers. not PERPETRATORS!!!! 
BENT OVER BACKWARDS 
is chosen to be ori the shins of the dent Beta Gamma Sigma National To my ''Baby Finster'', Words cannot 
graduating Class of 1986. Submit all Welcome to Washington. IX Lady Honor Society express the way you make me feel 
entries to Rm. 108 Blackburn. AG! Good luck at nationals and I do when I am with you. You give meal/ 
. expect' you to take home the lion's This Surutance of Excellence would the love and security I nllti. Your I 
All L.A. Sophomores with 35 or~hare of the awards. Now is the time like to wish our Excellent choice for warm smile, Your gentle touch. and 
more earned hours must complete for you to prove yourself to al/ those , Trustee, Uyod Royal, Great Luck. Ex- your tender kisses make my world go 
scheme before Feb. 25 in Locke Halj. who .have been so unfortunate that . ~rive Committee. Golden Key Na· aroun~. Thank you for being my 
Room 110. ) they ve yet to see )'OU perjorm ... Still t1onal Honor Society ----. valentine, today, tomorrow, and 
An unlimited reward to find the most '~ 
beautl[ul girl from Garden Towen, 
Surrernter IQ tfie Guy on the HUI·! MW 
charmed by yur kiss. The Ex-Lodger. 
behind (ha ha) you after all these · forever, I love you so much! Your 
To Dr. Sethi-Class Advisor years! Uoyd, "WeMeanBusines.s"andsodo "Munchichi Doll" Wanted: Tooflymidwestgitslwhoatt 
desserts at Deas and are very lovely. 
If.found return to: Cauntry Rat and 
City Rat up on the Hi//, 
We deeply appreciate your support, you. You know we'll all be on top 
You have tremendously held down Hey Sauirt! Thanks for being my when this thing is through . Jacy Dear Luncheon, Happy Valentine's 
the fort, for our first year class in the friend. Happy Valentine's Day. Love, Yates, President FBA Day. LDve, S.S.L. -
difficult task of maintaining a ''good Pisces 
standing' ' report. Happy Valentine' s 
Day. To John 008-003·036. Many guys 
from: College of Pharmacy Class of from California are warm, sweet and 
'88. gorgeou~ John is a guy from Ca/ifor· 
To the Faculty, Staff, and Fellow 
Students of the College of Pharmacy. 
Adjusting to the rigorous pharmacy 
program can be quite a task for 
''frightened freshmen'; , but that ad-
justment was · made much easier 
because of: I) the interest guidance 
and instruction of the faculty and the 
staff; 2)the help, advice and concern 
of our fellow students. We would like 
to take this opportunity to say 
''Thank You'' and wish all of you a 
Happy Valentine's Day, COPPS 
Class of '88. 
Professional Typing, Rush Service. 
Proofreading for Accuracy. Free In· 
formation Pack, 331·8858. 293·5660, 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: 
Recently published International Stu· 
dents Handbook. A ste{>'by-stepguide 
to greencard from student visas. For 
f ree details: Immigration Publications, 
P.O. Box 51599/H, Dallas Tx. 75251 
TYPING. WORDPROCESS/NG: 
TERM PAPERS, REPORTS, LET· 
TERS. FORMS 171. DISSERTA· 
TIONS, RESUMES, APPL/CA · 
TIONS FORMS, LEGAL BRIEFS. 
SPECIALISTS IN TURIBIAN OR 
A PA FORM A TS. DISKETTES 
PURCHASE OPTIONAL. DU· 
PONT CIRCLE CALL 483-0798. 
REASONABLE RA TES. · TWO 
BLOCKS FROM THE REDLINE 
SUBWAY. 
• 
Personals 
-
Congratulations. Deedi and Graig on 
becoming Mr. and Mrs. Alan G. 
Graves. Good luck in your future 
together. love you both, Tina 
' To a couple of Caring and loving peo-
ple. Jon Savoy and Lisa Townsend 
who have great way at making people 
feel special, Happy V·Day, love, 
Jennelle. 
To whom it may concern: 
I noticed a slanderow remark in last 
weeks personals directed towards Troy 
White (future Pres. of the School of 
Communications). I'd like to say it was 
Preposterous and very Immature. A 
Concerned Student 
The road is hard and long. However, 
the Great Ones' always surface in the 
end, Llyod, continue to be the Great 
One. Kevin Arnett. President NABA 
nia. John is warm, sweet, 
gor.ceous ... and someone I would 
dej initely like to get to know!!! Have 
a Happy Valentine's Day!!! SHELL 
Just writing (calling) to say HI friend. 
Lers have jun! You know who! 
Amherst, If you ever plan on making 
that move from Massachusetts· to 
Michigan, get a lif!h~_Grip and p/etJse 
start acting right.'! lj you don't, I'll 
make you be generic and tel/ them to 
put you back into your same room 
next year! CINCINNATI 
MAHHLO, Keep striving for no, I 
girl. but please don 't make up any ex· 
cesses once that ''melts in your mouth 
not in .vour hands' ' pair of 
POLYESTER BLUESisyounorelse 
me and Howard Hughes will tear you 
up worse than M the ''R.A. '' did. 
PRUDENCE 
Sister Fate, I ott" you an apology for 
the last few attempts of tryin$ to get 
together. Let S take a crack at 1t again. 
Maybe tomorrow? Give me a call 
tonight. Happy Valentine s Day, you 
BAMA !!1 J 
I , 
Happy Birthday! Philly Fly Girl Kim 
L, Well you 're finally drinking legal· 
/ .\ 1! I heard your reservations are set 
(H.J.) Now all you need is housing. 
P.S, Where's th• rock? Stacey 
Mr. Polemarch, W Morris Mobley · 
1·Xi·8.4, My handsome nupe· 
congratulations for being among 
''Who's Who in American Coll~ 
and Universities , Keep betnR 
thorough, for you are ''The Man . 
Happy Vatentiae S Day!!! Love, 
Miami Nice 
Dear Brett (b, k.a, Kool BDS) Happy 
Valentine's Day, hoping to get to 
know you better. From your library friend, 
To my heart, Kevin, This is our first 
valentines day together, remember 
that I love you always and you are a 
special part of my life. From your 
heart, Karen. · 
Dear Eric (no. 12), I hope our feelings 
for each other grow stronger -and 
stronger. love S.B. 
Candidates.' May 1he best man win. 
Even if he is a woman!GOODLUCK 
ONA & YVONNE! 'Taking-Care of 
Bizzness'' 
Ona & Yvonne. Everybody knows the 
''Real Dear:· 'Cause you 're holding all 
the cards! ''The Dealers '' 
Ona. For Community, Campus, and 
Consciousness ... Good luck "Madam 
Prez" "Memphis" 
Uoyd, do it "Byte by Byte''. F<>r in the 
end all shall know who the best man Yvonne. To a beautiful, stronR: black 
fior the1·ob is. Ronnie Moore, Presi· woman ... Good luck! Love. 'Master dent COB/SS • C" 
To_ Mr. T (Sigma) McRight, It's great 
being lovers with someone like you, 
even if I am ''married''! I wish it were 
more, but I've settled for Jess. / look foTWQrd to the ''LUNCH" I've never 
had!!You know who I am because, Je 
suis la meilleure 
Norman, IA/anie told me to tell you 
hello ... 
Alisa tay/or, Will you be mine? Why 
not, you already have my heart ... G.S. 
Whats up a/mo.st homegirl? You have 
a very cute smile! (Ask Norman who 
this is from Alisa Taylor) 
Candace Simms and &Idle T.. Happy 
Valentine's Day to a couple of special 
pepp/e. May your day be bright and 
your night be merry! From rhe OM 
who lo~ you both the mo.st, Kattn. 
Just !eelng if you att paying attmllon! 
Love. Jmne//e 
Good luck N.A.A.C.P. Ex«utlve>! 
1/:};g!i:."s1/:tef~ lions t JudJlril .,_ fw 
U.G. A. tnatu WE HA VE:'F'Afl'll 
YOU'U WINI 
Lloyd, The diffwult we do right away, 
the impossi6fe takes a little longer. 
Keep strong. because our substance is 
''Solid as a Rock" Herman McKinney, 
President Delta Sigma Pi 
Hey Uoyd, What?. say keep your bal· 
ly'son. Your'regonflllneedtoROCK 
them hard when you'"' on the Trustee 
throne, David France, NY LTD 
Lloyd, Good luck in your endeavor for Trustee. You are the ''peoples 
choice''. Keep on, keepin on. Carnell 
McBride. President lnveslments Club 
AVES ON 
EASING OR BUYING 
Can & Trucks 
(New or Used) 
Offi~ & Buiness 
Equlpmeat 
rcrafta, Boats 
536 ••t9 
LEASING VNIJMl'('ED 
INC. 
' 
Good luck, Lloyd, on your quest for 
Trustee. We 're behind you JOO per· 
cent, Be strong. Douglass Selby, SBPA 
Student Council President 
Hey Big Spender, Who will it be on 
1his special day? Well uh... the 
peacock? Signed, S.A.D. 
1 , Cheryl P .. I told you I was going to 
To: Andrea Moss, I have always been 
in search of someone as beautiful, fly, 
and lovely as you are. A doubfe agent. 
James Bond (007) 
CONGRATULATIONS and GOQD slip something in the Hiiitop a5out 
LUCK TO: Dori, Lynette Daphane you. I've checked the 'computer' again 
and the PYRAMIDS!!! fhe road is and it read that ''you are potential 
hard and long but 1he payoff is sweet. available': It also gave me your 
Maintain strength and unity!!!!MIKE ,, number. I'll be in tuch. Happy V·Day. 
To Mrs. B-More, The guy downstairs 
is despeately waiting ;or your return 
smile a su;prise awaits you. 
CEE!!!!! Guess Who? To: Lisa Bi/1505, Now that we.~ become good friends, do we have a 
chance to begin. I really want to teach 
you how to snake. signed: The Color 
Hey do U really no me. I don't think 
so. If yu did, you would have said 
something definite by now, but we 
always have next weekend to talk. 
love, Mitzi 
Purple · To The Midnight Mixin ' Modrian ' Mob, There are Burgers to be eated 
and some to throw away, BE.WARE To the mast Important element to the 
the,,'(', nsequences of 1nvest1n.G too N.A .A.CP.· Terri Washington Budget 
To the girl who gives many slumber fast .... A CONCERNED BURGER the time with your Political and 
parties: Guess we 'II be going out ro · Py d 'd h " 'h Bo -
Houstons tonight because things are YO SAU Y, Fly ties are in season rami wor,, ·t e " 1 ite ys! 
truly tight. Riding in black GT/s or along with the chill!!! There's City Rat: Don 't worry about al/ the 
guys with fly ties.:.Make up your something more behind the reflection mouse traps. because you are a tough 
mind. Signed, Totally confused --\'.'_your mirror! I of the Boys. rat. You will get the real cheese in the 
Hey girl, Ya busy? Yeah, yeah busy S/UY RABBIT. Please kick thehibit. end. (P.S.O.C.), Country Rat. 
in 509. So Miss were you hanging with 2 men in 2 years is not live!! Yur To Tasha D.-the precious pyramid, 
the boys last night, I think so, We are stallion will soon make his move only keep your head up h~· h and stay 
doingtherightthingkeepingiton1he ifypuputdownyourshieldlo('lienuf bo h ~'h AA CP l 
,ow ,,. n , 1gne ', tX ys mo er or 1mtoge11nyour_m1x... IOOpercentbehindyou·especiallythe ' ~ks s.· d b' b ' th fi h ' . , 111p NDA a vet e water. '' e , , ... s 
To o family in 102 Logan Park: HEY U NO ME. YA BUSSIE??? White Boys (Chris & Troy White) 
Thanks for being such goOd friends What.'s the secret? The triangle widens 
throughout the years. May each of our as we spe~. What's the deal? Even 
lives continue to cross the same JXlth. · free a~nts_'gtt contracts (or TRAIJ. 
Wishing you a very happy Valentine's ED!!) THE I WHO no 's U!!! P.S. 
Day. Love always, l .N and G.H, Happy Valentines Day 
To the serious student in 318 Drew, 
I still support the FOR1T·How about 
you: Chilly Moore, N, Y. C piWJ. The 
NU/'CO)ive Oil Boots, Empire State 
Bldg., an<t.:..lei:IJ c:ra_e aLS:25_a.111." 
Writers Workshop 
nonfiction focus 
'With 
Dr.S11layman Nyanv 
Ghayth Nur Kaohil 
February 22, Saturday 
1:30 pm 
•Live Cl11191 
• T•t 'n Tape 
Reinforcement 
... 
University of the District of Columbia C1Nllrtl"r'a1&Wld1' 
• 
8uildi ~~ ·l , R ~o~ AOl 
VAS S£SSC"A,14Pt;S 
-l~OO C0f'; .\fCJICL'T A VE.'1.1.il . :Ii W 244-1456 
WASHING !li:]D (' 
• 
!n !c~a~ion: (20 2) s~6 - l6 10 4201 ConMcticut Ave., N.W., WUhington, o .c . '20Cl)8 
• 
. I 
, In fact. we'tl even pay you more than $600 a month while you attend. viat's in 
addition to paying for your tuition, required books and fees. 
It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Pl'ofessions Scholarship Program. 
And here is hOw it works! ·, · ' 
If you're selected for a Physician's Scholarship-ftom the Army, NayY, or Air 
Force-you're commissioned as an officer In the Reserves. 
While you're in school, you'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining 
valuable medical experience. After graduation, you vffll serve three or more 
years, the lenoth depending on the requirements of the service selected and 
years of schoWship assistance received. 
As an Armed Forces physician you'll receiv.e officer's pay and benefits, and 
enjoy the advantages of Working regular hours. You'll also see a diversity of 
patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated me<fical technology. 
But most "-1ant. wtile you're in medical school we~ help pay the bills. 
For more information, send in this coupon, There is ho obtigatiori. 
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